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Abstract

This thesis details work performed in the Distributed Array Shower Head (DASH)

and Pocket Rocket systems over the past three years, and is targeted at use in

surface processing applications. The DASH source produces plasma in an array of

hollow cathodes. Pocket Rocket is a geometrically similar analogue to a single hollow

cathode in the DASH source, used for its superior optical access. The work aims to

investigate the physics that underpins the operation of such a plasma source.

To characterise the expansion plumes from the hollow cathodes, two dimensional

maps of ion densities in argon are measured using a Langmuir probe. A peak density

of 1018 m−3 is measured at the interface between hollow cathode and expansion

chamber. Downstream of the plasma plume, densities are as low as 1014 m−3. Plasma

density in the plume has a 1/z2 dependence, as plasma freely diffuses into the

expansion chamber. Further downstream, there is an abrupt change in behaviour

as the plasma density becomes nearly constant with increasing distance from the

hollow cathode.

A compensated Langmuir probe is used in conjunction with an emissive probe

to make spatially resolved measurements of the plasma potential, floating poten-

tial, and electron energy probability function (EEPF). Inside the hollow cathode

a Maxwellian distribution is observed with an electron temperature of 2 eV. The

EEPFs measured in the plume show bi-Maxwellian behaviour, before becoming a

single Maxwellian with temperatures as high as 11 eV far from the source.

To investigate its etching capabilities, the DASH source is also operated using

SF6 to produce atomic fluorine and to chemically etch unbiased silicon. Etch rates

of up to 3.2 µm per minute are measured using a profilometer. Scanning Electron

Microscopy of some processed wafers demonstrates the isotropic profile expected of

the chemical etching process. It is shown that scaling of the DASH source to process

a 300 mm wafer with uniformity of ±5% uniformity of etch rate is possible.

To investigate the possible use of DASH in deposition processes, optical experi-

ix
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ments on hydrogen plasma with a pressure on the order of 1 Torr are performed

in Pocket Rocket. Two operational modes are observed, named the diffuse and

the bright modes after their respective appearances. Fulcher α spectroscopy yields

gas temperatures of approximately 350 K for the diffuse mode and 500 K in the

bright mode. Temperature is observed to be independent of pressure but strongly

dependent on power.

Pocket Rocket is also investigated using an intensified CCD (ICCD) camera for

spatially resolved, sub-rf cycle imaging of Balmer α emission. The diffuse mode is

found to be operating as a typical γ capacitive discharge, while the bright mode

displays evidence of some degree of inductive coupling. The bright mode has high

enough gas temperatures to precipitate the formation of a supersonic shock as gas

expands from the hollow cathode. The shock is stationary, but is only apparent

once per rf cycle as a burst of energetic electrons passes through it.
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1

Introduction

This thesis details experiments performed in the Distributed Array Shower Head

(DASH) plasma source, and its analogue Pocket Rocket. By virtue of its geometry,

DASH seeks to exploit the characteristics of an arrayed hollow cathode device. The

long term goal is to produce a uniform plasma with a high concentration of radical

atomic species but lacking energetic ions. The thesis investigates the physics un-

derpinning the operation of such a design, including comprehension of its benefits

and drawbacks. Originally, the DASH source was envisioned purely as an etching

source, but in later work is also investigated for possible applications in deposition

processes.

1.1 Plasma

Plasma is often described as the fourth state of matter, and is thought to comprise

some 99% of the visible universe [1]. It is a gas in which some or all of the con-

stituent particles (be they atoms or molecules) are ionised [2]. Plasmas exhibit the

properties of collective behaviour and quasineutrality. Collective behaviour occurs

in a plasma because it is susceptible to influence by electric and magnetic fields. As

such, regions of the plasma outside the range of collisional contact can affect one

another. Quasineutrality refers to the fact that a plasma has no net charge, or in

other words, that there are always an equal number of positive and negative charges

present in the plasma. Quasineutrality also requires that the distribution of charged

particles within the plasma suppresses the formation of electric fields within the

plasma over a certain length scale, called the Debye length, λD. For a volume larger

than a Debye sphere (with a radius of the Debye length), the densities of positively

1
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and negatively charged particles will be equal [1]. The Debye length is defined as

λD =

(
ε0Te
en0

)1/2

(1.1)

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, Te is the electron temperature, e is the

fundamental electric charge, and n0 is the density of charged species. The Debye

length is important as it defines the space over which an applied potential can be

shielded by the plasma, for example an earthed wall of a plasma reactor at 0 V.

Considering some arbitrary potential, Ψ0, applied to the plasma in one dimension,

the reduction in potential at a distance x from the forced potential is defined by

Ψ(x) = Ψ0 exp(−|x|/λD) (1.2)

This implies that over a single Debye length, the potential is reduced by 1/e. In a

typical laboratory plasma this becomes relevant where the plasma is in contact with

the walls of the vessel within which it is contained. Due to the relative masses of

ions and electrons, the plasma potential, Vp, must be higher than the potential of a

grounded or floating wall. As a consequence of these unequal potentials, a sheath

forms, a region in which the potential varies from that at the wall to Vp over some

distance controlled by the Debye length [3].

Weakly ionised plasmas, such as those presented in this thesis, are dominated by

collisions between particles in the gas phase. Broadly these can be grouped into

two categories: elastic and inelastic collisions, such as excitation and ionisation.

When the total energy of the incident particles is below the excitation and ionisa-

tion thresholds, elastic collisions are the only sort that can occur in a monoatomic

plasma. For a chemically simple gas such as argon, these threshold energies are

12.14 and 15.76 eV respectively [4]. For a molecular plasma the situation becomes

more complex due to the availability of excited vibrational and rotational states of

the molecules. Above the excitation and ionisation energy thresholds, both elastic

and inelastic collisions can occur. For a simple argon plasma the following reactions

outline the basic processes present in the discharge
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Ar + e −→ Ar + e (Elastic collision) (1.3)

Ar + e −→ Ar∗ + e (Exciting collision) (1.4)

Ar + e −→ Ar+ + 2 e (Ionising collision) (1.5)

where the superscript * denotes an electronically excited state.

In reality, the number of reactions present are more complex, even in a plasma as

simple as argon [5, 6]. Every collisional process within a plasma has an associated

cross section (σ), mean free path (λ), and frequency (ν). The cross section gives an

area of interaction for which a collision can occur. The mean free path describes the

length scale over which the uncollided flux is reduced to 1/e of its original value [2].

The mean free path is defined by equation 1.6

λ =
1

ngσ(ε)
(1.6)

where ng is the neutral gas pressure, and the cross section, σ(ε), is a function of

the energy of the incident electron [7]. Typically the processes described by these

metrics consider an electron impact collision, although they are not limited to this.

The collision frequency is defined by equation 1.7

ν = ngσ(ε)v (1.7)

where v is the velocity of the incident electrons.

1.1.1 Plasma Breakdown, Potential, and Sheath Formation

For a direct current (DC) discharge the breakdown voltage, Vb is described by the

Paschen curve. The formula for breakdown voltage is defined in equation 1.8

Vb =
Bpd

ln(Apd)− ln(ln(1 + 1/γse))
(1.8)
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where A and B are constants whose values vary depending on the gas used, p is

the pressure in the discharge, d is the separation of the electrodes, and γse is the

secondary electron emission coefficient of the cathode. It can be seen from equation

1.8 that there is a minimum value for the breakdown voltage dependent on an

optimised pressure-distance product, pd.

In an rf system the breakdown voltage is lower than in a DC plasma due to the

time varying nature of the fields present in the discharge. Provided an electron has

not had an inelastic collision with either the wall or another particle when the time

varying field reverses, it will have its direction reversed and continue to gain energy

from the applied field. This process effectively increases the path length from the

electron’s frame of reference. As such, the strength of the applied field need not be

as strong as the direct current case [8].

During the breakdown process the plasma will eventually come into contact with

the walls of the chamber within which it is contained. For the plasma to be in

a steady state, the flux of both positive and negative charges to the walls of the

chamber must be equal. The ions in the plasma will always be significantly more

massive than the electrons, hence electron velocity is much higher than ion velocity.

This means that for the fluxes to balance, a potential that retards electron motion

towards the walls must form. This is the sheath, whose width is determined by the

Debye length. An example of a sheath is represented diagrammatically in figure 1.1.

The approach used in [2] is followed to understand the sheath mathematically. The

voltage at the boundary of the presheath and sheath is arbitrarily set to 0. The speed

of the ions at this point is defined as us, and invoking the law of quasineutrality, the

densities of ions and electrons are equal. Considering a one dimensional system, and

ignoring collisions between ions and the background neutral gas, the conservation

of energy of the ions yields

1

2
Miu

2(x) =
1

2
Miu

2
s − eΦ(x) (1.9)

where Mi is the mass of the ions, u(x) is speed, and Φ(x) is the potential at some

position within the sheath x. If the sheath is collisionless and no ionisation can occur
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Bulk Plasma Presheath Sheath

Wall

n

x

ns

ni

ne

Vp

0

0

Φ(x)

Φw

Potential

Density

Figure 1.1: Top: Variation of plasma potential near a wall. The field in the
presheath region accelerates ions from the bulk plasma to the Bohm velocity. Bot-
tom: Variation in charged species density near the wall. Inside the sheath, electron
density is reduced due to the sheath potential [2].

within it, then the continuity of flux at the presheath-sheath boundary is defined by

ni(x)u(x) = nisus (1.10)

where ni(x) is the ion density at some position x, and nis is the ion density at the

sheath edge. Now assuming that the electron density is described by the Boltzmann

relation, then

ne(x) = nes exp(Φ(x)/Te) (1.11)

where ne(x) and nes are the electron density at x and at the sheath edge respectively,

and Te is the electron temperature. The electric field is the gradient of the potential,

E = −∇Φ, coupling this with Poisson’s equation yields

∇2Φ = − ρ
ε0

= − e

ε0
(ni − ne) (1.12)
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This can be expanded by replacing the ion and electron densities with their explicit

values to read
d2Φ

dx2
=
ens

ε0

[
exp

(
Φ(x)

Te

)
−
(

1− Φ

Es

)−1/2
]

(1.13)

where Es is the initial ion energy Es = 1
2e
Mius. Equation 1.13 is the general form

that governs the potential profile and charged particle densities in a collisionless

sheath. Integrating equation 1.13 with respect to position, x, gives

1

2

(
dΦ

dx

)2

=
ens

ε0

[
Te exp

(
Φ

Te

)
− Te + 2Es

(
1− Φ

Es

)
− 2Es

]
(1.14)

Due to the fact the the LHS of equation 1.14 is a square, for there to be a solution

the RHS is necessarily positive. Interpreting this result physically means that the

ion density in the sheath must always be greater than electron density, which is seen

in figure 1.1. Physically this can be interpreted by as the electrons in the discharge

moving much faster than ions, and the flux to the wall of both species must be

equal. To ensure that the RHS is positive, a Taylor expansion can be performed

with respect to Φ. Satisfying the resulting inequality for the RHS to be positive

yields the following relation

us ≥ uB =

√
eTe
Mi

(1.15)

This relation is known as the Bohm criterion and defines a minimum speed at

which ions must enter the sheath to ensure an equal flux of ions and electrons to the

walls of the chamber. The Bohm velocity, uB, is also equivalent to the sound speed,

cs, of the incident ions [9]. Since the ions in the plasma will be only slightly above

room temperature, an electric field between the bulk plasma and the edge of the

sheath is required to accelerate the ions to the Bohm velocity. This region is called

the presheath and is depicted in figure 1.1. The potential drop across the presheath

region is defined by

1

2
Miu

2
B = eVp (1.16)

Where Vp is the plasma potential defined relative to the Φ = 0 at the presheath-

sheath boundary. Substituting the expression for the Bohm velocity and using
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the Boltzmann relation from equation 1.11, the relative densities between the bulk

plasma density and the density at the sheath is found to be

ns = n exp

(
−Vp
Te

)
≈ 0.61n (1.17)

Now that the density and speed of the ions are defined, the flux of both electrons

and ions to the wall can be calculated, and are respectively found to be

nsuB =
1

4
nsv̄e exp

(
Vw
Te

)
(1.18)

where Vw is the wall potential and v̄e is the electron thermal velocity, since the

electron flux is isotropic. The ion flux is directed due to the accelerating fields.

Solving for the wall potential gives

Vw = −Te
2

ln

(
Mi

2πme

)
(1.19)

The width of the sheath can be calculated by integrating equation 1.14 again and

yields what is known as the Child-Langmuir law.

s =

√
2

3
λDs

(
2eΦs

kTe

)3/4

(1.20)

where s is the sheath width, λDs is the Debye length at the sheath edge, and Φs is

the potential at the sheath edge relative to the wall.

1.1.2 Electron Energy Distributions and Temperature

Once a plasma has reached a steady state after breakdown, the electrons’ ener-

gies will have a certain distribution that depends on the pressure, geometry, and

power coupling mechanism of the discharge [10–13]. Typical laboratory plasmas are

sometimes called non-equilibrium plasmas due to the fact that the ion and electron

populations are not in thermal equilibrium [1].

For a population of particles in thermal equilibrium, the velocity distribution is a
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Maxwellian. A one dimensional Maxwellian velocity distribution is given by

f(u) = n
( m

2πkT

)1/2

exp

(
mu2

2kT

)
(1.21)

where u is velocity, n is the density of the particles, m is their mass, k is Boltz-

mann’s constant, and T is a quantity defined as the temperature. It can be seen

from equation 1.21 that the temperature of the particles controls the width of their

distribution. In other words, for a higher temperature, a greater proportion of the

particles have higher velocity. By summing over three dimensions and converting to

energy, the following equation describing the distribution of energy of the particles

can be derived

F (ε) = n× 2

√
ε

π

(
1

kT

)3/2

exp
(
− ε

kT

)
(1.22)

where ε is energy. In equation 1.22 the temperature, T , is measured in Kelvin.

However when discussing parameters such as electron temperature, it is often more

convenient to use units of electron volts (eV). To convert from Kelvin to eV, equation

1.23 is used

kBT = 1 eV = 1.6× 10−19 J→ 1 eV =
1.6× 10−19

1.38× 10−23
= 11600 K (1.23)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant.

Therefore, when discussing the temperature of a Maxwellian electron distribu-

tion 1 eV = 11600 K. Figure 1.2 shows how the distribution of electrons varies for

four different temperatures ranging from 1 to 10 eV. As mentioned previously, the

processes in a plasma are controlled by collisions, and the cross sections for these

collisions have an energy dependence. Therefore the electron temperature of the

plasma is important in determining plasma chemistry, as it will directly affect the

likelihood of each type of collision occurring.

It is worth noting that it is rare for an electron distribution to be exactly

Maxwellian in a laboratory plasma, especially at low pressure. In a capacitive

discharge for example, the electron energy distribution is often found to have a

hot tail [14]. Such a distribution is said to be bi-Maxwellian, as it can have two

different temperatures ascribed to different energy ranges. There are many other
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Figure 1.2: Maxwellian energy distributions for a population of particles with
temperatures ranging from 1 to 10 eV.

distributions that can be measured in physical plasmas [15].

Electron energy distributions can be measured in a number of ways, but broadly

these diagnostics fall into two categories: invasive and non-invasive. Invasive diag-

nostics rely on probes inserted into the plasma to make measurements [16]. Invasive

techniques have the advantage of being able to easily make spatially resolved mea-

surements. However, they introduce a perturbing surface into the plasma, and can

sometimes significantly distort the parameters they are being used to measure [17].

Non-invasive diagnostics instead typically rely on optical techniques to make mea-

surements. Measurements of the electron energy distribution are possible using

spectroscopic techniques [18, 19]. Such techniques do not generate the same effect

as an invasive probe, but they often lose spatial resolution. Both techniques have

limitations based on the operating parameters of the plasma. Ultimately the nature

of a particular experiment is critical to deciding which technique is best.
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1.2 Capacitively Coupled Plasmas

There are three main coupling mechanisms for power deposition in a plasma. They

are: capacitive coupling, inductive coupling, and wave driven coupling. Each of these

three mechanisms respectively produce higher plasma densities. A capacitive plasma

uses the high voltage that forms on the sheath of the driven electrode to deposit

power to the bulk plasma [2]. An inductive plasma couples the evanescent fields that

surround an electrode carrying an alternating current to the mobile electrons in a

plasma to heat them [20]. Finally a wave coupled plasma launches electromagnetic

waves through the plasma itself. Under some conditions, the electrons and waves

can exchange energy, providing an additional source of heating [21,22].

Capacitive coupling is unique amongst the three of these broad coupling mecha-

nisms in that it is present to some extent in nearly any rf plasma. For example, an

inductive discharge driven by a single loop antenna will have an element of capac-

itive coupling between the two ends of the antenna due to the voltage drop across

the loop [23]. Furthermore, if a plasma discharge is ignited by a applying a voltage

to an electrode or antenna, it forms in a capacitive mode, even if only briefly as they

pass to more efficient modes of coupling.

In a typical capacitive plasma there are two modes by which power is transferred

to the electrons. They are: ohmic (collisional) heating, and stochastic (collision-

less) heating. Ohmic heating is the result of momentum transfer between electrons

oscillating in the rf fields present in the plasma and the background neutral gas.

Stochastic heating is the result of reflection of electrons from the large electric fields

present in a moving high voltage sheath [24]. An analogy frequently used to de-

scribe the mechanism is the collision of a ball and a moving wall. The velocity of

the reflected electron is described by

ur = −u+ 2us (1.24)

where ur is the reflected velocity of the electron parallel to the direction of motion

of the sheath, u is the electron’s initial velocity, and us is the velocity of the moving

sheath. However detailed modelling of this interaction suggests other mechanisms
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might be responsible for this effect [25].

A plasma operating in a capacitive mode can fall into one of two categories: α

mode or γ mode. The α mode relies on the heating mechanisms described above and

has a lower density than the γ mode. By contrast the γ mode relies on secondary

electron emission from the walls of the discharge vessel to be sustained [26].

1.3 Hollow Cathode Plasmas

In a DC system the cathode is the negatively charged electrode. A hollow cathode is

one whose geometry has been altered to have a hollow structure, thereby increasing

its surface area. Hollow cathodes were first produced in 1916 where they were used

as thermionic electron sources due to their long lifetimes [27]. A general diagram of

a DC hollow cathode can be seen in figure 1.3.

In 1954, Little and Engel published evidence of the hollow cathode effect in a

DC plasma [28]. They found that by reducing the spacing between two separate

cathodes, they were eventually able to combine the negative glows present in front

of both, and greatly increased the current density in the discharge. This effect was

the result of a second scaling law, similar to the Paschen curve described in section

1.1.

Initially, plasma breakdown occurs between the cathode and anode according to

e AnodeCathode

Pendulum electron

d2

d1

Figure 1.3: Schematic diagram of a simple hollow cathode discharge. The geometry
of the cathode allows promotes the production of pendulum electrons, for which a
typical path is shown. The length d1 is used in the calculation of the pressure power
product for Paschen breakdown, d2 is used for activation of the hollow cathode
effect.
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the Paschen relation, with d1 as shown in figure 1.3 providing the relevant length

scale. When the pressure distance product of the interior of the hollow cathode lies

between 0.1 and 10 Torr.cm using d2 as a guide, and a precursor discharge is present,

the hollow cathode effect can be activated [29]. If the current density in the DC

discharge is high enough, the positive space charge that forms in front of the cathode

moves into the hollow cavity. This in turn produces an electric field within the hollow

cathode with a strong radial component. When secondary electrons are emitted

from the cathode surface they are trapped in a potential well inside the hollow

cathode [30]. These electrons, sometimes referred to as pendulum electrons, pass

across the space between cathodes many times, participating in multiple ionisation

events [31]. This trapping of electrons and the subsequent increase in ionisation

frequency within the hollow cathode is what causes the discharge density to increase

once the hollow cathode effect is activated.

Once the hollow cathode effect is active, the voltage drop between cathode and

anode decreases, while the current continues to increase [32]. This is called negative

differential resistance and is characteristic of the hollow cathode effect. Due to the

nature of operation of a hollow cathode discharge, the electron energy distribution

is strongly non-Maxwellian [33]. The pendulum electrons that sustain the hollow

cathode mode form a hot tail and can have energies as high as the plasma operating

voltage.

The first rf hollow cathode plasma device was developed by Horwitz in 1983 [34].

It was designed as a plasma processing tool for increasing the etch rate of SiO2.

At the time of publication, Horwitz achieved etch rates between 10 and 100 times

greater than the current benchmark from dielectric etch processes.

The process by which a hollow cathode operates in an rf system differ in two

significant ways from its DC analogue. Firstly the hollow cathode effect is initiated

by a second avalanching breakdown within the hollow cathode. Recalling that in

the DC case, the plasma moves into the hollow cathode as current increases. The

second difference concerns the formation of a self bias on the hollow cathode [35].

In a typical rf system, the grounded area is much larger than the powered electrode,

and in the presence of a blocking capacitor this leads to the formation of a self bias
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on the powered electrode [36]. In some cases this self bias can be as large as Vrf , the

amplitude of the rf signal, and can result in very large sheath voltages on the hollow

cathode. Secondary electrons emitted from the surface of the hollow cathode can

have energies of hundreds of eV. This results from the large sheath voltages present

when the applied voltage is at its full negative excursion. Rather than the earthed

surfaces, the plasma itself forms a virtual anode for the hollow cathode. Therefore

the DC self bias on the hollow cathode performs the same role as the applied voltage

in a DC hollow cathode discharge. The self bias rather than the applied voltage is

what sustains the hollow cathode mode in an rf environment.

Since Horwitz’s work, rf hollow cathode discharges have found applications in

etching [37, 38], sputtering [39–41], and deposition [42–46] systems. In more recent

years, atmospheric pressure hollow cathode plasmas have become a source of interest

for possible uses in surface processing. To activate the hollow cathode effect at such

high pressures, the diameter of the hollow cathode must be reduced. Often systems

such as these have diameters of less than a millimetre, and have thus gained the

name microplasmas [47]. Due to their small size, microplasmas are often operated

in an array [48, 49]. They have found use in gas phase chemical modification [50],

ultraviolet (UV) light sources [51], and maskless etching [52], as well as in other

areas.

A hollow cathode discharge provides two potential benefits to the design of the

DASH source. The first is that the plasma density increase drives up the density

of chemically active species. The second is that by flowing gas through the hol-

low cathode, plasma generation can be done remotely, reducing ion damage to the

surface.

1.4 Plasmas for Etching

Modification of surfaces via plasma techniques was adopted as the industry stan-

dard for transistor production in the 1970s, as the undercut left by wet chemical

etching became intolerable. Creating a plasma from a molecular gas allows access to

complex chemistry in the gas phase at a surface, such as a wafer. This can be used
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either for removal of material from a surface (etching) or for addition of material to

a surface (deposition) [53,54]. As discussed earlier, the DASH source was primarily

designed for use as an etching machine, although later chapters of the thesis inves-

tigate the production of hydrogen plasmas, which are typically used in deposition

processes. Due to their widespread use, these techniques and their optimisation

form the backbone of a large industry that recorded $78.47 billion in global sales for

the first quarter of 2014 [55].

1.4.1 History of Plasma Etching

Plasma etching is an extension of the physical sputtering process first recorded by

Grove in 1852 [56]. Yet it wasn’t until the 1960s that sputtering with a plasma was

used in a laboratory environment by Lepselter et al., in the production of beam-

lead switching transistors [57]. In 1969, Davidse used an argon plasma to develop

an rf sputtering technique [58]. Almost simultaneously plasmas were beginning to

be used for chemical etching, specifically using an oxygen plasma for photoresist

stripping [59]. Meanwhile, the use of atomic fluorine for chemical etching was being

investigated [60]. At the time, fluorine was desirable due to the fact it could etch

silicon nitride, where previously no wet chemical etchant had been available. Fur-

thermore, fluorine displayed good selectivity between Si and SiO2, which could be

enhanced through increasing the complexity of the plasma chemistry [61, 62]. By

1979 it had become possible to produce an integrated circuit using no wet chemical

processes, reducing undercut in the process as well as eliminating the need for costly

oil based solvents and their associated disposal problems [63].

The first generation of plasma etch devices were developed to use reactive ion etch-

ing [64, 65]. These devices were rf capacitively coupled, and exploited the physical

assistance sputtering brought to the etching process, especially through the forma-

tion of a self bias on the smaller electrode brought on by asymmetry between the

powered and grounded electrodes [66].

As dry processes were taken up by industry, efficiency of production and through-

put became key concerns. At first this was dealt with by increasing the size of the

reaction chamber, but this led to problems with uniformity in each batch. The so-
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lution was to increase etch rates, which was achieved through several means. These

included: magnetic enhancement [67], decoupling the plasma density and ion energy

in the discharge [68], and plasma density enhancement through alternative coupling

mechanisms such as inductively coupled [69], helicon [70], and electron cyclotron

resonance plasmas [71].

Modern commercial etching reactors tend to use a mixture of these technologies to

achieve optimal properties of the processing plasma [72]. Alongside improvements in

the technologies generating the plasma, the size of the wafer being etched has steadily

increased over time. The first etch machines mainly used wafers of 100 mm diameter.

In the early 1990s wafer size increased to 200 mm [73], then again around 1999 to

300 mm [74]. Currently apparatus is in development for the use of 450 mm wafers

[75]. The benefit of increasing the size of the wafer is that it increases throughput,

however the challenge is to maintain an acceptable etch rate and uniformity while

combating problems such as wafer loading [76].

The DASH source falls into a particular subcategory of etching devices that are

designed to only flow active species and few charged particles onto a wafer surface

[77–79]. These devices differ from ion enhanced etching tools by producing the

plasma away from the wafer, rather than in the same chamber as the wafer as

is conventionally the case. Because of the geometry of the source and non-local

plasma production, many of the charged species do not reach the wafer surface,

whereas radical neutrals can. As such, these reactors produce an isotropic etch, and

are often used in photoresist stripping [80–82]. However it is also possible to use

such a device for chemical etching of silicon with atomic fluorine [83]. By reducing

the interaction between charged particles and the wafer, selectivity of the process

between a film and substrate can be enhanced.

1.4.2 Etching Mechanisms

Broadly there are four distinct modes of etching that can exist within a plasma

environment. The first of these is sputtering, where material is removed from the

target by the energetic impact of charged particles. The second is pure chemical

etching, where material is removed via energetically favourable chemical reactions
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at the surface of the wafer. Third is reactive ion enhanced etching, where the plasma

supplies both gas phase chemical etchants as well as energetic ions. The fourth is

inhibitor etching, where a passivating component is introduced to the plasma to

protect the wafer from chemical etching [84].

Sputtering is an anisotropic process, and as such can be used to assist in pattern

transfer processes [85]. Pattern transfer is the name given to the transferring of an

‘image’ from a mask, usually made with photoresist, to a wafer. The anisotropy

of the process is crucial to reducing the size of features (transistor gate length),

and their spacing (called the half-pitch). The process works like a stencil, exposing

parts of the wafer to the incident plasma/neutrals and allowing it to be etched.

The sputtering yield is also sensitive to the angle of incidence of the bombarding

ions [86]. Perpendicular ions (angle of incidence is 0◦) will sputter the target, while

grazing ions (angle of incidence is 90◦) will not sputter at all. The angle of greatest

sputter yield lies between 0 and 90◦. Since sputtering is a physical process, it

is largely material independent and only weakly depends on the surface binding

energy of the target and the masses of the incident and target particles [2]. Due to

its angular dependence and material independence, sputtering can lead to faceting

of the photoresist, which can be a problem in etch processes.

Chemical etching occurs when the plasma supplies chemically active species that

react with the wafer material to form volatile molecules that can be pumped out of

the system. The chemical etching process is capable of very high selectivity, such

as atomic fluorine discriminating between Si and SiO2. The most basic example of

chemical etching of silicon by fluorine is

Si(s) + 4 F −→ SiF4(g) (1.25)

However in reality the chemical process that leads to the silicon atom being re-

moved is potentially more complicated [87]. A simplified schematic diagram of the

chemical etching process of silicon by atomic fluorine can be seen in figure 1.4.

Since the chemical etching process does not usually have a directional dependence,

the process is isotropic, although it produces far less undercut than the wet chemical

etch it replaced some 40 years ago [88].
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Figure 1.4: Schematic diagram outlining the chemical etching process. Due to its
isotropy, there is some undercut beneath the photoresist.

When both physical and chemical processes occur in tandem in ion enhanced

processes such as reactive ion etching (RIE), the resulting etch rate is higher than the

sum of the two contributing processes [88]. To achieve this the discharge must supply

both the chemically active etching agents (such as atomic fluorine), and energetic

ions to bombard the surface. It has been suggested that the etching mechanism in

this regime is chemical, but the reaction rate is determined by the energy of the

bombarding ions [89]. Because of the presence of energetic ions this process can be

anisotropic, but at the expense of selectivity. In modern etching devices, multiple

frequency coupling is used to achieve independent control of the ion energy (through

bias on the substrate) and the anisotropy at low frequencies, and plasma density

and selectivity at high frequencies.

Inhibitor etching exploits both a more complex plasma chemistry and the lack

of selectivity of bombarding ions to produce very high anisotropy etching. A good

example of inhibitor etching is the Bosch process, developed in the 1990s at Robert

Bosch GmbH [90]. The Bosch process comprises two phases: a standard etch phase

with both chemical etching and ion bombardment, and a passivation phase. During

the passivation phase, the wafer is coated as a chemically inert polymer is deposited.

Then during the etch phase, the bombarding ions remove the polymer from a vertical
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direction while simultaneously the exposed wafer is isotropically etched [91]. As

the wafer is processed, the sidewalls become passivated during deposition, and the

bombarding ions do not remove polymer from the sidewall as effectively as from the

bottom of the trench. During the etching phase, only the bottom of the trench is

exposed to the chemical etchants in the plasma. Over multiple cycles this process

causes a ‘scalloping’ effect due to consecutive isotropic chemical etchings occurring

at the bottom of the trench. The Bosch process can yield highly anisotropic etches,

and is one method used for Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE).

1.5 Scope of the Thesis

Before considering the results of the experiments, chapter 2 describes the DASH

source and its auxiliary components, as well as the electrostatic probes used to

diagnose the plasma. The structure of the results chapters is broken into three dis-

tinct stages. The first is a fundamental study of the basic operation of the DASH

source, presented in chapters 3 and 4. To simplify the discharge, this is performed

in argon rather than a chemically reactive gas to make analysis more straightfor-

ward. Invasive probe diagnostics are used to understand the plasma density, electron

temperature, plasma potential and how these parameters vary spatially.

The second stage is a study of the discharge using SF6 to dissociate atomic fluorine

and delivering it to the surface of silicon wafers, and is presented in chapter 5. These

experiments give an indication of achievable etch rates and uniformity. They also

explore some challenges associated with chemistry within the source, attributed to

the production and deposition of aluminium fluoride on the wafer surface.

In the third stage, the DASH source and its analogue, Pocket Rocket, are used

to conduct optical studies of a hydrogen discharge such as would be used in a

deposition process. These results are described in chapters 6 and 7. Finally, chapter

8 summarises the interpretation of the experiments, and briefly comments on the

future directions that work on the DASH source might take. It is envisaged that

the results presented in this thesis will enhance understanding of the physics of the

operation of arrayed shower head sources, particularly for use in surface processing.
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Apparatus

This chapter describes in detail the physical apparatus used in the experiments pre-

sented in this thesis. The majority of the work is done with one of two incarnations

of the Distributed Array Shower Head (DASH) source. The DASH source excites

capacitively coupled plasmas in an array and enhances ion density through the ac-

tivation of the hollow cathode effect [29]. The source attaches to one arm of a six

way cross expansion chamber with access for the pumping system, pressure gauges,

and diagnostic probes. Some of the later experiments detailed in chapters 6 and 7

are performed in the similar Pocket Rocket source [92] owing to its superior optical

access.

2.1 The DASH Source

The DASH source is designed to simultaneously produce multiple plasmas in an

array, with the number of active plasmas varied as required. The source comprises

five adjacent plates alternating between aluminium and alumina depending on the

plate’s position within the stack and desired function. Figure 2.1 shows an exploded

view of the source with all five plates present. Each plate is 6 mm thick, with a

diameter of 89 mm, except the powered electrode that has a diameter of 80 mm. The

reduced size of the powered electrode allows it to sit within an alumina guard ring

that also has an outer diameter of 89 mm, preventing contact between it and nearby

earthed surfaces. The left and rightmost plates are earthed and have a mechanical

connection to the expansion chamber to keep them in electrical contact with the

common ground. The long rod is the radio frequency (rf) feed that passes through

an o-ring to atmosphere outside the vacuum chamber. It is surrounded with a Macor

19
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Figure 2.1: Exploded view of the Distributed Array Shower Head (DASH) source.
From left to right the plates are: aluminium ground, alumina insulator, aluminium
powered electrode, alumina insulator, aluminium ground. Each plate is 6 mm thick
and has a diameter of 89 mm, excepting the powered electrode. The powered elec-
trode has a diameter of 80 mm and is surrounded by an alumina guard ring.

housing to prevent it contacting with earthed surfaces.

The conductance between the plenum and the expansion chamber is limited by the

number of active hollow cathodes and this causes a strong pressure gradient through

the DASH source, described in more detail in section 2.2. As the gas flows from

plenum to chamber, it passes through each active hollow cathode and an individual

plasma is ignited in each one. The number of holes in operation at any given time

is controlled via the use of alumina plugs inserted into the source. The plugs have a

tab on one end to hold them in place against the gas flow. The use of these plugs can

increase the power density of each plasma for a given total power by reducing the

number of active hollow cathodes. It is found that optimal operation of each hollow

cathode requires a minimum power density and flow. Due to the inherent limitations

of the system such as: pumping capacity, output power of the rf generator, and heat

strain, it is impossible to operate all the hollow cathodes simultaneously, making

the plugs a necessary addition to the system.

The total configuration of the system can be seen in figure 2.2 (a). The DASH

source attaches to the rightmost arm of the six way cross chamber as shown in the

schematic. The zoom of the source shows the electrode stack within its housing

as well as the rf feed rod passing through the plenum to atmosphere. The turbo
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Figure 2.2: (a) A schematic diagram showing the assembled DASH source and
its position within the six was cross chamber. Opposite the source is the movable
probe port. Manometers are mounted on one arm of the chamber and to the plenum
of the DASH source. Panel (b) shows a photograph of the front earth plate in the
4 mm source, and also shows the hole configuration. Panel (c) shows the 6 mm
source rear earth plate on top of the full electrode stack. It also shows the alumina
blocking plugs, an alumina sleeve, and the rf feed rod. Panel (d) shows the inside
of the DASH housing and plenum. The three holes in the back of housing allow
connection to the plenum for gas flow, rf power, and manometer.

molecular pump is attached to the topmost arm of the cross, and its exhaust is

connected to the input of the primary pump. The arm opposite the DASH source

is fitted with a movable probe port used with the various invasive diagnostic probes

and wafer mounting system.

Two versions of the source were used during experiments, one with 117 hollow

cathodes with an inner diameter of 4 mm and one with 19 hollow cathodes with an

inner diameter of 6 mm. The two configurations can be seen in figure 2.2 (b) and

(c) respectively. With the implementation of guarding sleeves into the system the
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transition was made to the 6 mm source such that once the sleeves were inserted

the inner diameter of the active holes remained at 4 mm. Panel (c) also shows a

top down view of the alumina blocking plugs and one of the foremost holes has a

guard sleeve inserted. The sleeves and plugs are represented diagrammatically in

the zoom of the DASH source in figure 2.2 (a). The panel also shows the rf feed rod

extruding from the electrode stack, although in this photograph the Macor shield is

removed.

The electrode stack is housed within an aluminium body that mechanically at-

taches to the six way cross expansion chamber. Figure 2.2 (d) shows the cavity in

the DASH housing that holds the electrode stack. The ridge in the cavity has a

press fit with the plenum-facing earth plate, and the space below the ridge forms

the plenum of the system when the DASH electrode stack is in place. Panel (d) also

shows the access points for the rf rod, the gas flow and the plenum pressure gauge.

2.1.1 The Pocket Rocket Source

Chapters 6 and 7 require optical diagnostic techniques. The DASH source has poor

optical access and as such the Pocket Rocket system is used as an analogue of single

hollow cathode from the DASH. The Pocket Rocket hollow cathode design is very

similar to that used in the DASH. It has superior optical access with a window

looking through the plenum and into the hollow cathode. Plasma expands into a

glass tube giving optical access to the plume as well. Baratron manometers are

fitted to both the plenum and expansion chamber to monitor pressure on either side

of the plasma creation region. A schematic of the source is shown in figure 2.3 and

a detailed description of the Pocket Rocket source can also be found in [92]. The

discharge is ignited in an alumina sleeve, similar those used in the DASH. The pipe

has an inner diameter of 4.2 mm, and length of 20 mm. Surrounding the centre of

the alumina is the powered electrode, which is a copper band 5 mm in width. At

either end of the alumina pipe are the two earthed electrodes, which are 3 mm wide

and made of aluminium. The configuration of the electrodes around the alumina are

seen to closely mirror the configuration of a hollow cathode from the DASH source,

although the dimensions of the components are slightly different.
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Figure 2.3: Sketch of the Pocket Rocket apparatus showing the configuration of the
electrodes, power system, and the plume expanding into the attached glass tube [92].

It is worth noting for both sources that once ignited, plasma will diffuse from the

active hollow cathode(s) into the plenum as well as into the expansion chamber.

However due to the design of the DASH and Pocket Rocket systems, meaningful

measurements of the plenum plasma are not possible with either invasive or optical

techniques. Some confirmation of the presence of plasma in the plenum is provided

through fluid modelling of the Pocket Rocket system performed by Greig et al.,

which clearly shows the presence of plasma diffusing against the flow of gas [106].

2.2 Vacuum System and Pressure Variation

The system is pumped by a rotary pump and turbo molecular pump in series. The

rotary pump is a Leybold Trivac and is capable of pumping the system down to a

base pressure of approximately 1 mTorr with a pumping speed of 40 m3/h. The

turbo molecular pump is an Alcatel pump and cannot be activated until the rotary

pump has reduced the pressure in the chamber below 75 mTorr. It has a pumping
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speed of 400 L/s and reduces the base pressure in the system to 5× 10−7 Torr.

As has already been mentioned, due to the poor conductance between the plenum

and chamber, there is a strong pressure gradient present in the system while gas is

flowing. This effect is modified by the number of operating holes, the more holes that

are open to gas flow, the better the conductance and the less severe the pressure

differential. To gain greater understanding of the operation of the system, it is

necessary to measure the pressure profile present during operation. Measurements

of the full axial pressure profile from plenum to chamber are made in three stages.

To measure the pressure in the plenum a Baratron manometer is used. It is

assumed that pressure throughout the plenum is uniform. To measure the pressure

inside an active hollow cathode a replica of one is used with three holes drilled and

tapped in the side to allow for axial pressure measurements. A schematic diagram

of the pressure test rig can be seen in figure 2.4 (a) and a photo can be seen in 2.4

(b).

The pressure test rig has a single hole of 4 mm inner diameter and 30 mm length

drilled through to simulate a hollow cathode in the DASH source. The plenum has

the same dimensions as the DASH plenum and the gas feed is in the same location.

The pressure test rig is attached to a blank plate covering one arm of the six way

cross such that the pumping is the same also. The three holes drilled into the side of

the replica hollow cathode allow the Baratron manometer to be affixed to measure

the pressure 10 mm from each end and in the middle, 15 mm from the end.

To make measurements of the pressure in the plume, a Pitot tube system is em-

ployed. A hollow stainless steel pipe is fed through the movable probe port with one

of two manometers with maximum ranges of 50 mTorr or 10 Torr attached. This

allows for two dimensional spatially resolved sweeps of the pressure to be made.

The combined axial profile measurements can be seen in figure 2.5 (a). Panel (b)

shows the pressure in the gas plume at 33 sccm as it expands into the six way cross

chamber with the pumping active. It can be seen that pressure variation between

the plenum and the downstream region of the expansion chamber varies by nearly

three orders of magnitude.
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Figure 2.4: The pressure test setup used to determine gas pressure inside a single
hollow cathode during operation. Panel (a) shows a schematic cross section of the
system. Panel (b) shows a photo of the rig, along with the mount for a Baratron
manometer attached to make the measurements.
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Figure 2.5: Panel (a) shows the axial variation of pressure measured on a log scale
from plenum to chamber for a flow of 33 sccm using a combination of three methods.
Panel (b) shows a two dimensional pressure map made using a Pitot tube mounted
through the movable probe port.

2.3 Probe and Wafer Mounting

2.3.1 Movable Probe Port

Two dimensional sweeping of the diagnostic probes form a critical component of

the experiments performed for this thesis. To be able to accurately and repeatably

position the probe tip, defects in the probe shaft had to be accounted for. To this end
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Figure 2.6: Photographs of the front (left) and rear (right) of the movable probe
port. The front of the system seals to the six way cross chamber. The handle on
top of the system translates the entire plate vertically while at atmosphere. The
sliding block visible on the back of the system can be translated horizontally under
vacuum by the handle on the side of the system. The 12 cm slit in in the middle
of the plate visible from the front shows the extent to which the probe can move in
the horizontal direction.

a probe port capable of three dimensional translation is designed and built in-house.

Being able to move a diagnostic probe in a cartesian coordinate system eliminates

the need for bent or dogleg probes [93]. The benefit of this is that bent probes

reduce spatial accuracy through having more degrees of freedom. It also means that

all parts of the chamber are accessible, whereas with a conventional access port this

is not the case. Finally, the moving probe port allows the probe to have a straight

shaft, reducing the profile and volume of the probe when approaching the source.

Photographs of the movable probe port can be seen in figure 2.6.

The movable probe port seals with an o-ring mounted on the arm of the six way

cross chamber facing the DASH source. The o-ring is proud, and seals against

the smooth face of the movable probe port. This design allows the o-ring to seal

wherever it sits on the main plate of the movable probe port. The main plate hangs

between two support poles mounted to the base of the system. The plate can slide

up and down these poles to change the vertical position of the probe. The height

of the probe port is adjusted by means of a manually operated handle that can be
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turned to push or pull a threaded piece of metal attached to the main plate up or

down. Because of the nature of the seal, vertical adjustments of the movable probe

port can only happen while the system is not under vacuum as the seal with the

chamber moves.

Figure 2.6 also shows a slit in the centre of the main plate of the movable probe

port. This slit is 12 cm long and marks the extent to which the probe port can

translate in the horizontal direction while remaining under vacuum. The sliding

block that contains the probe feedthrough seals against the outside face of the main

plate. The slit is surrounded by a rectangular o-ring to which the flat face of the

sliding block seals. By turning the horizontal translation handle the sliding block

is slowly pushed along the o-ring, moving the probe horizontally without breaking

vacuum.

2.3.2 Wafer Mount

The experiments presented in chapter 5 require the presence of a wafer or wafer

coupon in the chamber, often facing the DASH source. Typically in an etching

device, the wafer mount will be temperature controlled, and often have a bias applied

or even be independently powered at a second frequency to control ion flux to the

wafer [94]. However experiments in the DASH system focus on using the wafers as a

metric for calculating the flux of active species to the wafer, rather than optimising a

particular process. As such, the wafer mount is a simple mechanical clamp attached

to a stainless steel pipe operated through the movable probe port. A photograph of

the clamp can be seen in figure 2.7. There is a thread tapped into the holes in each

arm, allowing wafer coupons of different sizes to be clamped easily.

By operating the wafer mount through the movable probe port, the distance be-

tween the coupon and the face of the DASH source could be varied. Additionally it

also allowed for the coupon to be translated in any direction parallel to the source.

This was an important feature as the number of holes operated was varied, moving

the operational centre of the system.
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Figure 2.7: Photographs showing: (a) the wafer mounting system holding a
100 mm diameter wafer mounted through the movable probe port, and (b) the
wafer mount alone.

2.4 Power Delivery and Matching Network

Power to the DASH source is delivered from an ENI ACG-5 rf generator, with a

maximum output of 500 W and an impedance of 50 Ω. The generator is capable

of delivering power in either continuous wave (CW) mode or in a pulsed mode. To

measure the power applied to the system and determine the quality of the match

between generator and load, a Daiwa CN-801 standing wave resonance (SWR) meter

and a −50 dB directional coupler are placed in series between the generator and

the matchbox. The SWR meter is used during CW operation and gives absolute

measurements of both forward and reflected power in the system. When the system

is pulsed, the directional coupler is a more appropriate tool as it provides a real

time measurement of the forward and reflected power throughout the on cycle of

the pulse. All the rf connections were made with RG-58 cable with industry standard

50 Ω impedance and capped with N-type connectors.

To ensure the SWR meter and directional coupler provide accurate measurements

of the applied power, the system is calibrated using a 50 Ω load to ensure an ideal

match with negligible reflected power. The SWR and dial readings are then com-

pared to those of an independently calibrated Bird rf power meter. It is found that

both the SWR meter and the Bird meter agree well and as such the SWR meter is

used during the course of normal experimentation. The directional coupler is found

to behave as expected showing no returned signal when plugged into the 50 Ω load.
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A typical laboratory plasma has a complex impedance of the order of |Z| = 1 to

100 Ω [95]. Because the rf generator and cables are designed for operation at 50 Ω,

there must be an intermediary piece of circuitry to make the plasma appear to have

an impedance of 50 Ω also. If this is not the case, some portion of the power will be

reflected and dissipated in the cables and generator. This means that the plasma is

operating inefficiently, and large reflected powers can cause component failures due

to excessive heating.

The matching network for the DASH system is an L-network consisting of two

MEIVAC variable capacitors and can be seen schematically in figure 2.8. The load

capacitor is a SCV-520M with a capacitance of 2000 pF and a rated voltage of 5 kV.

The tune capacitor is an SCV-155M with a capacitance of 500 pF and rated to a

voltage of 15 kV. A hand wound inductor connects the tune capacitor to the output

of the matchbox. The precise value of each capacitor is controlled by a manually

adjusted knob. Because the system is susceptible to heating, a fan is mounted

in the casing to aid in cooling the current carrying components of the matching

network. Stray rf fields can strongly interfere with electronic systems elsewhere in

the laboratory. It is important, therefore, that the matching network be shielded.

The network is housed in a solid copper box, which forms a protective Faraday cage

around the components.

Figure 2.8 shows a schematic diagram of the matching network in which it can be

seen that the larger capacitor (the load capacitor) is in parallel with the source. This

is because the impedance match is between a high impedance source, the generator,

and a low impedance load, the plasma [96]. The location of the tune capacitor

adjacent to the plasma is important as it ensures that a self bias can develop on the

powered electrode. This self bias results from an asymmetry between the surface

area of powered and grounded electrode [97]. If the capacitor is not present, a strong

DC current can flow in the system causing damage to the rf generator.

To understand how the L matching network works, first consider the circuit pre-

sented in figure 2.9 (a). ZS is the source impedance ZS = 50 Ω, ZL is the impedance

of the load capacitor, and ZP is the plasma impedance, taken for this example to

be ZP = 5− iX Ω. This means the plasma has a resistance (real component of the
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Figure 2.8: Diagram of the L-network circuit used to match the DASH source to
the 50 Ω generator.
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Figure 2.9: Example networks showing (a) a capacitor matching the real com-
ponent of the plasma impedance, and (b), the complex component of the plasma
impedance.

impedance) of 5 Ω, and a reactance of X Ω [96].

Using ZL it is possible to match the real component of the plasma impedance,

(5 Ω), to the 50 Ω generator. To calculate the capacitance required for this, the

equation for describing impedance for a capacitor is used ZC = −i/ωC. To calculate
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the total impedance of a set of parallel impedances, the following equation is used

Ztotal =
1

Z1

+
1

Z2

+ ...+
1

Zn

(2.1)

For this network there are two parallel impedances to consider so the system can be

described by

ZP =
ZSZL

ZS + ZP

(2.2)

Recalling the definition of the impedance of a capacitor, that the plasma impedance

has been defined as ZP = 5− iX, and assuming a frequency of f = 13.56 MHz, the

following equation can be derived

Zp = 5− iX =
50(−i/ωCL)

50− i/ωCL

(2.3)

Taking equation 2.3 and multiplying by the complex conjugate and equating the

real part with the resistance of the plasma yields

50

(50ωCL)2 + 1
= 5 → CL = 704 pF (2.4)

The complex component of equation 2.3 can now be solved to calculate the reac-

tance for the plasma yielding X = 15 Ω. So a capacitor of 704 pF will match the real

part of the plasma impedance to the 50 Ω generator, but leaves the reactance of the

plasma, X = 15 Ω, still unaccounted for. Now consider figure 2.9 (b). This circuit

has an undefined reactance placed in series with the generator and the plasma. If

the reactance is considered to be purely inductive, the necessary inductance can be

easily calculated from the equation X = 2πfL→ L = 0.18 µH [96].

Unfortunately during experimentation in a real plasma, the resistance and reac-

tance of the plasma are liable to vary significantly. The changing resistance of the

plasma can be matched by making the load capacitor variable as seen in figure 2.8.

However, since a variable inductor is more difficult to modify, and a series capacitor

is required for the development of a self bias, it is much more convenient to add a

second capacitor, called the tune capacitor, after the inductor. This means a rough

value for the inductor can be selected and then mostly ignored, with the tuning of
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the series reactance done by the tune capacitor.

As an example, assume that instead of L = 0.18 µH, the inductor has been set at

L = 1 µH. The series reactance is defined by XS = Xinductor−Xtune, since inductors

and capacitors have opposite reactances. The required capacitance for the tune

capacitor can be calculated as CT = 167 pF. It can be seen from these calculations

that the matching network design for the DASH system is capable of efficiently

depositing power into the plasma.

2.5 Diagnostic probes

Invasive probes are an effective and cost efficient method of making spatially resolved

measurements of some of the fundamental plasma parameters, including: plasma po-

tential (Vp), electron temperature (Te), electron energy probability function (EEPF),

and plasma density. The experiments presented in chapters 3 and 4 use three dif-

ferent probes: an uncompensated Langmuir probe, a radio frequency compensated

Langmuir probe, and an emissive probe. All three probes are mounted through the

movable probe port allowing for two dimensional translation while under vacuum.

The design, operation, and analysis of these probes is described in detail in this

chapter, while the diagnostic tools used in chapters 5 to 7 are left until they are

relevant. This is because the invasive probes described here are designed and con-

structed in-house. It is therefore appropriate that they are explained in detail, as this

information is not available elsewhere, and serves to give confidence in the results

they produce.

2.5.1 Langmuir Probe

An uncompensated Langmuir probe is one of the most simple electrostatic probes

in terms of its design. At its most basic, it is simply a piece of conducting material,

exposed to the plasma to draw ion and electron current [98]. This probe is used

for making density measurements within the plasma. Because it is uncompensated

it is unsuitable for measurements of the EEPF, Te, or Vp, as these will be strongly

perturbed by the rf fields present in the system. However a compensated probe
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Figure 2.10: Schematic diagram of the uncompensated Langmuir probe used pri-
marily in chapter 3. The probe has a straight shaft and is inserted through the
movable probe port, allowing two dimensional translation under vacuum. Since it
is an uncompensated probe, it can only be reliably used to measure ion density.

is a much more complex and fragile piece of apparatus than its uncompensated

counterpart. Since large data sets are required for the density measurements made in

chapter 3, the robustness of the probe is a critical consideration. The uncompensated

probe has a much longer lifetime without requiring any maintenance due to the

simplicity of its design and can still be reliably used to investigate ni.

Probe Design

Figure 2.10 shows a schematic diagram for the uncompensated Langmuir probe built

for this experiment. The outer housing of the probe shaft is stainless steel pipe 6 mm

in diameter. To shield signal carrying wires inside the probe, the shaft exposed to

the plasma is a grounded conducting material. If left to float the surface of the probe

shaft can strongly perturb the plasma by becoming biased relative to the grounded

walls of the chamber. The back of the probe must be capable of holding vacuum, as

the interior of the probe is pumped down with the chamber. The back plate is fitted

with a vacuum BNC connection to allow a bias voltage to be put on the probe tip

and to extract the current collected by the probe tip. Further down the shaft the

vacuum feedthrough is fitted to the steel shaft. The vacuum feedthrough connects

to the movable probe port, creating a seal and allowing the probe to move axially

without breaking vacuum.

It is important to have a section of insulating material between the probe tip and

the grounded exterior of the probe shaft. If there is only a short distance between the

tip and the steel shaft, when the tip is biased it can create strong electric fields in the

region around the probe tip, and distort the measurement. A number of insulating
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Figure 2.11: Diagram of the operational circuit used with the uncompensated
Langmuir probe. The output and input signals are controlled from the computer
via a DAQ board.

materials are suitable for use in this regard, but this probe uses a piece of alumina

ceramic of 2 mm outer diameter. The alumina piece is attached telescopically to

the stainless steel shaft via a locator ring and grub screw, it extends from the steel

shaft such that 7 mm of alumina are exposed.

The probe tip is a nickel disc 2 mm in diameter and approximately 200 µm thick,

press fit against the end of the alumina pipe. This means that the exposed surface

of the probe tip will be limited to one side of the disc. This is done to ensure that

if the plasma has any flowing component then the backside of the probe tip will

not distort measurements of the plasma density. The back side of the nickel probe

tip had a nickel tab spot welded to it and this is wrapped with a monofilament

wire for a mechanical connection. The wire passes through the steel pipe to connect

the vacuum BNC connection and on to the bias supply and return current to the

measurements system.

Figure 2.11 shows a schematic diagram of the simple circuit used to bias the probe

tip, extract the collected current, and convert it to a voltage signal for analysis.

A voltage ramp is sent from the Data Acquisition (DAQ) board to the Hewlett-

Packard 6827A bipolar amplifier. The high voltage (HV) signal is branched and sent

through a junction box to bias the probe tip, and at the same time returned via a

voltage divider to the DAQ board. This allows the system to monitor the applied

bias voltage in real time. The current collected from the probe tip flows through a

simple rf choke and through a resistor where it is converted to a voltage signal. The
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voltage signal is passed through an isolation amplifier to ensure no current flows to

the DAQ board during measurement of the probe signal.

Theory of Density Measurement

When the bias on the probe tip is such that the probe collects no net current, the

probe is said to be at the floating potential, Vf . An ungrounded surface within the

plasma will naturally float at Vf to create an equal flux of ions and electrons. If

the bias on the probe tip is more negative than Vf , the ion current drawn to the

probe is stronger than the electron current. The majority of electrons from the bulk

plasma are repelled by the field around the probe tip, and a net positive current

is measured. Once the voltage on the probe tip is negative enough relative to the

floating potential for all the electrons from the plasma to be excluded, the ion current

plateaus. This part of the IV curve is called the ion saturation region (although true

saturation does not occur as will be discussed) and can be used to calculate the ion

density. Assuming quasineutrality within the plasma and only singly ionised ions,

the plasma density can be equated to the ion density, that is n = ni = ne.

The ion saturation current is preferable for making density measurements because

biasing the probe to achieve electron saturation requires a bias voltage higher than

the plasma potential, Vp, which strongly perturbs the plasma. When making a

measurement with an invasive diagnostic probe, it is always desirable to reduce the

impact the probe has on the plasma to get accurate measurements of the unper-

turbed plasma.

To calculate the ion density from the ion saturation current the equation 2.5 can

be used [2]

Isat = 0.61eniApuB (2.5)

where Isat is the ion saturation current, e is the electronic charge, ni is the ion

density, Ap is the collecting area of the probe tip, and uB is the Bohm velocity.

The Bohm velocity is defined as the velocity with which ions must enter the sheath

and is defined as
√
kTe/Mi, where k is Boltzmann’s constant, Te is the electron

temperature in eV, and Mi is the ion mass. At a first glance it might be expected

that the collecting area for the probe could simply be defined by its size as a disc,
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πr2. However in reality the collecting area for the ion current to the probe tip is

the boundary of the sheath that surrounds the probe tip. Any ion that passes the

sheath edge will be accelerated to the probe tip and measured as current.

The sheath size is directly affected by the bias voltage applied, becoming larger

as the bias voltage becomes more negative. It is for this reason that there is no

true saturation of the ion current measured during an IV sweep of the Langmuir

probe. As the sheath expands and the collection area increases, the ion current to

the probe tip is also increased. When measuring the density with a Langmuir probe

a bias voltage well below the floating potential is chosen and the size of the sheath

must be considered. This effect can be compensated for using the theory for sheath

size around a planar probe tip derived by Sheridan in [99]. The sheath area relative

to the probe area is given by the equation 2.6

As

Ap

= 1 + aηbp (2.6)

where As is the area of the sheath, and the true collecting area, Ap is the area of the

probe disc, ηp is the probe bias defined as ηp = −eVp/kTe, and a and b are constants.

The constants a and b are defined by

a = 2.28ρ−0.749
p (2.7)

b = 0.806ρ−0.0692
p (2.8)

where ρp = rp/λD, rp is the probe radius and λD is the Debye length. It can be

seen then, that the definitions of a and b in equations 2.7 and 2.8 respectively have

a dependence on the plasma density n. This poses a problem to the overall goal

of a more accurate density measurement as the set of equations has become self

referential. To combat this, an iterative system is implemented starting with an

assumed density defined by equation 2.5. This calculated density is used to define

values for the constants a and b, which in turn defines a sheath size and thus a new

collecting area. This new collecting area is returned to equation 2.5 and the process

is repeated. Through each iteration the sheath size increases and consequently

the calculated density of the plasma decreases. The iterative process is allowed to
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continue until the change in the calculated density reaches some cutoff threshold.

In the case of the calculations done in this system the density decreases until the

ratio between old and new density was less then one part in 106. This normally

requires between 15 and 20 iterations and may result in a calculated density of up

to an order of magnitude lower than those found using equation 2.5 when measuring

in low density regions.

2.5.2 Compensated Langmuir Probe

A Langmuir probe is compensated if a system has been implemented to filter noise

from the signal generated by the rf fields present in the discharge. These fields can

lead to significant distortion of the EEPF and measurements of the electron tem-

perature of the system. As such, any measurements of electron energy distribution

made via a Langmuir probe necessitate compensation. There are several ways to

compensate the probe, including both trying to remove rf noise in situ during the

measurements with passive electrical components [100], with external circuitry de-

signed to bias the probe tip with an rf potential and draw only a DC current [101],

or in post-processing.

Probe Design

The compensated Langmuir probe in this system uses passive component filtering.

It has a series of inductors and capacitors near the probe tip that create an electrical

notch filter to reject signals at the fundamental frequency and first harmonic of the

plasma [100]. This can be achieved because at high frequencies the capacitance

between the turns of an inductor creates a resonant circuit within the coil. This

self resonance is exploited as the inductor will block the rf signal at the resonant

frequency while allowing a DC signal (the current drawn to the Langmuir probe) to

pass unhindered. These frequencies are chosen to match the fundamental frequency

and first harmonic of the rf generator: 13.56 and 27.12 MHz respectively. Figure

2.12 (a) shows a schematic diagram of the rf compensation system used in this probe

and panel (b) shows a macroscopic schematic of the entire probe.

Figure 2.12 (a) also shows a thin sheet of nickel plate wrapped around the narrowed
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Figure 2.12: Schematic diagram showing the construction of the compensated
Langmuir probe. Panel (a) shows a close up of the rf filtering system near the tip of
the probe. Panel (b) shows a macroscopic view of the entire probe with the zoomed
section highlighted.

section of the tip of the glass tube to act as a reference electrode. This plate is

connected in series with a 4.7 pF capacitor to the inductor chain. The purpose of

the reference electrode and capacitor is to cause the bias of the probe tip to vary

with the plasma potential as it changes throughout the rf cycle. The conducting

plate exposed to the plasma picks up the rf signal from the plasma but the blocking

capacitor prevents DC current reaching the wire connected to the probe tip.

In the inductor chain there are three inductors with self resonance at the funda-

mental frequency of 13.56 MHz and two at the second harmonic of 27.12 MHz. To

find the self resonance of an inductor the frequency response is measured with a Vec-

tor Network Analyser (VNA). The VNA can be set up to scan a frequency range,

typically from 1 to 100 MHz and show the attenuation in signal over this range.

For the entire compensated probe system signals at the fundamental frequency are

reduced by approximately 95 dB and the second harmonic is reduced by 75 dB.

The rf compensation system is encased inside a glass tube contiguously attached

to stainless steel pipe identical to that used in the uncompensated Langmuir probe.

To attach the glass tube to the steel pipe, a short piece of alumina pipe 2 mm

in diameter was bevelled on both ends to fit into the glass tube and steel pipe.

Both connections are coated in a high temperature vacuum ready adhesive called

Autocrete to hold it in place. The probe tip is a 3 mm length of nickel wire.
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Figure 2.13: The measurement circuit associated with the compensated Langmuir
probe. Panel (a) shows a broad view of each component of the measurement system.
Panel (b) shows the analogue differentiator circuit in detail.

The measurement circuit for the compensated probe is more complex than for the

uncompensated probe and it is drawn schematically in figure 2.13 (a). The probe

bias is controlled from a 14-bit National Instruments PXI-5122 card. The bias signal

passes through a Hewlett-Packard 6827A bipolar amplifier, with a gain of -20 (signal

is amplified and inverted). This signal passes through a variable resistor junction

box with a range of 1 Ω to 10 kΩ and to the probe tip. Collected current comes

back to the junction box and is passed into an Otter isolation amplifier, and then

to an analogue differentiator, whose circuit is shown in figure 2.13 (b). Similar to

the uncompensated probe, the isolation amplifier removes the current signal from

the Langmuir probe while retaining its associated voltage signal, which is defined

by the selected resistance.

The analogue differentiator is used for the calculation of the EEPF as it outputs

the double differential of the current relative to the probe voltage. Figure 2.13 (b)

shows the cascaded active differentiator circuits. An active circuit such as this relies
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on the relationship between changing voltage on a capacitor and current flowing

through it. The current through a capacitor is defined by

I = C
dV

dt
(2.9)

Since the input impedance of an operational amplifier (op-amp) is very high (as-

sumed infinite), all the current in the system must flow through the feedback side

resistors (100 kΩ in figure 2.13 (b)). By considering that the input voltage is the

voltage measured across the capacitor and the output voltage from the op-amp is

the voltage measured across the resistor in the feedback side, Ohm’s law tells us

that

Vout = −RCdVin
dt

(2.10)

With a gain of −RC, and where for the differentiator shown in figure 2.13 (b),

R = 100 kΩ, and C = 200 nF. However, the capacitance in a single differentiating

element of the total circuit, C = 200 nF, is actually dependent on the frequency of

the changing signal. Capacitive reactance is defined by

Xc =
1

2πfC
(2.11)

Therefore, for a high frequency signal, the gain of the differentiator can become

very large, causing the system to become unstable. To combat this, a second capac-

itor is placed in parallel to the feedback resistor and can be seen in figure 2.13 (b),

with a capacitance of 2 nF. This capacitor suppresses the high frequency capability

of the circuit by allowing a low resistance alternate path for the high frequency

signal, increasing the overall stability of the circuit.

Theory of Electron Energy Probability Function Measurement

Figure 2.14 shows an idealised version of the collected current of a Langmuir probe

whose bias has been swept from within the ion saturation region, where electrons

are completely excluded, to the electron saturation region. If the EEPF has a

Maxwellian distribution then the electron temperature (Te) can be found from the

gradient of the natural logarithm of the second derivative. In the event of a non-
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Figure 2.14: Idealised IV curve from a Langmuir probe. The trace has three
regions: the ion saturation region, where only ion current is collected, the electron
retardation region where both ion and electron current are collected, and the electron
saturation region, where only electron current is collected.
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Figure 2.15: Example data taken from the compensated Langmuir probe described
in this section. The natural logarithm of the second derivative of probe current with
respect to bias voltage shows the EEPF to be a bi-Maxwellian with a hot tail.
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Maxwellian distribution, the temperature of different sections of the distribution

can be found via multiple line fittings. An example of a bi-Maxwellian distribution

from the DASH system is shown in figure 2.15, showing how the two temperatures

of the distribution are fitted and used to derive two values for Te.

To extract the EEPF from the raw IV trace, and subsequently calculate values

for the electron temperature, the Druyvesteyn method is employed [102, 103]. The

electron energy distribution function (EEDF) is found to be proportional to the

second derivative of the probe current with respect to bias voltage. This is illustrated

in equation 2.12

F (ε) =
4

Ape3

√
meε

2

d2Ie
dV 2

b

(2.12)

Where F (ε) is the electron energy distribution function (EEDF) and ε is a trans-

formed variable representing ε = mev
2/2e. Ap is the collecting area of the probe,

me is the mass of an electron, Vp and Vb are the plasma and probe bias potentials

respectively, and Ie is the electron current. The probability function associated with

this distribution (the EEPF) is defined as

Fp(ε) = ε−1/2F (ε) (2.13)

Therefore the EEPF is directly proportional to the second derivative of the col-

lected current with respect to the bias voltage. The EEPF can be visualised directly

simply by plotting d2Ie/dV
2
b with respect to ε. However, if the EEPF is assumed to

be Maxwellian it is found that [2]

d2Ie
dV 2

b

∝ Fp(ε) =
2√
π
neT

−3/2
e exp (−ε/Te) (2.14)

Taking the natural logarithm of both sides of equation 2.14

ln(
d2Ie
dV 2

b

) ∝ ε

Te
+ C (2.15)

Where C is a constant. Equation 2.15 shows that plotting the natural logarithm

of d2Ie/dV
2
b will yield a straight line with a slope of 1/Te, provided the electrons

have a Maxwellian energy distribution. As will be seen in the coming chapters, the
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EEPFs measured in this work are Maxwellian or bi-Maxwellian (as shown in figure

2.15), and could be analysed using this method.

2.5.3 Emissive Probe

The primary use of the emissive probe used in chapter 4 is to make accurate and

spatially resolved measurements of the plasma potential (Vp). The probe submits

a thin filament to currents of up to 2.0 A, heating the filament and causing it

to thermionically emit electrons. There are two common methods by which an

emissive probe can be operated to measure the plasma potential, known as the

inflection point method [104] and the floating potential method [105]. While the

inflection point method is generally considered to be more reliable, the floating point

method offers a more convenient and faster diagnostic. For this work, the relative

efficiency of the floating point method is considered to be of more importance than

the reduced error that the inflection point method offers. This is because the DASH

source can only be operated for a limited time before suffering heat damage. The

inflection point method requires several data acquisitions for every point in space,

and such measurements are time intensive. By contrast the floating point method

is fast, requiring only a single acquisition at each point. This feature makes it the

best candidate for use in the DASH system because an entire spatial sweep can be

collected in approximately five minutes, without having to turn off the plasma to

let the DASH source cool.

Probe Design

The body of the emissive probe is similar in design to the uncompensated Langmuir

probe and can be seen in figure 2.16. However, the alumina pipe has two adjacent

holes bored through it rather than a single hole. The filament is a pre-made section

of thoriated tungsten wire wound into a coil, and then wound a second time into

another coil. The purpose of this winding pattern is to increase the length of the

wire in the double coil and thus the number of electrons emitted by the filament.

The shape of the winding also provides a useful method for attaching the filament

to the current carrying wires inside the probes. Two stubs of copper wire protrude
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Figure 2.16: Schematic diagram of the emissive probe used. The zoom shows the
tip of the probe in more detail, specifically the press fit of the thoriated tungsten
filament over the wire stubs.

approximately 2 mm from the end of the ceramic pipe, which is capped in autocrete.

The stubs are sanded to reduce their diameter and expose the conducting surface

from beneath the enamel coating the rest of the wire. The filament is then press fit

over the wire stubs to provide both a strong mechanical and electrical connection,

without the need for any adhesive. It is important that the filament is fitted carefully

as it is very fragile because of its small diameter relative to its length. Once attached

to both stubs, the filament forms a rounded tip approximately 1 mm long. The

copper stubs will cool the sections of filament they are in contact with, so only

the section of filament not touching the wire stubs will heat enough to emit light,

increasing the spatial resolution of the probe.

The operational circuit for the emissive probe can be seen in figure 2.17. The

heating current is supplied from an Iso-Tech IPS 3303-D power supply unit (PSU),

connected to a Ferguson TS 240/500 isolation transformer. This transformer ensures

that the heating current is isolated from the measurement current drawn by the

probe tip by floating the PSU, preventing distortion of the signal and damage to the

measurement system. The computer is connected to the PSU via USB and controls

the ramp of the current to the filament, over at least 30 seconds to minimise thermal

shocks to the filament and reduce the chance of a failure. The current supplied is

measured internally in the PSU and the computer monitors this value via the USB

connection.
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Figure 2.17: The measurement circuit used to operate the emissive probe. The
power supply is floating and is controlled via a USB connection to the computer.

Theory of Measurement

The floating potential method for measuring the plasma potential of a plasma works

by neutralising the sheath that forms on the emissive probe tip. The heating cur-

rent applied to the filament is increased slowly over time, increasing the filament

temperature. As temperature rises, a greater number of thermionic electrons are

emitted from the probe tip. Eventually the emitted electron density is high enough

to completely neutralise the sheath that naturally forms on the floating filament.

When the sheath is suppressed by the neutralising current the filament floats to the

potential of the surrounding plasma, which can be read from the probe as a floating

voltage.

A set of example data from a current-voltage sweep of the emissive probe can

be seen in figure 2.18. At low currents when the filament is not hot enough to

emit, the floating potential is simply the floating potential of the plasma. As the

filament begins to emit, the sheath is partly neutralised and the floating potential

of the filament begins to rise. Once the sheath is completely neutralised there is an

inflection point in the floating potential of the filament, and the voltage measured

at this point is taken to be the plasma potential.

As has already been mentioned, the efficiency with which this diagnostic can be

performed is its main advantage. However the strong emission from the filament is

also a drawback. This emission can affect the emissive probe itself and perturb the

surrounding plasma. Strong emission from the filament necessitates high tempera-

tures. Because the filament is so thin, it is mechanically very weak and can break
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Figure 2.18: An example of raw data acquired using this emissive probe. The
floating potential can be seen at point A, and the plasma potential at point B, for
an emitting current of approximately 1.2 A and a measured Vp = 39 V.

easily. Sustained use at the high heating currents necessary in the floating potential

method guarantee regular filament failures. When this occurs the filament must be

replaced, requiring the dismantling of the probe system. The frequency of these

failures can be reduced through careful operation. The most important parameter

to control when concerned about the condition of the filament is the rate at which

heating current is varied over time. Changing the heating current too fast causes

a thermal shock to the filament, which will often result in a break. The thoriated

tungsten filaments used in this system can withstand up to around 2.5 A for a period

of a few minutes at a time.

To isolate the plasma potential ‘knee’ in the raw EP data, analysis of the second

derivative of the raw signal was used. The second derivative was found by using a se-

ries of Saviztky-Golay smoothing functions and numerical differentiation. Although

necessary for the analysis, one of the drawbacks of smoothing data for differentiation

is that there is blurring of the signal in critical areas. For this reason the error in

the plasma potential measurements made using this system is expected to be ±2 V.



3

Plasma Plume Density Mapping

Due to the novel design of the Distributed Array Shower Head (DASH) system, a

logical first step in understanding its operation is a fundamental study of its break

down and steady state parameters. To aid this characterisation, argon plasma is used

for its chemical simplicity. These experiments are performed in the 4 mm DASH

configuration, with no sleeve covering the electrodes in the active regions. The bulk

of this chapter deals with mapping the ion density in the expansion chamber for

single and multiple hole operation. This data yields information on how a single

hollow cathode produces plasma, how it diffuses into the expansion chamber, and

how multiple hollow cathodes interact with one another during operation. This final

consideration is crucial to realising the eventual goal of scalability of the system.

3.1 Breakdown and Stable Operation

Breakdown voltages in the DASH system are measured with a high voltage (HV)

probe placed between the matching network and the powered electrode. This config-

uration enables measurement of the electrode voltage at breakdown after the input

voltage has been amplified by the matching network. Figure 3.1 compares the break-

down voltages for a single hole in the DASH system with the similar Pocket Rocket

system [92], and some typical parallel plate rf discharges.

There is very good agreement between the DASH and Pocket Rocket systems in

terms of both the shape and voltages of the Paschen curves. The Pocket Rocket

calculations are performed using d = 4 mm as this value represents both the diameter

of the hollow cathode as well as the spacing between the powered and grounded

electrodes. However, as mentioned in chapter 2, the DASH system has a hollow

47
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Figure 3.1: Paschen breakdown curves for the DASH and Pocket Rocket systems
compared with parallel plate rf plasmas in argon.

cathode diameter of 4 mm and an electrode spacing of 6 mm. The data presented

in figure 3.1 uses d = 6 mm to achieve the agreement with the Pocket Rocket data.

If d = 4 mm is used as the characteristic length for breakdown in DASH, the data

fails to agree with the Pocket Rocket breakdown voltages.

This implies that when breakdown occurs, the discharge forms in the areas between

the powered and grounded electrodes. Simulation and in-hole ion saturation current

measurements of the Pocket Rocket system show that during steady state operation

the density peaks in the centre of the hollow cathode [92, 106]. It is reasonable

then to suggest that the discharge ignites between the electrodes, as in a normal

capacitive discharge, before moving the density peak into the hollow cathode.

When two or more hollow cathodes in the DASH source are operated simultane-

ously, it is observed that a minimum power and flow rate per hole is necessary to

ensure stable operation. In this case, stable operation is defined by approximately

equal emission intensity from all active hollow cathodes in the DASH source. It is

further required that all the active hollow cathodes remain consistently ignited. By

contrast when operating unstably, individual hollow cathodes within the array are

observed to vary greatly in emission intensity, as well as flickering on and off during
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operation. The stable operating characteristics in argon are found to be a minimum

flow of 10 sccm and power of 2 W for every active hollow cathode in the array. If the

flow per hollow cathode is reduced to 5 sccm, the necessary power increases to 20 W.

In SF6, 14 sccm and 5 W are required per hollow cathode, with power increasing to

20 W if flow is decreased to 10 sccm. Below these flow thresholds of 5 and 10 sccm

for argon and SF6 respectively, no plasma is achievable. The increased thresholds

for SF6 operation are due to its more complex chemistry providing an energy sink

via processes such as dissociation.

3.2 Single Hollow Cathode Operation

The movable probe port introduced in chapter 2 allows for spatially accurate two

dimensional sweeps with a diagnostic probe. The uncompensated Langmuir probe

described in chapter 2 is used to make measurements of the ion saturation current.

By adopting the method for the calculation of the sheath dimensions around a probe

developed by Sheridan [99], and covered in detail in chapter 2, measurements are

made of the ion density in the plume of plasma expanding from the hollow cathode

source.

The simplest configuration for the system is single hole operation. Figure 3.2 shows

a two dimensional sweep of ion density (ni), operating a single hole at 33 sccm

of argon and 33 W of applied power as measured between the generator and the

matching network. These parameters are chosen to be well above the flow and

power thresholds for stable operation to ensure reproducibility of the data.

Figure 3.2 contains 352 data points, interpolated over the spatial range to produce

the contour plot. Measurements are made every 2 mm along the x axis. The first

measurement on the z axis is at z = 1 mm, then every 2 mm from z = 2 to

z = 20 mm and finally every 5 mm out to z = 50 mm. This measurement spacing is

used for all subsequent density plots of this type. Displaying error bars on the plot

is impracticable as the density range spans four orders of magnitude. The expected

error for these measurements is ±20% [107].

At the interface between the hole and chamber, z = 0 mm, the density is slightly
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Figure 3.2: Map of the ion density (ni) of a single plume measured with a Langmuir
probe (displayed in m−3). The colour map is presented in a log scale. The single
hollow cathode is operated at 33 sccm of argon and 33 W.

above 1018 m−3. Using the measurements of ion saturation current performed in

the Pocket Rocket system by Charles et al. [92], a peak plasma density inside the

hollow cathode of n = 1019 m−3 can be inferred. Between z = 0 and z = 50 mm

the density drops four orders of magnitude to 1014 m−3. The plume extends out to

around z = 35 mm with a density of 1015 m−3 before the ion density stops decreasing

with distance from the source.

Figure 3.3 shows ion density data extracted from figure 3.2 along z for x = 0 mm

(circles). The data has been normalised to the density at z = 0 mm to allow for easy

comparison with the 1/z2 fit also shown in the plot. Between z = 0 and z = 30 mm,

the ion density decreases in excellent agreement with 1/z2. Beyond z = 30 mm, the

density diverges from 1/z2 and becomes nearly constant.

The agreement with the 1/z2 line close to the interface to the chamber sug-
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Figure 3.3: Normalised log-linear plot showing axial measurements of the ion
density in line with an active hollow cathode for one, two, and three active hollow
cathode arrangements. The data is normalised to the value at z = 0 mm for each
set for easy comparison with each other and with the 1/z2 line. A flow of argon at
33 sccm and power of 33 W per hollow cathode is used for each configuration.

gests that the ions are behaving as though expanding from a point source at

z = 0 mm [108]. This implies that limited or no ionisation is occurring in the

plume and diffusion of plasma from the hollow cathode is the dominant process in

this region. Beyond z = 30 mm the deviation from the 1/z2 line suggests that ion-

isation occurring in the main part of the chamber becomes dominant. The plasma

in the chamber may be considered composed of two parts: plume and ambient. The

plume is a spatially small, high density, and high pressure region near the interface

between the hole and chamber. The plasma in the plume is created within the hol-

low cathode at around 600 mTorr, and is expanding into the chamber without any

significant additional ionisation occurring near the interface. By contrast, the am-

bient plasma is relatively low density and is created via electron impact ionisation

within the expansion chamber.

The suggestion that no significant ionisation occurs within the plume is justified

by considering the mean free path for an ionising event for an electron in the plume.
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The equation for a mean free path discussed in chapter 1 reads

λiz =
1

ngσiz
(3.1)

The pressure in the plume varies greatly with location. Using figure 2.5 as a guide,

the pressure at interface to the chamber the pressure is expected to be 160 mTorr,

while at the tip of the plume (z = 35 mm) it is around 10 mTorr. Because of

the change in pressure, the mean free path for any collision varies throughout the

plume. A pressure of 160 mTorr yields a neutral gas density of ng = 5.1× 1021 m−3

and using a cross section for electron ionisation in argon of σ = 3 × 10−20 m2 [2],

λiz = 6.5 mm. But at z = 6.5 mm the pressure has already dropped significantly

and the mean free path will now be λiz = 32 mm, which is greater than the longest

dimension of the plume. Due to the significant pressure gradient between the inside

of the hollow cathode and the chamber, further ionisation in the plume is unlikely.

Repeating the same calculation for the pressure measured with the chamber

manometer, 2 mTorr, produces a mean free path of 50 cm. Since this is shorter

than the chamber, ionising collisions are possible. When considered in conjunc-

tion with the ion density measurements showing a deviation from 1/z2 behaviour

far downstream of the source, this calculation suggests the existence of a second

component of the plasma in the chamber, created outside the source. This plasma

would have a much more uniform density distribution and be dominant away from

the hole, once the plasma from the plume has diffused to such an extent as to

have negligible density. Applying this explanation to the data presented for a single

hole in figure 3.3 it can be seen that the ambient plasma density is approximately

10−3 × ni,z=0. For values of z greater than z = 30 mm the density of ions diffusing

from the hole drops below this ambient level and there appears to be a switch in

dominant processes.

3.3 Multiple Hollow Cathode Operation

Having acquired a basic understanding of the behaviour and shape of the plasma

as it expands from a single hollow cathode, a study is undertaken to measure the
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: Schematic diagram showing the configurations for (a) two and (b)
three active hollow cathodes. The red lines show the plane in which Langmuir
probe measurements are performed.

effects of operating hollow cathodes in tandem. The aim of this is to observe how

two or more hollow cathodes interact with one another and to determine whether

the plasma they produce in the chamber can be considered as a simple superposition

of multiple single hollow cathodes.

3.3.1 Measurements

Two more complex configurations of active hollow cathodes are investigated. They

are: two hollow cathodes, both in the (x, z) plane and three hollow cathodes arranged

in an equilateral triangle, one in the (x, z) plane and the other two above and below

it respectively. The hollow cathode configurations are displayed schematically in

figure 3.4. Each hollow cathode is supplied with 33 sccm of argon and 33 W, so

for two active hollow cathodes 66 sccm and 66 W are applied, and 99 of each for 3

hollow cathodes.

It was found that regardless of the number of active holes, a peak density at

the interface to the chamber was around 1018 m−3. This implies that the internal

operation of each hollow cathode is isolated from its active neighbours. However,

the dependence of the ambient plasma density on expansion chamber pressure is

supported by the data presented in figure 3.3 for values of z > 25 mm. All three

configurations show the same 1/z2 dependence in the plume, but once the ambient

plasma becomes dominant away from the interface, the density in the chamber is

proportional to the number of holes open. Since the effect of increasing the number

of operating holes in the DASH source is an increase in chamber pressure, it can be

deduced that pressure in the chamber is the controlling influence of ambient plasma

density.
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Figure 3.5: 2D ion density plots with a log scale colour map showing the down-
stream plasma density variation as the separation between two operational holes is
changed. Panel (a) shows two active holes separated by 11 mm, (b) with 22 mm
separation, (c) with 33 mm separation, and (d) with 44 mm separation. All four
sets of data were taken with 33 sccm of argon and 33 W per hollow cathode.

Figure 3.5 shows a series of two dimensional ion density sweeps for two operational

hollow cathodes with varying separation. The separation between the centre of the

two active hollow cathodes was 11, 22, 33, and 44 mm in panels (a), (b), (c), and

(d), respectively. In figure 3.5 (a) and (b), the plumes are so close to one another

that their significant overlap obscures their individual shapes. However, in (c) and

(d), it is possible to see that each plume retains the shape observed in single hollow

cathode operation as seen in figure 3.2.

Further inspection of figure 3.5 suggests the densities in the chamber are more

complex than a simple superposition of the data taken for a single hole. Panels
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(b), (c), and (d) show an elevated density measured between the two active hollow

cathodes’ plumes. For example, in figure 3.5 (b) at the point (x, z) = (0, 15) mm,

there is a measured ion density of 1.5 × 1016 m−3. By comparison, doubling the

density measured at a point the same distance, (x, z) = (11, 15) mm from the single

hollow cathode gives 6×1015 m−3. The measured ion density is more than twice the

expected value for a simple superposition of two of the plumes presented in figure

3.2. This will be discussed in more detail in section 3.3.2.

Flow and pressure are not independently controllable, so to isolate the effect of

the chamber pressure on the ambient plasma density three two dimensional ion

density sweeps are made using 16.5, 33, and 50 sccm and 33 W per hollow cathode.

The corresponding pressures measured for the chamber are 1.5, 4, and 7 mTorr,

respectively. Two active hollow cathodes are used, separated by 11 mm, such as in

figure 3.5 (a). The results of these sweeps can be seen in figure 3.6 panels (a) through

(c). It is immediately obvious that the downstream plasma density is strongly

dependent on the flow rate, whereas the shape and density of the plumes vary

only weakly. For the 16.5 sccm per hollow cathode case shown in panel (a), the

downstream density drops below 1015 m−3, while for 50 sccm per hole the density

at z = 50 mm is approximately 4× 1015 m−3.

To quantify the assertion that the ambient plasma density is dependent on the

total flow rate in the DASH system, a generalised measurement of density far from

the source is necessary. The densities along the x axis for z = 45 mm were averaged

for each of the three flows shown in panels (a) through (c). Figure 3.6 (d) shows there

was a steady increase in density measured far from the hole from approximately 1

to 4× 1015 m−3 as the flow was increased from 16.5 to 50 sccm per hollow cathode.

For z = 45 mm the expected density from a 1/z2 decay is calculated as the density

at z = 0 (npeak), divided by r2 = 452. Since there are two active hollow cathodes,

the density at z = 45 mm can be approximated as 2 × npeak/z
2. These predicted

densities are displayed as squares in figure 3.6 (d). Importantly, the difference

between the circles (measured) and the squares (calculated) increases with pressure

in the chamber, rising from 7× 1014 to 1.3× 1015 m−3. This implies that as the flow

through the active holes increases, the increase in the density measured far from the
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Figure 3.6: Two dimensional ion density sweeps for two active hollow cathodes
separated by 11 mm with varying flow rate and a constant power of 33 W per hole.
Panel (a) has 16.5 sccm per hole, (b) 33 sccm per hole, (c) 50 sccm per hole. (d)
Averaged ion densities measured across the x axis for z = 45 mm (circles) for the
data presented in (a)-(c). The expected densities for a 1/z2 decay for each flow are
shown (squares). The linear fits serve to highlight the different rates of increase of
density with respect to chamber pressure.

source cannot just be attributed to increased density in the holes. Therefore, the

density of plasma being created downstream in the chamber must be a function of

the downstream pressure.

It is likely there are three processes contributing to the overall distribution of ions

throughout the combined plumes. They are: plasma drift via convection along neu-

tral gas flows, the ambipolar diffusion of plasma from the holes, and the production

of new plasma in the chamber. A quantitative determination of their relative impor-
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Figure 3.7: Density profiles along the x axis of the diffusion chamber for z = 5 and
10 mm. The data is scaled to the maximum of each flow at z = 5 mm. The legend
shows the flow per hole for each of the two operating holes in the configuration.

tance is a complex task. In the work done by van Hest et al. background pressure

rather than flow was found to control the geometry of the plume and strong coupling

between the ions and neutral gas flow was observed [109]. Figure 3.7 shows density

data extracted from figure 3.6 (a) through (c) along the x axis for z = 5 mm (twin

peaks) and z = 10mm (single peak), scaled to the maximum value at z = 5 mm. In

this case, and contrary to the results of van Hest et al. there is no difference in the

radial profiles of the ion density. Although this is inconclusive without verification

via a 2D fluid model of the system, it indicates a stronger reliance on ambipolar

diffusion and weaker coupling between gas flow and ions in the plume than seen

in [109].

3.3.2 Fitting and Reproducibility

Earlier in the chapter it was suggested that the plasma in the expansion chamber is

a product of both diffusion from the hollow cathodes and the presence of an ambient

plasma. To support this, reproductions of the expansion chamber plasma density

in two and three active hollow cathode configurations are attempted using the data
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Figure 3.8: (a) Simple superposition of two single active hollow cathodes. (b)
The same data as panel (a) but including a pressure dependent ambient plasma
term. Panels (c) and (d) show Log-linear plots comparing measured data (blue solid
line) and simulated data including an ambient term (red dashed line) and simple
superposition (black dash-dotted line). Axial densities for x = 0 mm are presented.
Panel (c) represents two holes separated by 22 mm and is the data used for the
empirical fittings of the constants in the model. Panel (d) represents two holes
separated by 33 mm using the same constants derived from (c) as a validation of
the result.

measured for a single operational hollow cathode. The single plume measured in

figure 3.2 is used as a building block to create a superposition of two single holes.

Figure 3.8 (a) shows the result when adding the data from two of the single holes

from figure 3.2 positioned at x = −11, 11 mm. Comparison with the measurements

in figure 3.5 (b) show that this approach is too simplistic to account for the behaviour
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observed experimentally.

To account for the ambient plasma in the chamber, it is assumed the density

is proportional to the local pressure, and that pressure is proportional to distance

from active hollow cathodes. The distance of each point in the simulated chamber

from both active hollow cathodes is calculated and the enhancement to the density

is weighted by the cumulative distance from both hollow cathodes d, where d =√
x2

1 + z2
1 +

√
x2

2 + z2
2 , and (xn, zn) represents the distance from hollow cathode n.

The simulated density at a specific point in the chamber given by equation 3.2

ni(x, z) =

nsuperposition + (1.4× 1016 − npeak

160
· d) +

npeak

700
if

npeak

160
· d ≤ 1.4× 1016

nsuperposition +
npeak

700
if

npeak

160
· d > 1.4× 1016

(3.2)

The values of the constants in equation 3.2 are derived empirically. The term

nsuperposition is the superposition of the single measured plume’s densities, and npeak

is the maximum density recorded at the interface of a hole during operation. The

second term, enclosed by parentheses, is a linear term that enhances the density

based on the value of d(x, z). Once this term becomes negative it is removed from

the calculation as can be seen in the second part of equation 3.2. This says that as

d becomes large, the pressure at that point is simply the ambient chamber pressure.

The third term accounts for the slight increase in ambient density far from the holes

caused when increasing the number of active holes from one to two as seen in figure

3.3.

Figure 3.8 (b) displays the same data as panel (a), but with this additional term

to account for the ambient plasma present in the expansion chamber. This addition

provides a much better fit to the measured data, and supports the suggestion that

the measured density maps for multiple hollow cathodes are the combination of

diffusing plasma and ambient plasma. Panel (c) compares the actual measured

densities along z for x = 0 mm for this configuration with those acquired from

panels (a) and (b). This serves to highlight the importance of the ambient plasma

term in the fitting process. As a further check of the validity of this result, the

same algorithm is applied to a second geometry, shown in figure 3.5 (c). The results

are displayed in figure 3.8 (d), and there is also excellent agreement for this second
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configuration. This provides further evidence for the presence of an ambient plasma

term making a significant contribution to the chamber plasma density.

A limitation of this method is its restriction to two dimensions, as it can only

account for active holes if they lie on a single axis. To increase the variety of

the configurations that are possible as inputs, it is modified to represent a three

dimensional system. The change is made by assuming azimuthal symmetry of a

single plume. The two dimensional plume shown in figure 3.2 is rotated about

the z-axis to produce a three dimensional plume. This plume is used in the same

way as its two dimensional parent, and the method for calculating the ambient

plasma term at each point is extended from two to three dimensions where d =∑Nholes

n=1

√
x2
n + y2

n + z2
n, with new empirical constants selected. To test this three

dimensional model of the chamber plasma, a ‘slice’ can be extracted to correspond

to the two dimensional data taken for a three active hole configuration. Figure 3.9

compares the two, panel (a) shows the measured data and (b) the simulated data.

The excellent agreement between the measured and simulated data confirms that the

process is applicable for three dimensional geometries as expected. As such it is now

possible to construct a three dimensional representation of the plasma density in the

expansion chamber for an arbitrary arrangement of active hollow cathodes. Figure

3.9 (c) shows a cutaway of the three dimensional density profile for this system in

the three hollow cathode configuration. The three dimensional representation is

courtesy of Rhys Hawkins, and is created using the data set from with figure 3.9 (b)

is taken.

3.4 Conclusion

This chapter provides an introduction to the basic operating mechanics of the DASH

system. During breakdown the plasma ignites between the powered and grounded

electrodes, before moving into the hollow cathode region. For stable operation a

minimum power and flow are necessary, and these values are dependent on the fuel

gas used. The expected density inside the hollow cathode is of the order of 1019 m−3,

and the density measured at the interface between source and expansion chamber
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a b

c

Figure 3.9: Comparison between: (a) measured data and (b) simulated data for a
triangular, three active hollow cathode configuration. The measured data is taken
using 33 sccm of argon and 33 W per hole. Panel (c) shows a cutaway of a three
dimensional representation of this data.

is approximately 1018 m−3. A background density level present far from the active

hollow cathodes is measured to be 1014 m−3.

It has been seen that the plasma in the expansion chamber consists of two parts.

The plumes from the active hollow cathodes appear to be dominated by the diffusion

of plasma from the DASH source. The ambient plasma created in the chamber is

dependent on local pressure and is observed to dominate away from the interface

between hollow cathode and chamber. Tests in two and three dimensions for verifi-
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cation of this interpretation are produced and support this explanation of measured

chamber ion density profiles.

Measured density distributions in the expansion chamber are reproduced by using

the density map of a single hole as a building block. Superpositions of this single

hollow cathode density map combined with an empirical ambient term to account

for background plasma creation accurately reproduce measured data for both two

and three dimensional configurations of active hollow cathodes. This means that

fully three dimensional maps of the ion density can be calculated with confidence

for an arbitrary number and configuration of active hollow cathodes. The process

could be improved in future work by including a more rigorous term to describe the

density of the ambient plasma in the expansion chamber.



4

Spatial Variation of the EEPF in a

Hollow Cathode Plume

While investigating the basic operational parameters and mapping the plasma den-

sity in the expansion chamber provides useful insight into the DASH system’s general

behaviour, it doesn’t probe the basic operating mechanisms of the hollow cathode

itself. To understand more about the processes sustaining the discharge within an

individual hollow cathode, the plasma potential, electron temperature, and the elec-

tron energy probability function (EEPF) can be investigated. Inelastic collisions

between electrons and other particles are of crucial importance to understanding

plasmas. This is due to the fact that collision cross sections are energy dependent

(as discussed in chapter 1). For the sake of simplicity of chemistry, as well as analysis

of the compensated Langmuir probe data, the experiments presented in this chapter

are also performed in argon.

4.1 Experimental Design

To study the properties of the plasma produced in a single hole, the work presented

in this chapter is performed with all but one hole blocked with alumina plugs. In

contrast to chapter 3, the second iteration of the DASH source is used (see figure

2.2). In this configuration, the hollow cathode is 6 mm in diameter, but has an

alumina sleeve that reduces its inner diameter to 4 mm. This configuration brings

the DASH closer in design to the Pocket Rocket system that is its analogue.

Two probes are used in the acquisition of data: an emissive probe [110] and a

compensated Langmuir probe [100], both of which are described in detail in chapter

63
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2. Measurements of the EEPF and plasma potential in the plume of the DASH

source are made along the x (horizontal) and z (perpendicular) axes, with the shaft

of the probe aligned with the z axis, perpendicular to the face of the source. The

point z = 0 mm is defined as the interface between the hole and chamber, and as

in the previous chapter increasing z represents a position further from the hollow

cathode. The Langmuir probe is operated with a 3 mm long tungsten tip with

a 250 µm diameter. The tip is mostly oriented perpendicular to the shaft of the

probe to increase spatial resolution along the z axis. The probe is connected via

an isolation amplifier to an analogue differentiator to directly measure the first and

second derivatives of the raw IV curves. The dynamic range is approximately three

orders of magnitude, beyond which noise is significant. When measuring within

the hollow cathode or at the orifice (z ≤ 1 mm), the increase in noise changes the

dynamic range to two orders of magnitude. It should be noted that the vertical

axes on graphs displaying EEPFs is a natural logarithm. Each measured curve is

averaged 50 times.

The Langmuir probe tip is swept from −80 to 80 V. Because the dimensions of the

plume are similar to the probe, it is important to verify that the sweep is not disturb-

ing the plasma during data acquisition. To monitor this a second (uncompensated)

Langmuir probe is inserted into the expansion chamber as a witness probe. It is

introduced through an auxiliary port allowing for translation in the x direction. Any

significant perturbation to the plasma from the measurement probe will manifest in

a change to the floating potential of the witness probe.

The measurement probe tip is positioned inside the plume at (x, z) = (0, 2) mm

with the witness probe approximately 7 mm away at (x, z) = (6, 6) mm. Figure

4.1 shows the floating potential of the witness probe as the measurement probe is

swept across the entire bias range several times. The vertical dashed line shows the

plasma potential as measured with the emissive probe at (x, z) = (0, 2) mm prior to

the Langmuir probe test. While the measurement probe bias is below Vp, there is

no significant distortion of the witness probe floating potential. However as the bias

voltage on the measurement probe increases beyond Vp, the floating potential of the

witness probe steadily increases, suggesting the measurement probe is affecting the
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Figure 4.1: Floating potential measured by the witness Langmuir probe positioned
at (x, z) = (6, 6) mm as a function of bias voltage applied to the measurement
Langmuir probe at (0, 2) mm. The circles show individual measurements of the
floating potential at points in the bias sweep over several ramps. The dashed vertical
line denotes the plasma potential (43 V) previously measured with the emissive probe
at (x, z) = (0, 2) mm.

plasma plume. It is therefore reasonable to conclude that the EEPF data collected

below Vp via the compensated Langmuir probe is unperturbed by the measurement

itself. The region of the IV sweep above Vp is more prone to error and discounted

from further consideration.

When the bias voltage on the measurement probe exceeds Vp, a strong electron

current is drawn to the probe tip, producing a very dense and bright region of plasma.

It is this process that is believed to be responsible for the increase in floating potential

measured on the witness probe. This local increase in ionisation also has a significant

effect on the current collected by the measurement probe above Vp, resulting in

an obfuscation of the turning point in the EEPF. However, a measurement of the

plasma potential via the EEPF can be obtained by observing the sharp change in the

gradient of the second derivative of the IV curve when the parasitic region is present.

For this reason the EEPFs presented further in the chapter lack a turning point,

and the first few volts of the EEPF are to be neglected. Since this limitation occurs
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outside the region of interest it is not considered further. The methodology described

above is confirmed by comparing the compensated Langmuir probe measurements

of Vp with those obtained with the emissive probe. The values of Vp are found to

agree to within a few volts in all cases.

4.2 Variation in the EEPF Throughout Parame-

ter Space

Chapter 3 and its corresponding publication show that both flow and power affect

the spatial variation of ion density in the plasma plume [111]. In light of this, it is

expected that the evolution of the energies of the electron population as a function

of position will also be dependent on these parameters. Characterisation of the

relationships between parameters is used to provide insight into the operation of a

single hollow cathode in the DASH source.

Furthermore, making useful measurements of spatial variation requires that the

other variable parameters in the system (in this case power and flow) remain constant

to isolate the effects of changing the position of the probe tip. Because of this, it is

necessary to select a power and flow at which all spatial data would be taken. To

ensure that the selected point in parameter space gives consistent and repeatable

results, measurements of the EEPF are made at a range of powers and flows to

characterise the behaviour of the electron population in parameter space.

For a fixed flow rate of 25 sccm (and fixed pressure profile), varying power pro-

duces no significant difference in the shape of the EEPFs observed other than a

change in density. Figure 4.2 shows EEPFs measured directly in front of the active

hollow cathode at (x, z) = (0, 6) mm for a flow of 25 sccm as the pre matching

network applied power is swept from 30 to 80 W. All of the EEPFs manifest as a bi-

Maxwellian distribution with a cooler low energy population and a hotter tail. The

energy at which the temperature of the electron population changes will be referred

to as the ‘break’ energy. For the low energy population below the break energy,

the temperatures measured are all between 1.9 and 2.2 eV. For the hot tails, the

electron temperatures were measured to be between 6.7 eV and 7.7 eV. It should
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Figure 4.2: Compensated Langmuir probe measurements of EEPFs for varying
power at a constant flow of 25 sccm at (x, z) = (0, 6) mm. The dashed red lines
show the two electron temperatures at 30 W: 1.9 eV at low energies and a hot tail
of 7.2 eV. The point at which the temperature changes is referred to as the ‘break’
energy.

be noted that the dotted red lines are only a tool to guide the eye on the three

dimensional plot. This agreement between the temperatures of each population is

expected considering that electron temperature should not be affected by power as

can be seen in the simple power balance equation [2]

P = en0uBAeffET (4.1)

where P is the deposited power, n0 is density, uB the Bohm velocity, Aeff the effective
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loss area of the plasma and ET is the total energy lost per ion-electron pair exiting

the plasma. Additionally, there is a proportionality between the applied power and

density, as would also be expected from equation 4.1.

In contrast to the effect of varying the rf power, a change in flow (and consequently

operating pressure) has a significant effect on the EEPFs obtained. Figure 4.3 (a)

shows how the two temperatures of the bi-Maxwellian distribution change with flow

increasing from 20 to 85 sccm, for 50 W of applied power. At 20 sccm of flow, the

pressure in the plenum is 1.4 Torr and the chamber is 1.0 mTorr. Pressure increases

linearly with flow up to 85 sccm, where the plenum is 3.1 Torr, and 5.9 mTorr in

the chamber. The compensated Langmuir probe is again positioned at (x, z) =

(0, 6) mm. There are two noticeable trends in the evolution of the EEPFs with

increasing flow. The first is the varying position of the break energy for the two

temperatures. As the flow increases, the break energy decreases as shown by the

dashed red lines in figure 4.3 (a), from 7.2 to 2.3 eV. The second trend is the

variation in the temperatures of both populations of the EEPF. The temperature of

the low energy portions of the EEPFs are all measured to be between 2.0 and 2.6 eV,

increasing with increasing flow. However the hot part of the distribution has a strong

dependence on the flow, displaying an inverse dependence. Figure 4.3 (b) shows the

behaviour of the temperature of both the low energy and tail electrons explicitly. At

20 sccm, the tail is measured at 9.0 eV, with a low energy population temperature

of 2.0 eV, by 85 sccm, the tail has fallen to 2.1 eV, where it is indistinguishable from

the ambient plasma.

The position of the break energy is linked to the relative electron temperatures of

the two electron populations. It can be explained by treating the observed EEPF as

the sum of two distinct Maxwellian populations. It is seen that the temperature of

the tail population decreases with increasing flow, while the low energy population

remains stable. As the temperature of the second population of electrons decreases,

there are more electrons at lower energies and fewer at higher energies, as can be

qualitatively seen in figure 4.3 (a). The break energy will occur when there is a switch

in the dominant population. The closer the temperatures of the two populations

are, the lower this energy will be, explaining the inverse proportionality between
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3: (a) Compensated Langmuir probe measurements of EEPFs at (x, z) =
(0, 6) mm for a power of 50 W and a flow from 20 to 85 sccm. The dashed red lines
show the position at which the break energy occurs for each flow. (b) Variation
in electron temperature as a function of flow for electrons below (open circles) and
above (closed squares) the break energy.
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Figure 4.4: Electron temperature calculated for an arbitrary system using a simple
particle balance with an inverse effective loss area of 0.5 m−2.

flow and break energy. It is thought that the change in temperature of the tail is

related to the pressure in the expansion chamber. Considering the two sections of

the measured EEPFs, there is the 2 eV portion, produced in the source, and a hot

tail, produced in the chamber. As such, a lower pressure in the chamber (caused by

a reduction of flow in the system), produces a higher Te, whereas the source is less

sensitive to changes in flow due to its much higher pressure.

This sensitivity is highlighted in figure 4.4. The figure shows the results of a sim-

ple particle balance for an arbitrarily shaped system, calculated with an effective

loss area of 0.5 m2. It can be seen that for lower neutral gas densities, the electron

temperature is much more sensitive to pressure. At higher pressures, the electron

temperature is approximately Te = 2 eV. This can explain why the electron tem-

perature measured in the chamber is so dependent on the flow rate (and hence the

expansion chamber pressure), whereas the electron temperature from the plasma

produced in the hollow cathode is only weakly dependent on pressure.
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4.3 Relationship of Te in the Source and Vp in the

Plume

Given the results of the sweeps in parameter space, a flow of 25 sccm and a power

of 50 W are used for the standard operating parameters for spatial measurements.

These parameters give a plenum pressure of 1.6 Torr and a chamber pressure of

1.3 mTorr. The flow and power are selected to give strong signal to noise ratio and

clear bi-Maxwellian behaviour in the plume. Based on previous experiments and

the pressure profiles presented in chapter 2, the expected pressure in the plasma

creation region is 1.1 Torr. The geometry of the system defines two distinct areas

of operation, the source and the chamber. To fully understand the behaviour of

electrons measured in the chamber, investigation of the electrons produced inside

the hollow cathode is required. The electron temperature inside the active hollow

cathode is measured with the Langmuir probe tip aligned parallel with the axis of

the probe. This orientation is to allow for penetration of the hole with just the tip.

Although this reduces the spatial precision of measurements made, it also reduces

the impact of the probe on the flow of gas through the source by leaving the shaft

outside the hole. It is worth noting that during these measurements there is no

visible change to the plasma beyond what is expected as the bias voltage exceeds

the plasma potential, and is therefore considered to remain undisturbed by the

measurement.

The concept of a defined axial position for measurements made within the source

is misleading since the extended probe tip is only one order of magnitude smaller in

size than the hollow cathode itself. Because of this, the following ‘positions’ for the

probe tip are measured: inserted completely, half the tip inside the source, and just

the end of the tip inside the source. A single Maxwellian distribution is measured in

all three cases, with temperatures of 2.0, 2.1, and 2.6 eV respectively. The disparity

between the first two measurements and the third is expected to arise from the

majority of the electrons being collected from the chamber rather than within the

hole. This is because in the third position, most of the probe tip lies outside the

hollow cathode, in the expansion chamber.
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In chapter 3 it is seen that breakdown occurs inside the hole, between the powered

electrode and ground plates, with pressures of the order of 1 Torr. Given the density

of the plasma and geometry of the source, it is possible that Coulomb collisions

between electrons are abundant enough to thermalise the electron population to

a single temperature. The mean free path for Coulomb collisions inside the hole

is calculated to be approximately 2 mm (the radius of the hole) for a density of

1019 m−3. This is an order of magnitude higher than that measured outside the

hole, but it is expected that there is a large density increase inside the source.

Experiments performed in the ‘Pocket Rocket’ system showed ion saturation current

measurements inside the source indicating an order of magnitude increase in density

[92]. Assuming that the source successfully operates using the hollow cathode effect,

it is probable that any population of hot secondary electrons driving the discharge is

outside the dynamic range of the probe as the population will be very low in density

relative to the 2 eV electrons [33, 112]. Irrespective of this, the 2 eV electrons

dominate the measurement in this region, and will be treated as a Maxwellian in

further analysis.

To validate the measurement, the following particle balance can be considered:

Ki(Te)

uB(Te)
=

1

ngdeff

(4.2)

where Ki is the ionisation rate, uB the Bohm velocity, ng the neutral gas density,

and deff the effective plasma size. The loss area is defined as a cylinder, open at both

ends, with the dimensions of the hollow cathode as described chapter 2. Depending

on the gas temperature used in the calculation, the calculated value for Te is between

2.0 eV for a gas temperature of 300 K and 2.5 eV for a temperature of 1000 K [113].

This compares well with the measured values of the electron temperature inside the

DASH source.

To complement these electron temperature measurements, emissive probe mea-

surements of the plasma potential are made at a range of axial positions and flows.

As described in chapter 2, emissive probe measurements have an error of ±2 V.

Figure 4.5 shows that for all flows, there is a decrease in plasma potential from the

exit of the hollow cathode to z = 50 mm downstream. There is also an inverse pro-
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Figure 4.5: Emissive probe measurements of the plasma potential along the z axis
at a range of flows of argon.

portionality between the flow (and pressure) of the system and the plasma potential

in the plume. At the standard operating parameters for the spatial measurements of

25 sccm and 50 W, the plasma potential is measured to vary from 48 V at z = 1 mm

down to 30 V at z = 50 mm.

The decrease in plasma potential within an expanding plasma has been well char-

acterised in previous experiments, many dealing with plasma thrusters [114–117],

and is often associated with the formation of a double layer. As the plasma expands,

the density drops and if the electron temperature remains constant, the Boltzmann

equation requires a reduction in the electric potential. The simplified Boltzmann

equation on axis can be expressed as

n(z) = n0 exp(e∆Vp/kTe) (4.3)

assuming a Maxwellian electron energy distribution with temperature Te, n0 defines

the source density, and n(z) the density at a point on the z axis. Chapter 3 showed

that the density of the plasma in the plume close to the exit of the DASH source
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Figure 4.6: Emissive probe measurements of plasma potential (open squares) and
floating potential (closed circles) for 25 sccm of argon and 50 W. A simplified Boltz-
mann equation (equation 4.3) is fitted to the plasma potential assuming a density
decay of n = n0/z

2, where n0 is the density at the interface of hole and chamber.

decreases as a function n0/z
2. Figure 4.6 shows a fit to the Vp measurements made

with the emissive probe for 25 sccm and 50 W. Assuming a 1/z2 reduction in density,

the value for Te is deduced from the fit and calculated to be 2.1 eV. This agreement

between Langmuir probe measurements, the particle balance, and the plasma po-

tential gradient provides confidence in the methodologies used and the treatment of

the source electrons as approximately Maxwellian.

In chapter 3 it is observed that the majority of the plasma near the exit of the

source is created in the hole and diffuses into the vacuum chamber. As a result, the

assumption of a single electron temperature in the Boltzmann equation is considered

valid in spite of the bi-Maxwellian distributions measured in the chamber. This is

because the relative density of electrons at 2 eV to electrons at the tail temperature

will be very high. This assumption breaks down farther from the hole as plasma

diffusing from the source becomes less dominant. However, the very good agreement

between the value of Te calculated from the plasma potential variation and the value

measured with the Langmuir probe suggests the potential gradient that is measured
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in the plume is the direct result of the free diffusion of plasma from the source.

The emissive probe is also used to measure the floating potential of the plasma.

Figure 4.6 shows that variation in the floating potential follows the variation in the

plasma potential. The data displayed in this instance is the floating potential for the

25 sccm case, although the same trend is observed at all flows. The floating potential

varies from 30 V at z = 1 mm to 11 V at z = 50 mm and maintains a difference

of approximately 18 V with the plasma potential throughout. This indicates that

there should be fairly consistent electron temperatures throughout the plume, which

is confirmed by subsequent Langmuir probe measurements, and highlighted in figure

4.7. Both the plasma and floating potentials drop over the course of the plume, which

implies the presence of an electric field in this region that will act as a source of

acceleration for ions and a retarding potential for electrons diffusing from the source.

In a simple treatment of a Maxwellian argon plasma, the floating and plasma po-

tentials are separated by approximately 5.2Te due to the ratio of masses between

charged species [2]. The constant difference of 18 V measured between the two poten-

tials implies a temperature of 3.5 eV, which falls between the electron temperatures

of the two measured populations. In their work in [118], Goydak et al. considered

the mean electron energy rather than temperature as they measured strongly non-

Maxwellian populations of electrons. The same definition of mean energy is used

here

u =
1

n

∫ 30

0

uF (u) du (4.4)

where n is the plasma density, u is the energy, F (u) is the EEPF. The upper limit

of the integral is set to 30 V, the cutoff at which the noise in the EEPF becomes too

strong to distinguish a signal. Performing this calculation on the EEPF measured

for 25 sccm and 50 W of power yields a mean electron energy of u = 4.2 eV, much

closer to the 3.8 eV expected from a simple treatment of the difference between the

floating and plasma potentials.
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Figure 4.7: Measurements of the EEPF at a range of z axial positions for x = 0 mm
at 25 sccm and 50 W. The z position axis is not drawn to scale. The dashed red
lines show some of the electron temperatures measured at various z positions for
both single and bi-Maxwellian distributions.

4.4 Spatially Resolved Langmuir Probe Measure-

ments

4.4.1 Axial Measurements in the Expansion Chamber

The EEPFs collected in these experiments show significant differences from those

collected in similar work done in less geometrically constricted systems, such as the

expansion from a 15 cm diameter helicon source [100]. Typically for these sorts of

experiments, the electrons below the break energy are hotter than those above it.
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This occurs because the higher energy population of electrons is unrestricted by the

potential barrier at the interface between source and expansion chamber. As such

the higher energy electrons spend a portion of their lifetimes in the plume of the

plasma, away from the heating region. By contrast the lower energy electrons are

unable to overcome the potential barrier and are trapped in the source where they

are constantly heated, increasing their temperature.

A different but self consistent trend in spatial evolution of the EEPF shape is

observed in the DASH source for all flow and power regimes tested. Figure 4.7

shows an example of this at the standard operating parameters of 25 sccm of argon

and 50 W of power. When the plasma diffuses into the chamber it initially has

a Maxwellian structure, but by z = 2 mm it has developed into a bi-Maxwellian.

The electrons exhibit the same characteristic behaviour seen in the parameter space

sweeps with a low energy section at the same temperature as the plasma produced

within the hole, and a hotter tail. As the plasma exits the source a single temperature

of 2.6 eV is measured at z = 1 mm. From z = 2 mm, the low energy portion of

the EEPF was measured to be between 2.0 eV and rises gradually to 3.0 eV by

z = 20 mm. The temperature of the tail is measured to rise monotonically from

7.3 eV at z = 2 mm to 11.0 eV at z = 25 mm.

Two theories are presented as possible explanations for the evolution of these

EEPFs in the plume. The first is based on data from chapter 3, and assumes signif-

icant ionisation occurs downstream in the expansion chamber. The local pressure

in the expansion chamber decreases from around 160 to 1 mTorr with increasing

distance from the source. If the hot tail is the result of ionisation in the chamber

creating an ambient plasma, then the increase in temperature with position is likely

a function of the pressure gradient in the chamber away from the source. To get

an approximate idea of the expected electron temperature for plasma produced in

this region, a second particle balance is considered using equation 4.2. The loss area

and plasma volume terms reflect those of the six-way cross expansion chamber. For

simplicity’s sake, it is assumed that there is a uniform pressure in the expansion

chamber, rather than trying to account for the spatial variations that occur. A

chamber pressure of 1.3 mTorr and a gas temperature of 1000 K give an expected
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value of Te = 9.1 eV. This value lies in the middle of the range of temperatures

measured for the tail in figure 4.7, which range from 7.3 to 11.0 eV. However it

must be noted that at such low pressures the calculation is very sensitive to to both

pressure and gas temperature. The temperature assumption of 1000 K is taken from

work performed by Greig et al. in the Pocket Rocket system in argon [120].

The second possibility considered is that the axial evolution in shape of the EEPFs

is caused by the redistribution of electrons driven by inelastic collisions within the

plume. The crucial difference between these two explanations is the assumption

of the size of the power deposition region. For the the ambient plasma case, the

assumption made is that there is some heating mechanism in the chamber, possibly

stray rf, sustaining a second plasma fuelled by neutral gas in the chamber. For

the inelastic collision explanation, the assumption is that an insignificant amount

of power is deposited in the chamber and no heating of electrons can occur. In this

case no new energy can be added to the system, and can only be lost (via excitation)

or redistributed (via excitation and ionisation). Because of its relative simplicity,

the second explanation is investigated via a simple numerical simulation.

4.4.2 Iterative Model of an EEPF

An iterative model of the EEPF is used to investigate whether inelastic collisions

within the plume could be responsible for the non-Maxwellian shape at a qualitative

level. It is assumed for convenience that once particles have entered the chamber,

they are excluded from reentering the source. Combining this with the assumption

that the earth plates are completely effective in shielding the chamber from power

deposition, there is no heating of expansion chamber electrons. Finally, the plume

is assumed to be in a steady state temporally and flowing away from hole. This

allows for a pseudo-spatial variation in one dimension by changing pressure from

one iteration to the next rather than time. For each iteration the model recalcu-

lates the mean free paths for ionisation and excitation collisions based on pressure

measurements presented in chapter 2.

The model starts with a Maxwellian distribution of electrons at 2.5 eV, which

corresponds to measurements at z = 1 mm for 25 sccm and 50 W (figure 4.7). The
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electrons are divided into bins of 0.01 eV and each bin has the number of ionising

and exciting collisions undergone by its population determined by

N =
dz × σ(E)p(z)

kTg
(4.5)

where N is the number of pre-existing electrons that undergo a collision (either

ionising or exciting), dz is the spatial step over which the pressure is calculated,

σ is the cross sectional area for that type of collision at a specific energy, p is

the pressure at the specified axial position, and Tg is the temperature of the gas.

Newly created electrons from ionisation events are arranged in a normal distribution

around 5 eV and impacting electrons have their energies reduced by a corresponding

amount. This is not a rigorous treatment of the newly created electrons [119], but

is designed to promote the formation of the two temperature distribution measured

in the chamber.

It is found that although these interactions do cause production of cooler, low

energy electrons, the quantity in which this occurs is orders of magnitude too low

to explain the measurements made in the plume. To enhance the production of low

energy electrons, the reaction rates are artificially increased. While this is successful

in producing a more significant population density of low energy electrons in the

EEPF, the resulting depletion above the ionisation energy threshold (Ei = 15.76 eV)

is significant. Due to the absence of an experimentally observed depletion above the

ionisation threshold, it is determined that inelastic collisions do not dominate the

formation of the EEPFs. Consequently, these results combined with the density

measurements reported in chapter 3 suggest that the bi-Maxwellian shape observed

is caused by power deposition in the expansion chamber sustaining an ambient, low

density, high temperature plasma, rather than being caused by a redistribution of

particles diffusing from the source.

Furthermore, for the same reasons discussed, the formation of the hot tail mea-

sured in the expansion chamber cannot be produced by inelastic collisions between

very hot pendulum electrons from within the hollow cathode. The density of very

hot electrons necessary to do this would imply that they should be visible on the

Langmuir probe traces performed near the interface between the hollow cathode and
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the expansion chamber. It should be noted however that this does not preclude this

process from occurring at all, only that it cannot be the dominant process driving

the bi-Mawellian nature of the measured EEPFs.

4.4.3 Lateral Measurements of EEPFs in the Plume

The Langmuir probe is translated laterally between (x, z) = (0, 1) and (8, 1) mm,

with the corresponding EEPFs shown in figure 4.8. Centered over the hollow cathode

at x = 0 mm, the EEPF appears to have only a single temperature at 2.5 eV, as

is observed in the axial sweep, x = 1 mm also has a single temperature of 2.5 eV.

By x = 2 mm, at the edge of the hole (diameter 4 mm), the EEPF has developed

into the bi-Maxwellian profile characteristic of the plume. At this position, the low

energy part of the plume drops to 2.1 eV, while the newly appeared hot tail is

measured at 7.7 eV. For increasing x positions, the low energy part of the EEPF

stays slightly above 2 eV, while the tail increases in temperature. By x = 8 mm, the

low energy part of the EEPF has gone, leaving only a very weak signal dominated

by the ambient chamber plasma, with a single temperature of 10.6 eV. Because of

the proximity to the wall at z = 1 mm, beyond x = 8 mm, the density of the plasma

is too low to collect an accurate EEPF measurement.

At this point it is useful to revisit figure 3.2 showing the density map of a single

active hollow cathode taken with a Langmuir probe with 33 sccm of argon flow and

33 W. It is seen that in front of the hollow cathode at (x, z) = (0, 1) mm, the ion

density is peaked and decreases sharply with increasing x position. Between x = 0

and x = 2 mm (from the centre to edge of the hole), the density approximately

ranges between 1018 and 1017 m−3. By x = 8 mm, the limit of reading for the

EEPFs, the density has dropped to its background level of approximately 1014 m−3.

Referring back to figure 4.7, it is seen that at z = 25 mm, there is only a single

Maxwellian measured at the chamber temperature of 11.0 eV. By this point, the

2 eV electrons from the source have diffused to the point that they are no longer

measurable in the EEPF. The ion density data in figure 3.2 shows that the points

(x, z) = (8, 1) and (0, 25) mm have comparable densities.

The coincidence between the points at which density reaches its minimum value
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Figure 4.8: EEPF measurements at increasing x axial positions for z = 2 mm,
25 sccm of flow, and 50 W of power. The dashed red lines show electron temperatures
for a range of x positions with both single and bi-Maxwellian distributions.

and the EEPF no longer contains electrons that have diffused from the source sug-

gests the two phenomena are linked. Within a millimetre of the hole the plasma

density is still high enough and in sufficient proximity to the source to retain the

single Maxwellian. As the plasma diffuses, the density of the 2 eV plasma decreases

and the ambient plasma becomes more visible in the EEPF. Further from the source,

once the ambient plasma becomes the dominant component of the density; for ex-

ample at (x, z) = (0, 25) or (8, 1) mm. As a result the 2 eV plasma is no longer

visible in the EEPF because it is completely obscured by the ambient plasma. The
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agreement between the evolution of ion density and EEPFs in both the axial and

lateral directions supports the explanation that the EEPFs’ hot tail is caused by

the presence of a ambient plasma sustained in the expansion chamber.

4.5 Conclusion

Spatially resolved measurements of the EEPF in the plume of a single hollow cath-

ode are made using a compensated Langmuir probe. Through this, the manner in

which the EEPF changes with respect to both axial and lateral position is observed.

It is found that plasma diffuses from the hollow cathode at a temperature of ap-

proximately 2 eV. This is confirmed by both direct measurement with the Langmuir

probe, as well as by solving a particle balance equation for a single operational hollow

cathode in the DASH source. Once in the chamber, the measured EEPF becomes

a bi-Maxwellian distribution with 2 eV at low energies and a hot tail when varied

in either the axial or lateral direction. Far from the hole the 2 eV electrons are no

longer visible and only the hot tail remains. A simple numerical model based on

the assumption that no power deposition occurs in the chamber rules out inelastic

collisions in the expansion chamber causing the bi-Maxwellian profile. It is deduced

that the hot tail in the EEPF is a result of an ambient plasma sustained in the

chamber at a much lower density and higher electron temperature than the plasma

created in the DASH source. This conclusion is in agreement with those derived

from the two dimensional density maps presented in chapter 3.



5

Etching Silicon Using SF6

One of the design goals of the DASH source is to produce reactive atomic species

away from the target wafer for an isotropic chemical etch process. This chapter

presents results exploring the production of atomic fluorine by DASH through ob-

serving etch rates, spatial uniformity and the isotropy of the resulting etches. These

tests are performed using physical measurements of etch rates on a silicon wafer,

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) imaging, and X-ray spectroscopy. A key con-

cern of the design is its arbitrary scalability through the shower head configuration.

This is addressed by extrapolating measured etch profiles into larger and more com-

plex arrangements.

5.1 Experimental Design

To measure how effectively the DASH can perform the task of delivering atomic

fluorine from a remote plasma source to a target, etch rates are measured on a series

of wafers and wafer coupons of blank silicon. Each blank piece of silicon is masked by

a second smaller piece, held mechanically against the surface of the target wafer using

the wafer mount described in chapter 2. The silicon mask obscures part of the target

wafer from the incident atomic fluorine and prevents any etching. This configuration

produces a ‘step’ in the silicon at the boundary between etched and unetched regions

of the wafer. Coupons are approximately 20 cm2 in size and typically the mask

covers between 40 and 50% of the coupon. Etch rates are measured by comparing

the depth of this step with the time exposed. The depth of the step is measured

with an α-step profilometer. Etch profiles across a wafer are achieved by making

several profilometer measurements at different positions on an etched wafer. The

83
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the arrangement of the ring shaped arrangement of six
active hollow cathodes used in the etching experiments. The central hollow cathode
is blocked with an alumina plug and the surrounding hollow cathodes are active.

etch rates, profiles and SEM images presented in this chapter are performed using

the 4 mm diameter DASH source, with exposed electrodes. However further testing

using the 6 mm source with alumina and quartz inserts is also reported.

For SEM imaging and X-ray spectroscopy the silicon samples are prepared with a

photoresist pattern. The positive photoresist is spun onto a wafer at a thickness of

1 µm. To pattern the resist conventional photolithographic techniques are employed.

The mask has a series of circular holes of varying diameters arranged in gridded

patterns.

For these experiments six hollow cathodes are operated simultaneously in a ring

configuration, illustrated in figure 5.1. The width of the ring is varied in tests of etch

profile uniformity and the diameter ranges from 12 to 70 mm. The SF6 molecule can

remove energy from the plasma via dissociation as well as ionisation. As a result,

the production and sustainment of a dense discharge requires more power than when

operating in argon, as mentioned in chapter 3. The applied power used in the etch

measurements is often higher than in the argon characterisation of the source. This

is to ensure that as much atomic fluorine is dissociated as possible. The maximum

applied power is 500 W, the limit of the rf generator.

5.2 Measured Etch Rates and Isotropy

Figure 5.2 shows the variation in etch rate with power at an axial position of z =

3 cm. The total flow in the system is 85 sccm, meaning each active hollow cathode
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Figure 5.2: Variation of etch rate with applied power for a fixed flow of 85 sccm
of SF6. The wafer is positioned 3 cm in front of the DASH source that is using six
active hollow cathodes.

is supplied with a flow of slightly over 14 sccm. This flow ensures stable operation of

the hollow cathodes, as discussed in chapter 3. Figure 5.2 shows an approximately

linear increase in the measured etch rate with increasing rf power. A maximum etch

rate of 3.2 µm/min is observed at 500 W of applied power.

The etch rate is observed to vary only weakly with flow rate for a constant applied

power. This can be explained by supposing that the level of dissociation of SF6

molecules at the wafer surface is low. If this is the case, then varying the flow will

only weakly affect fluorine atom density. This weak dependence would be associated

with changes in the cross section for dissociation arising from variations in the

electron temperature. In a system where dissociation were close to 100%, the limiting

factor for fluorine atom production is the abundance of the parent SF6 molecule,

and strong variation could reasonably be expected.

To assess the suggestion that the fraction of SF6 dissociated is low, the undirected

flux of fluorine atoms necessary for achieving the maximum measured etch rate can

be estimated. Assuming the simplest etching chemistry, Si+4 F −→ SiF4, covered in

chapter 1, with a reaction rate between a fluorine atom and silicon atom of 20% [87],
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an etch rate of 3.2 µm per minute can be used to calculate the flux of atomic fluorine

arriving at the surface of the silicon wafer.

Taking the bond length for mono-crystalline silicon as 0.543 nm, the number of

silicon atoms in a volume defined by a standard coupon size of 20 cm2 that is 3.2 µm

deep can be calculated to be NSi = 3.2 × 1020. Due to the assumed reaction rate

6.4×1021 fluorine atoms must be incident on the surface over the course of a minute

to achieve this etch rate. The effects of ion bombardment are ignored, as well as

the more complex mechanisms by which chemical etching occurs. For the purposes

of this calculation it is assumed that once four fluorine atoms arrive at the surface,

one atom of silicon will be removed.

The flux of fluorine atoms to the surface of the wafer is defined by

Γ =
1

4
nv (5.1)

where n is the density of the incident particle (in this case fluorine) and v is the mean

thermal velocity. Assuming the temperature of the atomic fluorine to be 700 K, the

mean thermal velocity is defined by

v =

√
8kBT

πm
(5.2)

where m = 3× 10−26 kg is the mass of a fluorine atom, kB is Boltzmann’s constant,

and T = 700 K. A temperature of 700 K is chosen in reference to the gas temperature

measurements performed in argon and nitrogen by Greig et al. [120]. Solving for

equations 5.1 and 5.2 yields a required density of fluorine atoms at the surface of the

wafer to etch at 3.2 µm per minute. This density is calculated to be 2.8× 1019 m−3.

Each molecule of SF6 produces four fluorine atoms in this estimation (SF6 −→ SF2+

4 F), so the required density of SF6 molecules is 7.1× 1018 m−3. Using the pressure

measurements made in argon and described in chapter 2 as a guide, a pressure at

the wafer surface of 50 mTorr is conservatively estimated. If the gas has not been

ignited into a plasma, then this gives an SF6 density of 1.6×1021 m−3. As such, the

fraction of the fuel gas estimated to still be dissociated by the time it reaches the

wafer surface is approximately 0.4%.
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Figure 5.3: SEM image of an etch profile created in the DASH source. The wafer is
masked with photoresist and exposes a circular region of silicon. The image clearly
shows the isotropic nature of the etch.

This calculation supports the suggestion that a relatively low proportion of SF6

is dissociated by the time it reaches the silicon wafer. As previously mentioned,

this can explain why variations in applied power can have a strong impact on the

measured etch rate, while variations in flow do not. To summarise, as power is

increased the plasma density increases, and the collision frequency between electrons

and neutral molecules will rise accordingly, increasing the density of atomic fluorine.

By contrast, a change in flow will not alter the density of the dissociating electrons.

As such, the collision frequency between electrons and neutrals will not change, and

the density of atomic fluorine remains constant.

The isotropy of the etch process is observed by using a wafer masked with pho-

toresist, cleaved, and placed in a SEM for imaging. Figure 5.3 shows an edge-on

view of a sample prepared in the DASH system at a flow of 85 sccm and 150 W of

power, exposed to the plasma for five minutes. The isotropic nature of the etch is

clearly visible in the rounded side walls and the slight undercut of the photoresist.

It is also worth noting that the photoresist is largely undamaged, further indicating
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that few energetic ions are bombarding the wafer and high selectivity is maintained.

5.3 Spatial Variation in Etch Rates

Spatial variation of the etch rate in both the z and x directions are important for

optimising the etching process in the DASH system. The closer the wafer is placed

to the source, the higher the etch rate will be. However the closer the wafer is to

the active hollow cathodes, the worse the effect of ‘printing’ will be. Printing is the

transfer of the pattern of active hollow cathodes onto the wafer due to strong non-

uniformity in the etch rate close to the source. To optimise the etching process, the

distance between source and wafer, and the arrangement of hollow cathodes must

maximise uniformity while maintaining the highest possible etch rate.

5.3.1 Axial Variation

The six active hollow cathodes are again configured in a compact ring, and the DASH

source is supplied with a flow of 170 sccm of SF6 and 250 W of power. By moving

the wafer along the z axis with x = 0 mm, the distribution of atomic fluorine as it

diffuses from the active holes is inferred [121]. Figure 5.4 shows the variation in etch

rate at different axial positions in blue circles. The ambient etch rate is measured by

placing small silicon coupons at a number of axial positions, but facing away from

the source so that they are not affected by the expansion plume of plasma. The etch

rates for these coupons can be seen as red squares in figure 5.4.

The peak etch rate observed when the wafer is 3 cm from the hole is just below

2 µm per minute, dropping to 0.25 µm per minute by z = 25 cm. Variation in

the ambient etch rate is far less significant, and varies from 0.5 µm per minute

down to 0.25 µm per minute. It can be seen in figure 5.4 that between z = 0 and

z = 10 cm, the etch rate drops with a 1/z2 dependence, behaviour similar to that

of the plasma density as measured in chapter 3. Beyond z = 10 cm the rate at

which etching decreases slows, again in agreement with measurements of ion density

performed in argon. This diffusive profile indicates that no significant quantity of

fluorine is being produced in the plumes, which agrees with the inference from the
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Figure 5.4: Axial variation of both total and ambient etch rate using 170 sccm
of SF6 and a power of 250 W in a six hole ring arrangement. Between z = 0 and
z = 10 cm, the axial etch rate displays a 1/z2 trend.

measurements in argon that no ionisation occurs within the plumes. The point at

which the decrease in etch rate diverges from a 1/z2 relationship coincides with the

point at which the ambient etch rate crosses the 1/z2 line. The crossing of the 1/z2

line indicates a switch in the dominant production mechanism for atomic fluorine

at that point. Just as with the density in the measurements made in argon, the

downstream fluorine concentrations can be considered composed of two parts. They

are fluorine diffusing from the hollow cathodes and fluorine created in the ambient

plasma in the expansion chamber.

5.3.2 Etch Uniformity

Variation in etch rate in the x direction describes the uniformity of the etch rate

across a wafer. Figure 5.5 shows etch rate profiles measured across three 150 mm

wafers positioned at z = 3 cm as the ring of six active hollow cathodes is expanded.

The wafers are too big to fit whole onto the profilometer, so they are cut and
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Figure 5.5: Etch rate profiles measured across three 150 mm wafers at z = 3 cm
for the configurations of six active hollow cathodes. The sources is operated for 15
minutes with a flow of 170 sccm, and 250 W of power.

measured in sections, which is why some of the data points for each configuration

are slightly offset from one another. The compact configuration of active hollow

cathodes is the one described in figure 5.1. Partial expansion displaces the active

hollow cathodes away from the centre by one hole. Full expansion separates the

active hollow cathodes as much as the DASH source allows. The diameters of the

three configurations are 12, 40, and 70 mm respectively.

For the compact configuration, the peak etch rate is measured at 1.7 µm per

minute, and this occurs in the centre. For the partial expansion the peak etch rate

is 1.0 µm per minute, also peaked in the centre. Finally for the full expansion the

active hollow cathodes have become sufficiently separated that the peak in etch rate,

0.6 µm per minute occurs around x = ±20 mm. The minimum etch rate in every

configuration is 0.3 µm per minute and found at the edges of the wafer. Furthermore

this etch rate is found to be consistent across all three configurations.

To understand why the etch rate at the edges of the wafer is independent of

active hollow cathode configuration, the geometry of the DASH is considered. The
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diameter of the active part of the source is 89 mm (shown in chapter 2), and the

largest distance between two hollow cathodes is 70 mm. The etch rate profiles for

the three configuration start to merge at approximately x = ±40 mm, outside the

plumes of the active hollow cathodes in any configuration. Therefore the agreement

in etch rate at the extremities of the wafers can be attributed to the etching from the

ambient plasma. Indeed the etch rate in these regions agrees well with the ambient

etch rate displayed in figure 5.4.

Given that the ambient etch rate is so significant in the uniformity of the etch rate

across the 150 mm wafer, it must be factored into consideration when comparing

the uniformities. At a first glance the fully expanded geometry seems to offer the

greatest uniformity, but this can be explained by recognising that it perturbs the

ambient etch rate the least due to the distance between active hollow cathodes. The

most important conclusion to be drawn from this data is that the spacing of the

active hollow cathodes is critical to upscaling the design to an industrial sized wafer

and plasma source.

5.4 Scaling

Part of the aim in designing the DASH source is to allow for arbitrary scaling of

the design. To understand how the system might perform in a modern industrial

system processing 300 mm wafers, the data presented in the previous section is used

to validate a simulation. The etch profile for each active hollow cathode is placed

in a linear superposition in much the same way as the empirical model presented in

chapter 3. The etch profile from each active hollow cathode is treated as the sum

of two gaussians. One gaussian represents the diffusion of fluorine from the active

hollow cathode, and the second represents the slight increase in fluorine density

expected on the edge of the plume. Finally a uniform background etch rate to

account for the ambient plasma is added. The values describing the gaussians are

fitted to the compact arrangement and the fit can be seen in figure 5.6 (a).

The model produces a two dimensional etch rate profile for an entire 300 mm wafer.

To validate the model, the same method is applied to the two other configurations,
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Figure 5.6: (a) Fit developed to match the measured the etch profile measured in
the compact configuration. The partial and fully expanded etch rates are compared
with their simulated counterparts (corresponding to the horizontal black line in (b).
Panel (b) shows the two dimensional projection of the etch rate simulated for the
partially expanded configuration onto a 300 mm wafer.
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Figure 5.7: (a) Scaled model of array of concentric circles for hypothetical wafer
of 300 mm diameter using 121 active holes (b) Predicted normalised etch rate for
the 121 active hole array taken across the central line, shown in panel (a).

partially and fully expanded, and compared with the measured results. It can be

seen that the simulation successfully reproduces the measured etch profiles. Figure

5.6 (b) shows the normalised results for the partially expanded configuration in

two dimensions as projected onto a 300 mm wafer, outlined as a black circle. The

positions of the active hollow cathodes are highlighted as black crosses. The values

of etch rate along the horizontal black line across correspond to the measured data

for the partially expanded configuration in panel (a). This validation of the model

means that simulations of much larger arrays of active hollow cathodes’ etch profiles

over an entire wafer can be predicted with confidence.

Figure 5.7 (a) shows a simulated etch profile for a theoretical plasma source based

on the DASH prototype for a 300 mm wafer. The configuration uses 121 active

hollow cathodes. This would require approximately 3.5 L/s of SF6 and an applied

power of 5 kW, both of which are possible in an industrial setting. Additionally

a more powerful vacuum system would be required to keep the expansion chamber

pressure low. Figure 5.7 (b) shows the etch rate profile for the data presented in

panel (a). The uniformity is predicted to be ±5%. It is expected that by increasing

the density of active holes the uniformity could be further increased, but this result

is encouraging as a proof of concept for the design.
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5.5 Aluminium Fluoride Deposition

After etching, it is sometimes observed that the DASH source has deposited a layer

of aluminium fluoride onto the surface of the wafer. The presence of aluminium

fluoride is a serious problem in the design of the DASH source with specific reference

to chemical etching. The compound is inert and can completely block the etching

process as well as contaminating the wafer it is deposited on. Figure 5.8 shows

a photograph of a coupon after a five minute exposure to a 150 W and 85 sccm

plasma. The film is clearly seen to be cracked and peeling back from the photoresist

mask present on the wafer’s surface. X-ray spectroscopy in the SEM is used to

identify the dominant nuclei of both the peeling film and the surface beneath. The

spectrum corresponding to point A in figure 5.8 shows strong peaks for aluminium,

fluorine, and carbon. By contrast the spectrum for B shows only carbon, with trace

amounts of other species. The carbon signal in both spectra can be attributed to the

photoresist as it is an organic molecule. Since the aluminium fluoride film is thin,

electrons can penetrate through and release X-rays from the photoresist beneath it.

However the lack of any significant fluorine or aluminium signal in the spectrum of

the photoresist confirms that the film is composed of aluminium and fluorine.

The thickness of the aluminium fluoride film deposited on the wafer is propor-

tional to the time of exposure to the plasma. It does not bind well to the silicon or

photoresist surfaces on which it is deposited, so direct measurements of the thickness

are impossible. As an indirect measure, the strength of the aluminium and fluorine

signals from the X-ray spectra of the films can be investigated instead. Three meth-

ods of valuing the strength of the spectral signal are used and all agree well. They

are: k-ratio, peak area, and percentage of the atomic weight of the sample.

Figure 5.9 shows the peak heights for (a) aluminium and (b) fluorine of five

coupons exposed for one, two, five, ten, and twenty minutes of a plasma with 150 W

of power and 85 sccm of SF6. The film of each sample is probed in three differ-

ent locations on the coupon. It appears that aluminium fluoride deposition occurs

but is quite slow during the first five minutes. Between five and twenty minutes of

exposure the gradient of the slope of both aluminium and fluorine signal strength

increases.
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A
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Figure 5.8: SEM image of aluminium fluoride film peeling from the photoresist
mask of a silicon coupon. Point A and its corresponding X-ray spectrum shows
strong peaks for aluminium, fluorine, and carbon in the deposited film. Point B
shows only carbon emission in the photoresist spectrum.
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Figure 5.9: Evolution over time of the area of the aluminium and fluorine lines in
the X-ray spectra acquired at three different locations on the film for each sample.

There are two sources of aluminium inside a hollow cathode from which the alu-

minium fluoride film could be developing. These are the pure aluminium powered

and earthed electrodes, and the alumina insulators. To isolate which of the two is

responsible for the production of the aluminium fluoride, the 4 mm source is sub-

stituted for the 6 mm source and individually tested with sleeves of both alumina

and quartz. It is found that the use of an alumina sleeve greatly exacerbates the

production of the aluminium fluoride film, while wafers etched with a quartz sleeve

show no evidence of aluminium fluoride production or deposition. It is therefore

suggested that the aluminium fluoride production is the result of the exposure of

alumina to both the reactive fluorine atoms and the energetic ions bombarding the

wall materials inside the hollow cathode.

After the plasma is extinguished, it is sometimes observed that the quartz sleeves

glow orange due to the energy they absorb during longer exposures. A photograph

taken looking at the hollow cathodes end on immediately after operation can be

seen in figure 5.10. In the photo, three hollow cathodes are active due to the limited

number of quartz sleeves available. Prior to taking the photo the plasma is run

for five minutes with a power of 250 W and a flow of 60 sccm of SF6. Using a

blackbody radiation chart it is estimated from the colour of the sleeves that they

are at a temperature of approximately 1200 K. If it is assumed that the sleeves’

temperature is in a steady state after five minutes, and that all the energy deposited
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Figure 5.10: Photograph taken immediately after shutting off power to the plasma.
The plasma is operated with three active hollow cathodes at 250 W and 60 sccm of
SF6 for five minutes.

in the sleeve is from ion bombardment, then an approximate ion flux to the interior

surface of the sleeves can be estimated. A simple power balance representing the

quartz sleeves is defined by

niuiAeVrms − σT 4
s εA−

CSF6ng(Ts − Tg)
tr

= 0 (5.3)

The first term of equation 5.3 represents the energy gained by the sleeve due to

ion flux from the plasma. Here ni is the density of ions at the sheath edge, ui

is their speed after falling through the sheath, A is the loss area of the sleeves,

and Vrms = 350 eV is the energy per ion taken from a typical measurement where

Vrf = 500 V, with a DC offset of nearly 250 V. The second term of the LHS is

the energy dissipated from the sleeves due to radiation, calculated via the Stefan-

Boltzmann law and assuming the sleeves are perfect black bodies. The energy lost

due to radiation is estimated to be approximately 43 W per hollow cathode. In this

calculation σ = 5.67×10−8 is the Stefan-Boltzmann in SI units, Ts is the temperature

of the sleeves, and ε = 1 is the emissivity. The final term considers energy lost from

the sleeves via convective heating of the neutral gas flowing through the hollow

cathodes. Work performed by Greig et al. suggests that in a similar discharge,

argon can be as hot as 1100K. Approximately half this heating is from the walls

of the discharge [106, 120]. To estimate energy imparted from the sleeves to the
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neutral gas the specific heat constant of SF6 is taken to be CSF6 = 89 J/(mol.K),

the temperature of the gas is taken to be Tg = 700K, and the residence time

tr = 100 µs. The residence time is based on fluid modelling of gas flow in the

Pocket Rocket system [106]. This yields an energy loss of approximately 7 W per

hollow cathode from convection. Therefore the total energy lost from the sleeves via

radiation and convective heating of the gas is estimated to be 152 W, and assuming

these are the only energy loss mechanisms present gives a power deposition efficiency

of around 60 % for the discharge.

Solving this energy balance for ion flux to the sleeve gives a value of Γ = 2.5 ×

1021 m−2s−1, and an ion density at the sheath edge of ni = 8× 1016 m−3 assuming

an average ion mass of 70 amu (SF2). In turn this can be used to calculate a current

of approximately 15 mA/cm2 to the walls inside the hollow cathodes.

Despite its prevention of the formation of aluminium fluoride, the quartz sleeve is

vulnerable to etching by the atomic fluorine inside the hollow cathode. This etching

is enhanced next to the powered electrode, where ion bombardment during the

negative part of the rf cycle is significant. After sustained use the quartz sleeve was

cut in half by prolonged exposure to the discharge inside the hollow cathode. Based

on the 1 mm sleeve wall thickness and the total time of operation before failure,

it is estimated that the etch rate of the quartz in this region is approximately 10

to 15 µm per minute. As such, neither alumina nor quartz is a suitable dielectric

sleeve to be used in the production of atomic fluorine in the DASH system. An

ideal material suitable for further testing in this configuration is yet to be found,

although boron nitride is a strong candidate.

5.6 Conclusion

The DASH source is found to be capable of producing reasonable chemical etch rates,

as high as 3.2 µm per minute. It is expected that faster etch rates are possible with

higher applied powers, however due to a lack of cooling apparatus for the electrodes,

such high powers are unsustainable for more than a few minutes at a time. Pulsing

the plasma provides another alternative to cooling the electrodes worth investigating
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in future work. Variations in applied power are found to strongly affect the measured

etch rate, while variations in flow are not. This is attributed to a relatively low degree

of dissociation of SF6 in the plasma.

By associating the measured etch rate with atomic fluorine density, it is found

that the fluorine expanding from the hollow cathode follows a similar axial trend

as the density maps performed in argon in chapter 3. The fluorine freely diffuses

with a 1/z2 dependency before plateauing around z = 10 cm. This implies that

operation in SF6 produces an ambient plasma in the expansion chamber. The etch

diverges from the 1/z2 trend at the point where the ambient etch rate in the chamber

becomes higher than the expected etch rate from the diffusing fluorine, indicating a

switch in dominant process.

By observing etch rate uniformity for different configurations of active hollow

cathodes, a linear fitting algorithm is developed to accurately reproduce the mea-

sured etch profiles. The linear nature of the fitting allows for simulation of plasmas

that the DASH source is incapable of producing, using more active hollow cathodes,

power, and flow than are currently available. It is found that in a configuration using

121 active hollow cathodes that a 300 mm wafer could be etched with a uniformity

of ±5%.

Finally the alumina exposed to the SF6 plasma is found to produce aluminium

fluoride that is deposited on the wafer and blocks etching. This can be prevented

with the insertion of a sleeve made of an aluminium free material, such as quartz.

However, such a material must be naturally resistant to a harsh etching environment,

which quartz is not. The quartz sleeves inserted failed after being completely etched

through at the point of contact with the powered electrode. An etch rate of up to

15 µm per minute is estimated for the quartz, presumably enhanced by the very

high energy bombarding ions, as well as very high densities of atomic fluorine inside

the hollow cathode. A material such as boron nitride proves an interesting option

for further development.
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6

Gas Temperature Analysis Via

Fulcher α Spectroscopy

The following two chapters discuss results from experiments in the Pocket Rocket

source using hydrogen. As mentioned in chapter 1, the possibility of using a DASH

styled plasma source for deposition is of interest. This necessitates study of the

discharge in hydrogen, and at higher pressures than in chapters 3 to 5. These higher

pressures require optical based diagnostics, and these techniques are the focus of the

remaining results chapters.

Because hydrogen is diatomic, the emission spectrum from a hydrogen plasma

contains not only lines from electronic excitation, but also bands from vibrational,

and rotational excitations. The state of a molecule is described by a set of quan-

tum numbers: n, v, J corresponding to the electronic, vibrational and rotational

states. The rotational temperature of a state, Trot, is a representation of the rela-

tive population densities of individual rotational states in a vibrational band and in

certain circumstances can be equated to the gas temperature (sometimes called the

translational temperature).

Hydrogen, and in particular the Fulcher α system, is well suited to molecular

optical emission spectroscopy (OES) based analysis. This is because the branches of

the the diatomic bands have emission lines that are in the visible spectrum, easy to

resolve, and do not suffer strong interference from neighbouring lines. The Fulcher

α system is the product of transition from the d3Π−u state to the a3Σ+
g state, shown

in figure 6.1. The Q branches (∆N = 0) of this transition are the most commonly

measured due to their straightforward analysis. This work focusses on the Q branch

of the v′ = 2 to v′′ = 2 transition in the Fulcher α series. The methodology of the

101
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Figure 6.1: Potential diagram showing the excitation of the d3Π−u state from the
X1Σ+

g ground state via electron impact excitation. The excited level then decays in
the Fulcher α system to the a3Σ+

g state.

analysis of the raw data presented in this chapter loosely follows the work by de

Graaf [122].

6.1 Experimental Design

For the optical techniques necessary to the experiments of the next two chapters,

the Pocket Rocket source is used as an analogue to a single hollow cathode from

the DASH source. The design of Pocket Rocket was introduced in chapter 2 and

outlined the physical similarities between the two reactors. Like the DASH source,

Pocket Rocket has an alumina sleeve with a central powered electrode adjacent to

its outer wall, as well as earthed electrodes at either end. The difference between

the two sources is the excellent optical access provided by Pocket Rocket. A window
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Figure 6.2: Sketch of the apparatus for the acquisition of the Fulcher bands showing
a top down and end on view.

in the plenum allows optical access to the interior of the alumina sleeve from the

rear. Additionally, the discharge expands into a glass tube, granting optical access

to the plasma plume. These design features make the Pocket Rocket source an

ideal system in which to perform the optical experiments required to understand

the DASH source operation in hydrogen.

Pocket Rocket typically accepts powers of up to around 40 W before sustaining

damage to the rf feed. In this experiment Baratron manometers are fitted to both

the plenum and expansion chamber to monitor pressure on either side of the plasma

creation region. Typically a pressure gradient of around a factor of about 2.5 is

observed between plenum and expansion region. Local pressure measurements are

made using a Pitot tube along the central axis of the expansion tube up to the

orifice. No noticeable gradient in pressure is measured in this region, in contrast

to Pitot tube measurements made on the DASH source that has a more vigorous

pumping system.

Figure 6.2 shows the experimental set up for the acquisition of Fulcher emission.

An optical fibre is mounted to the plenum window observing the plasma inside

the hollow cathode. The fibre conveys the light to a SPEX500 monochromator

equipped with a Garry3000 CCD array. The data acquired by this setup is averaged
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both spatially and temporally, to provide a mean temperature for the entire plasma

(including plasma that has diffused agasint gas flow into the plenum). Since the

plasma is most dense within the hollow cathode, it emits light most strongly from

the region adjacent to the driven electrode. Therefore the measured temperature is

most likely the temperature in the centre of the hollow cathode.

The Garry3000 CCD array is calibrated for wavelength using a series of spectral

lines identified in [123] as a reference and checking that the measured wavelengths

match the reported values. The orientation of the CCD is checked by scanning the

monochromator over the full width of the CCD’s spectral range, 35 nm, and ensuring

that the intensity of individual lines remained unchanged. During acquisition, data

is averaged 30 times with individual exposures lasting 250, 500, 1000 or 2000 ms

depending on the intensity of the light being emitted. Owing to the nature of the

measurement, the differing exposure times do not need to be compensated for when

comparing data. This is a result of the fact that the temperature is extracted from

the relative line strengths within a single scan. An example spectrum acquired using

this technique can be seen in figure 6.3.

6.2 Assumptions and the Corona Phase

The total angular momentum of a molecule, ~J is defined by the quantum number

J . Generally ~J = ~K + ~S, where ~K is the total angular momentum excluding spin.

The vector ~K can be defined by ~K = ~N + ~Λ where ~N is the angular momentum

of the nuclear rotation and ~Λ is the component of the orbital angular momentum

aligned with the internuclear axis. For a light molecule such as hydrogen, there is

no coupling between the electron spin momentum and the internuclear axis. This

is called a Hund’s case (b), and is one of a set of coupling cases characterised by

Hund [124]. The result of this uncoupled state is that the quantum number J can

be replaced by K in the following calculations.

Equating the rotational temperature and translational temperature of an excited

state is acceptable only if the rotational relaxation time and other processes involved

in the redistribution of states is much shorter than the radiative lifetime. For the
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Figure 6.3: Example spectrum showing the first five lines of the Q branch of the
v′ = 2 to v′′ = 2 transition of the Fulcher α system measured in Pocket Rocket.

Fulcher α system this is not a good assumption as the radiative lifetime of the

v = 2 band of the d3Π−u state is measured to be 40 ns [125]. But by making further

assumptions about the methods of population and destruction of excited states,

the rotational temperature of the ground state may be inferred, and this can then

be equated to the translational temperature. A typical set of assumptions used to

estimate the ground state temperature are as follows [126]:

1. The rotational population of the X1Σ+
g ground state obeys a Boltzmann dis-

tribution and is in equilibrium with the translational temperature.

2. The radiative lifetime of the excited states (40 ns) is much shorter than the

relaxation time of the rotational levels, and is independent of quantum number.

3. Excitation from the ground state occurs without changing the rotational

quantum number (∆J = 0). This means other allowed transitions such as

∆J = ±2,±4 are excluded from consideration. The implication of this is that

rate coefficients of excitation are independent of rotational quantum number.

Upon excitation the distribution of densities in the rotational ground state
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will be preserved as the molecules move into excited states. This assumption

will be discarded in later analysis.

4. These rate coefficients are suitable for use with the adiabatic approximation

[127].

5. The population of the excited state is dominated by electron impact excitation

from the ground state, and destruction is dominated by spontaneous emission

to the a3Σ+
g state. This is equivalent to the plasma being in corona equilibrium

phase.

To justify the assumption that the plasma is in the corona equilibrium phase

(assumption 1), the plasma density must be considered [128]. Van der Mullen de-

scribes a criterion for a hydrogen like molecule for which there is defined a principal

quantum number of a state, p, given by [129]

p = Z

√
Ry

|Epi|
(6.1)

where Z is the atomic number of the nucleus, Ry is the Rydberg constant, and

Epi is the ionisation energy from the level p. Considering the d3Π−u state, Z = 1,

Ry = 13.61 eV, and Epi = 1.6 eV, resulting in a value of p = 2.9. Van der Mullen

then approximates a critical level, pc, below which the corona equilibrium phase

assumption is valid, whereas above it, the plasma suffers collisional de-excitation,

also known as quenching [129]. The critical level is given by

nepc = 9× 1023 m−3 (6.2)

In chapter 3 using argon and the same operating parameters, peak plasma densities

of 1018 m−3 are measured using a Langmuir probe [111]. Considering the mass ratio

between argon and hydrogen (molecular or atomic), the conservation of flux to the

walls of the plasma implies a lower density in a hydrogen plasma for equal power

and pressure. To ensure the validity of the calculation, the value of pc is computed

with ne = 1018 m−3, yielding a result of pc = 4.59. Since p < pc the assumption that

the plasma is in the corona equilibrium is justified.
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6.3 Emission intensity

The emission intensity for a molecular line can be expressed in a general form by [124]

In
′,v′,J ′

n′′,v′′,J ′′ =
64πν3

3h

1

2J ′ + 1
Nn′,v′,J ′An′,v′,J ′

n′′,v′′,J ′′ (6.3)

with units of photons m−3s−1. Nn′,v′,J ′ represents the number density of the excited

ro-vibrational state and An′,v′,J ′

n′′,v′′,J ′′ represents the spontaneous emission (or Einstein)

coefficient of the transition, controlled by the transition dipole moment, R. Finally

ν represents the frequency of the transition. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation

allows the dipole moment to be separated into three factors, expressed as [130]

R = R̄e
2
qv′,v′′SJ ′,J ′′ (6.4)

where R̄2
e is the electronic transition dipole moment, qv′,v′′ is the Franck-Condon

factor for the vibrational transition, and SN ′,N ′′ is the rotational line strength, also

known as the Hönl-London factor. The Franck-Condon approximation assumes that

the variation in the electronic transition dipole is slow with respect to internuclear

distance compared with vibrational eigenfunctions of the wave function. There has

been some work performed to show that using the Franck-Condon approximation

can lead to overestimation of the vibrational temperature, yet supports its use for

calculations of rotational temperature in diagonal transitions [131].

Since all the transitions in a single set of rotational lines have the same vibrational

transition, both the electronic transition dipole moment and the Franck-Condon

factor can be assumed to be constant. The Hönl-London factors for a pure Hund’s

case (b) are given by [124]

SJ,J+1 =
J

2
(P-Branch)

SJ,J =
2J + 1

2
(Q-Branch) (6.5)

SJ,J−1 =
J + 1

2
(R-Branch)
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Following this, the emission intensity of a line can now be written by combining

equations 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 as

In
′,v′,J ′

n′′,v′′,J ′′ =
64πν3

3h

1

2J ′ + 1
Nn′,v′,J ′R̄e

2
qv′,v′′SJ ′,J ′′ (6.6)

For the purposes of analysis of the spectral data obtained only the relative in-

tensities of emission peaks are important. Additionally since the work performed

measured emission from the Q-branch, there is no dependence on J . As such, all

the terms that don’t change in equation 6.6 can be absorbed into a single constant,

giving

In
′,v′,J ′

n′′,v′′,J ′′ = Cν3Nn′,v′,J ′ (6.7)

where C is a constant.

6.4 Rotational distributions and temperatures

The rotational distribution function for a vibrational band in thermal equilibrium

can be described by the Boltzmann equation

fJ =
gI(2J + 1)

Qr

exp(−F (J)hc/kBTrot) (6.8)

where gI is the degeneracy due to nuclear spin, Qr is the partition function, and

F (J) is the energy of the rotational state. The rotational levels are also degenerate

by a factor (2J+1), giving a total degeneracy of gI(2J+1). The term gI is described

by (2I + 1), either 3 or 1 depending on the rotational level. In the ground state,

all even rotational levels are para-hydrogen (I = 0), giving gI = 1. For odd levels,

they are ortho-hydrogen, with I = 1, giving gI = 3. Earlier it was discussed that

for a pure Hund’s case (b), the rotational number J could be equated to K, the

quantum number describing the sum of the angular momentum of nuclear rotation

and the angular momentum along the internuclear axis. As such, equation 6.8 can

be rewritten as

fK =
gI(2K + 1)

Qr

exp(−F (K)hc/kBTrot) (6.9)
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where Qr, the partition function, is

Qr =
∑
K

gI(2K + 1) exp(−F (K)hc/kBTrot) (6.10)

The assumptions made regarding population of the d3Π−u state (specifically that

∆K = 0) imply that the density of rotational states in a vibrational band is an

undisturbed reproduction of the distribution in the X1Σ+
g ground state. However,

this is valid only at higher temperatures. Below 1000 K, the error this assumption

introduces are significant [122]. If it is accepted that the distribution of densities in

the excited state is not a replica of the ground state, then some method must be

employed to infer the ground state density distribution from the excited state. This

is achieved by considering the following equation describing the population of the

d3Π−u state from the X1Σ+
g state

f ′rot(K
′) =

0∑
K

RK0K′f 0
rot(K

0) (6.11)

where K0 represents a rotational level in the ground state. RK0K′ is a coefficient

describing the proportion of molecules from the ground rotational state K0 that

have transferred to the excited state K ′. In his work, de Graaf has calculated these

coefficients and they are displayed in table 6.1

Generally the transition where ∆K = 0 is the most populous, in concordance

with the assumption 3. However it can be seen from table 6.1 that molecules whose

rotational state does change are more likely to be excited to a higher rather than a

lower rotational state. The result of this is an overpopulation of higher rotational

K ′ = 1 K ′ = 2 K ′ = 3 K ′ = 4 K ′ = 5 K ′ = 6
K0 = 0 0.760 0.122 0.101 0.014 < 10−4 < 10−4

K0 = 1 0.416 0.423 0.079 0.005 0.007 < 10−4

K0 = 2 0.130 0.407 0.345 0.066 0.044 0.006
K0 = 3 0.033 0.147 0.402 0.309 0.061 0.040
K0 = 4 0.010 0.036 0.163 0.401 0.290 0.058
K0 = 5 0.001 0.013 0.038 0.219 0.400 0.277

Table 6.1: Coefficients of change to differing rotational states [122].
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Figure 6.4: (a) The Boltzmann plot of the ground state and the d3Π−u state for
a temperature of 272K. At this temperature the effect of overpopulation of the
higher rotational levels is clearly visible. (b) Shows the ratio of the temperature
as measured from a linear fit to the excited state relative to the ground state as a
function of the measured temperature of the excited state.

states relative to the rotational distribution of the ground electronic state. If it is

assumed that the excited state distribution of rotational state densities is a replica

of the ground state, this can lead to overestimations of the rotational temperature

of the ground state of 50% or greater. This overpopulation manifests itself in a

hollowing of the Boltzmann distribution, an example of this is shown in figure 6.4

(a), where a ground state distribution for a temperature of 272 K has been converted

to the excited state using the constants in table 6.1.

To compensate for this overestimation, de Graaf proposes two possible solu-

tions [122]. The first and more complex is to use these constants to predict the

relative line strengths of the emission, and search iteratively for the temperature

that most closely predicts the observed spectrum. The second, and simpler method

is to use a linear Boltzmann fit on the observed intensities and calculate a rotational
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temperature, then modify the calculated temperature to reflect the overestimation

of temperature of the ground state. To facilitate this process, a simulation of the

excitation of a range of distributions with varying ground state temperatures to the

d3Π−u state using the values from table 6.1 is performed. The variation of observed

temperature in the excited state as a ratio to ground state for a measured tem-

perature in the excited state can be seen in figure 6.4 (b). This plot enables the

temperature in the X1Σ+
g state to be directly inferred from a measurement of the

temperature in the excited state. The general process for the calculation of the ro-

tational temperature of the X1Σ+
g state from the emission from the transition from

the d3Π−u state to the a3Σ+
g state can be summarised as follows:

1. Obtain the emission intensities from the Q branch of the v′ = 2 → v′′ = 2

transition of the Fulcher α spectrum via the monochromator and CCD array.

2. Using equations 6.7 and 6.9, derive the relative density of each state. By

plotting them against the energy of the ground state levels an overestimated

value for the rotational temperature of the ground state can be derived.

3. Use an interpolation of the data presented in figure 6.4 (b) to calculate the

actual ground state temperature from the measured temperature from the

d3Π−u state emission.

Figure 6.5 shows an example of actual data acquired from Pocket Rocket, from

which it can be observed that the Q1 and Q5 lines are above the linear fit, while the

Q3 line lies below. This occurs in all the data sets acquired and is a direct result of

these transitions between the X1Σ+
g state and the d3Π−u state where ∆K 6= 0.

6.5 Results

The measurements of gas temperature made in this experiment are intended to

accompany the high speed phase resolved optical emission spectroscopy (PROES)

measurements made on the same system. Furthermore, they form an essential input

to future experiments in the DASH system using Lyman α absorption spectroscopy.

To this end, the same set of positions in the available parameter space are examined
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Figure 6.5: Example temperature calculation for a measurement made in the
Pocket Rocket apparatus. Because of the hollowing of the excited state due to
overpopulation of the higher rotational levels, the Q1 and Q5 points lie above the
line of best fit, while Q3 lies below it.

with both techniques. Measurements are made at a range of pressures and powers to

investigate the effects of variation in operating parameters on the gas temperature.

The plasma produced in Pocket Rocket is observed to change operational modes,

with no observable hysteresis, for a given pressure/power product of approximately

11 Torr.W. The two modes are named: the diffuse mode (below 11 Torr.W), and the

bright mode (above 11 Torr.W) after their respective appearances. The temperature

near the mode change is observed with more resolution in terms of operational

parameters.

6.5.1 Parameter Sweeps

By virtue of its size, the Pocket Rocket system is unable to sustain a plasma with a

power density above 40 W for more than a few seconds in CW mode without risking

serious damage to the rf feed system. In hydrogen, the discharge is more difficult

to ignite and sustain than in a heavier gas such as argon because of the relative

ion masses and their effect on the Bohm velocity. As such the available operational
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Figure 6.6: (a) Variation of ground state rotational temperature with power from
20 to 40 W. (b) Variation of temperature with the pressure value as measured in
the expansion chamber for an applied power of 25 W.

window for power is 20 to 40 W. The mass flow controller allowing hydrogen to

pass through the system has a range of 0 to 500 sccm. This gives an operational

pressure range of 350 to 830 mTorr in the expansion chamber. Pressure in the

plenum was consistently around 2.5 times the pressure of the expansion chamber.

Based on the pressure data presented in chapter 2, it is expected the pressure in

the plasma creation region is approximately halfway between the two values. The

variation of the rotational temperature of the ground state with power for a pressure

of 830 mTorr can be seen in figure 6.6 (a). The power sweep is performed at the

maximum available pressure. The variation of temperature with pressure for a

fixed power of 25 W can be seen in figure 6.6 (b). This power is selected as it is

high enough to ensure repeatable results without unnecessary heating of the Pocket

Rocket source, avoiding the risk of damage.

Figure 6.6 (a) demonstrates the gas temperature has a linear proportionality to

applied power. At 22.5 W, just above the point of ignition, the gas temperature is

measured to be 455 K, climbing to 519 K at the maximum applied power of 40 W.

The increase of temperature with power makes intuitive sense. Higher power will

result in an increase in plasma density, which in turn will cause a greater number

of charge exchange collisions between ionised species and neutral hydrogen, heating

the gas.

Figure 6.6 (b) shows the two modes of operation of the source. At 350 mTorr, the
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plasma is in its low brightness mode (referred to as the diffuse mode, based on its

appearance in the expansion chamber). At this pressure and a power of 25 W, the

parameters fall below the mode transition threshold of 11 Torr.W. The emission in

the diffuse mode is much weaker and also appears to result in a temperature around

100 K lower than in the bright mode. Once in the bright mode, the temperature of

the gas is seen to stay constant with all five measurements reading between 475 and

481 K. The profile of the pressure sweep indicates that the electron density rather

than the electron temperature controls the gas temperature, since the temperature

changes strongly with power and is constant with pressure. It is reasonable to expect

based on the work presented in chapter 4 that large changes in pressure in the DASH

system would result in a significant change in the electron temperature. Since the

temperature remains stable in the bright mode for different flows, it appears the role

of the electron temperature in the neutral gas heating process can be discounted. In

turn this suggests that chemical processes involving electrons are not contributing

heavily to the heating of the gas, since these reactions are strongly dependent on

electron temperature.

6.5.2 Mode Transition

To investigate the mode transition in more detail, the power and pressure are varied

in smaller increments around the threshold value of 11 Torr.W, referenced to the

expansion tube pressure. The power sweep is performed at the minimum pressure of

350 mTorr, as this caused the transition to occur between 30 and 32.5 W, which lies

in the middle of the available applied power range. The pressure sweep is performed

with a power of 25 W as this is the standard used in the earlier experiments. The

power sweep covering the mode transition can be seen in figure 6.7 (a), and the

pressure sweep can be seen in figure 6.7 (b).

Figure 6.7 (a) shows a continuation of the trend observed in the broad power

sweep in that the temperature increases with power. However, by encapsulating the

mode transition the linearity of the relationship is lost. Based on the conclusion that

electron density is dominating the gas temperature, the data in panel (a) indicates

that while density increases in both modes with applied power, the change from
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Figure 6.7: (a) The transition between the diffuse mode and the bright mode of
operation for a chamber pressure of 350 mTorr and varying power. (b) The same
transition but with a varying pressure in the expansion chamber and a constant
power of 25 W.

diffuse mode to bright mode is also facilitating the production of significant increase

in ionising collisions.

Figure 6.7 (b) also continues the trend observed in the broad pressure sweep of

constant temperature with varying pressure. Again it can be seen that the temper-

ature varies weakly in both the diffuse and the bright mode, which is not apparent

from the broad sweep, as there is only a single data point in the diffuse mode

regime. Because there appears to be a discontinuity in the temperature measured

with changing pressure, it can inform further deductions about the mechanics of the

mode change.

It is impossible to obtain a data point with a temperature that lies between the

bright and diffuse modes with varying pressure, making it a reasonable supposition

that the entire sustainment mechanism of the plasma is changing. If the two sus-

tainment mechanisms can operate simultaneously, it would be expected that the

transition between the two modes would produce points in parameter space to have

a smooth transition from diffuse to bright mode as one mechanism became domi-

nant over the other. Since this is not the case, it can be inferred that either only

one mechanism is occurring at any given time in the plasma, or the sustainment

mechanism of the bright mode is being turned on abruptly and completely masking

the effect of the diffuse mode. It is important to note that these deductions can only

be made by considering the pressure sweep as the gas temperature remains steady
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Figure 6.8: Gas temperatures measured for varying pressures between 770 mTorr
and 10 Torr with no pumping on the system.

in each mode with varying pressure.

6.5.3 Static Gas

To further increase the pressure in the discharge, the pump could be closed off from

the expansion chamber. This meant that although the pressure could be made to

go higher than 830 mTorr in the expansion chamber, the gas is static in the system

rather than flowing. A result of the lack of flow is that there is no pressure gradient

present in the source (that is, the plenum and chamber pressures are the same).

With this configuration, gas temperature measurements with pressures of up to

10 Torr are possible. Beyond 10 Torr, the emission of the plasma becomes so dim

that the signal to noise ratio made it impossible for meaningful data to be extracted.

It should be noted that at this pressure the validity of the Fulcher α method becomes

uncertain. Figure 6.8 shows the data acquired for a range of pressure with no flow.

At 770 mTorr and 25 W, the plasma is in the diffuse mode. This is uncharac-

teristic of the results seen in the sweeps with a flowing gas, but can be understood

by considering the lack of pressure gradient throughout the source. At 25 W the

pressure at which the mode transition occurs is 450 mTorr, with a corresponding
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plenum pressure of 1.3 Torr, giving an estimated pressure in the plasma creation re-

gion of approximately 780 mTorr. It is likely then that the critical factor controlling

the operational mode of the plasma is the pressure inside the hollow cathode. This

is further supported by the fact that at 1.3 Torr throughout the system, the bright

mode is activated and the temperature can be seen to jump from 366 to 519 K.

At pressures above 2 Torr in the expansion chamber, the brightness of the plasma

decreases and to get usable signal from 3 Torr upwards the power of the system is

increased from 25 to 40 W. It is again seen that the temperature remains relatively

constant for all four pressures measured with no flow. It is worth noting that all

the data points are at higher temperatures than would be expected from the flowing

gas set up. This can be explained by the fact that there is no mixing with room

temperature gas from the plenum, and no losses of hot neutrals to the pumping

system.

It is possible that the decrease in brightness is a result of quenching of the excited

d3Π−u state by collisions, in which case the corona equilibrium has broken down and

these results will have large errors. If it is due to some other mechanism, such as the

plasma no longer being optically thin, then the temperature measured will be the

temperature nearest the back of the plasma creation region, in the spot closest to

the optical fibre. Even so, the data presented in figure 6.8 can still at least provide

useful qualitative information, and the values measured are in good agreement with

expectations, given the previous measurements and the fact that with no pumping

higher temperatures would be expected.

6.6 Preliminary Absorption Spectroscopy

One of the future directions planned for the work presented in this thesis is absolute

atomic hydrogen density analysis in the expansion plume of a hollow cathode in the

DASH system. To achieve this a Lyman α lamp and CsI photodiode detector are

attached to the DASH expansion chamber facing each other. They are positioned

such that their mutual line of sight is approximately at z = 2 mm in front of the

orifice of the hollow cathode.
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The analysis technique to calculate atomic hydrogen densities is based on the

experiments of Laimer et al. presented in [132]. The analysis uses the Doppler

broadened line shapes for the lamp emission and absorption by atomic hydrogen to

calculate a theoretical transmission for the lamp signal. Comparing the measured

transmission with the plasma off and on allows determination of the absolute atomic

hydrogen density across the line of sight of the detector.

The Fulcher α measurements are critical to this analysis as the high pressure in the

system means that the atomic and molecular hydrogen are in thermal equilibrium.

As such, the results from this chapter are used to calculate the theoretical Doppler

broadened line shape of the atomic hydrogen absorbing the light from the Lyman α

lamp.

Currently, if the active hollow cathode is placed in line of sight of the detector,

the signal from the lamp is dominated by the Lyman α emission from the discharge

itself. A possible solution to this is to pulse the discharge and measure absorption in

the afterglow of each pulse. This data could be extrapolated to determine absolute

atomic hydrogen density with the plasma on. To achieve this the acquisition timing

software of the detector needs to be addressed as it samples every 100 ms without

capacity for variation or triggering.

To validate the technique in the DASH system measurements of atomic hydrogen

density diffusing from a hollow cathode that is not in line of sight of the detector

is performed. The active hollow cathode is 35 mm away from the central hollow

cathode of the DASH source. With a path length of 35 cm between the lamp and

the detector, the average atomic hydrogen density is measured to be approximately

2×1017 m−3. The atomic hydrogen density is also observed to increase with applied

power, but no change is observed in varying pressure.

6.7 Conclusion

Spectroscopy of the Q branch of the v′ = 2 → v′′ = 2 Fulcher α transition is

undertaken on a hydrogen plasma produced by the Pocket Rocket source. The

parameter space swept over the course of the experiment is designed to complement a
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set of PROES measurements taken with an intensified CCD camera presented in the

next chapter. It is found that the temperature of the plasma increases linearly with

power, but is constant for varying pressure (excluding the mode change), indicating

plasma density is the dominant factor in the determination of the gas temperature.

A mode transition of the plasma is observed to reliably occur either side of a pressure

power product of 11 Torr.W, referenced to the expansion tube pressure. This mode

transition is observed to heat the gas to significantly higher temperatures. It is also

deduced from close scrutiny of the temperature profile of the transition as pressure

is varied, that the mode transition must be caused by either a complete switch in

sustainment mechanism of the plasma, or the activation of an effect boosting plasma

densities high enough that the diffuse mode is completely masked. Measurements

of higher pressures are made by blocking the pumping system to the chamber. This

removes the pressure gradient through the source and confirms that the pressure

inside the hollow cathode of Pocket Rocket is critical to the determination of whether

the plasma operates in the diffuse or bright mode.
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7

Phase Resolved OES of the

Hydrogen Plasma

To continue the optical diagnosis of the hydrogen plasma in Pocket Rocket, Phase

Resolved Optical Emission Spectroscopy (PROES) using an intensified CCD camera

is performed. An intensified charge coupled device (ICCD) camera is composed of

two main parts: the CCD array, and the image intensifier. The CCD converts

photons to electrons in a pixelated array, and these are sequentially read as current

to compose a picture. The image intensifier greatly increases the sensitivity of the

device to incident light, as well as providing a very fast gating mechanism (shutter

speeds can be in the hundreds of picoseconds). Because of their very rapid gating,

ICCDs can be used to make time resolved measurements observing phenomena that

occur over short timescales. In the case of a radio frequency plasma, it allows

an experimenter to resolve the fluctuations in emission that occur within a single

rf period. By observing the intensity and position of emission of certain spectral

lines within a plasma, both spatial and temporal resolution of an optical signal is

possible [133].

The spectral line of interest in the following experiments performed is the Balmer

α line. The Balmer α line represents the transition from n = 3 to n = 2 in atomic

hydrogen. Because the energy required to excite hydrogen to the n = 3 state from

the ground state is 12.1 eV and the energy to ionise the atom completely is 13.6 eV,

it is reasonable to suppose that regions of excitation and emission are also regions

in which ionisation are occurring. The intensity of the emission when caused by

electron impact excitation is controlled by the proportionality shown in equation

121
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7.1

I ∝ f(ε)nenH (7.1)

where f(ε) is the electron energy distribution function. The sheath mechanics of

an rf hydrogen plasma are quite complex when compared with those of a rare gas

plasma. There are three species of positive ions present in the plasma: H+, H+
2 , and

H+
3 . All three have more than one production channel and each play different roles

within the plasma [134]. Hydrogen plasma is unusual because of the high relative

mobility of ions to electrons due to their relative masses. Furthermore, the motion of

electrons within the plasma is damped because of the hydrogen molecules’ capacity

for excitation to higher vibrational and rotational states.

Czarnetzki et al. have performed work using an ICCD camera coupled with analy-

sis of the Stark splitting of the Rydberg states of hydrogen to analyse the fields and

ion energy distribution functions in a capacitively coupled planar discharge [135].

They found four distinct phases within the rf cycle, including a sheath reversal phase,

which has been seen to generate strong ionisation and emission in a pressure and

power regime similar to that in which the Pocket Rocket source is operated [125].

The field reversal effect occurs when the potential on the driven electrode is posi-

tive, and forms a capacitor-like positive field that accelerates electrons towards the

wall [136]. The grounded electrode does not experience a field reversal and behaves

more like a simple capacitive sheath, tracking with the plasma potential.

7.1 Experimental Design and Calibration

The Pocket Rocket source is viewed from two positions with the ICCD camera: from

the rear, looking into the hollow cathode, and from the side looking at the plume

expanding into the chamber. The camera unit used is an Andor iStar DH-320T,

borrowed from Andor Technologies. The camera has a CCD chip of 1024 pixels in

the horizontal direction by 256 pixels in the vertical direction. An intensified CCD

device has an image intensifier placed in front of the CCD. The intensifier has three

components: a photocathode, a micro channel plate (MCP) and a phosphor screen.

When incident light hits the photocathode it is converted into electrons. The MCP
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is a honeycombed grid of glass that sits behind the photocathode. Each cell of the

grid is less than 10 µm across. The MCP has a voltage of between 500 and 1000 V

applied to it and the electrons cascade through the cells producing more electrons via

secondary ionisation. The cascading electrons hit the phosphor screen, converting

the electrons back to light which falls onto the CCD, producing the image. By

setting the voltage on the MCP appropriately, the electrons from the photocathode

can be blocked from hitting the phosphor screen. This mechanism is what allows

such fast gating of the system, as well as providing image intensification when light

is allowed to pass through. The gain of the MCP is variable and can be controlled

via the software attached to the camera.

To enable rf phase resolved measurements of the plasma it is necessary for the

triggering of the camera to be locked to the voltage driving the plasma. This is

achieved with an Agilent 81150A dual channel phase locked signal generator. The

hollow cathode is driven from one channel with a sinusoidal waveform at 12.5 MHz.

This operational frequency is selected to be an integer multiple of the trigger fre-

quency of the camera. This is essential to the proper synchronisation between the

two signals, while still being within the tuneable range of the matching network

designed for 13.56 MHz operation. The second channel from the signal generator is

a 10 ns square pulse, repeating at 312.5 kHz, phase locked to the first channel. This

signal controls the voltage present on the MCP, gating the incident light passing on

to the CCD. The 12.5 MHz signal is passed through an ENI A150 rf power amplifier.

The amplifier has a maximum output power of up to 300 W, although to prevent

damage to the source, the system is never operated above 40 W.

During operation the camera is controlled by several parameters. The number of

accumulations refers to the number of times the entire data acquisition process is

performed. The exposure time controls the length of a single accumulation, and is

the period for which the CCD is active. The trigger signal from the second channel of

the signal generator samples 312 500 times per second, each at the same point within

an rf cycle (because of the phase locking). This means that for an exposure time of

1 second, and for a single accumulation, the CCD is exposed to light from the plasma

312 500 times before the CCD is read off and refreshed. For more accumulations,
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Figure 7.1: Plot taken from the Andor iStar ICCD manual showing the increase
in photons delivered to the CCD by the MCP after varying the arbitrary gain factor
in the control software [137].

the number of total counts increases proportionally. The number of individual rf

cycles sampled during one step is given by the exposure time multiplied by the

trigger frequency multiplied by the number of accumulations. The kinetic length

of an acquisition describes the number of time steps for an individual data run. A

kinetic length of ten frames with the previous parameters means that ten single

accumulations of an exposure of one second will occur. The gain of the MCP can be

varied on an arbitrary scale between 0 and 4095, with a strongly nonlinear variation.

A plot showing how the gain affects the counts per photoelectron can be seen in figure

7.1.

The spacing of the individual kinetic steps within an rf cycle is controlled by the

step width. The span of time covered by the data run will be given by the kinetic

length multiplied by the step width. The gate width controls how long the MCP

passes light to the CCD each time it is activated. The gate width refers to the

Exposure Accumulations Kinetic Length Gain
Rear view 0.3 s 16 50 2000
Side view 0.5 s 16 40 4000

Step Width Gate Width Delay
2 ns 4 ns 80 ns
2 ns 4 ns 80 ns

Table 7.1: Typical operational parameters of the Andor iStar ICCD camera during
data acquisition.
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electrical gate width, and is the time between the start and end signal for each

command to acquire light. The optical gate width is not well defined, but is shorter

than electrical gate width. The delay setting introduces a lead time between the

trigger from the signal generator and the response from the camera. Typical camera

settings for the acquisition of data in the following experiments are displayed in

table 7.1.

The configuration of the experimental set up can be seen in figure 7.2, showing the

positioning of camera and lens relative to the Pocket Rocket source and its expansion

chamber. Figure 7.2 also displays photographs of the system in both configurations.

ICCD	   Lens	  

Window	  

Rail	   Plenum	  

ICCD camera Lens

Window

Plenum

Expansion tube

Rail

ICCD camera

Lens
Window

Plenum
Expansion tube

Rail

Dual Channel signal 
generator Ampli!er

Matching
Network

To
oscilloscope

HV probe

To computer Manometer

Rear view Side view

Figure 7.2: Schematics and photographs showing camera and lens orientation
relative to the Pocket Rocket source for both rear and side viewing.
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The ICCD camera outputs a voltage pulse indicating when it is acquiring data. By

comparing the temporal location of this pulse with the HV probe signal measured

at the powered electrode, temporal calibration of the HV signal is achieved. It

is important to compensate for the internal delay of the HV probe signal when

making performing this calibration (measured to be 17.4 ns). The lens serves two

purposes: focussing an image of the plasma onto the CCD, and resizing the image to

fit completely onto the CCD without redundant pixels to optimise spatial resolution.

To focus the optical system, a light emitting diode (LED) is mounted to the rail

at a fixed distance from the camera. Since the edge of the LED is easy to resolve on

the CCD, it allows the relative positions and settings of all the optical components

to be determined. Subsequently the the optical system is configured such that the

plasma is in the focal plane previously occupied by the LED. When viewing from

the rear, the camera is centred and focussed on the back of the hollow cathode.

When viewing from the side the camera is centred on the expansion tube, in front

of the source to ensure that the entire glass expansion tube is in the image. The

interface between the hollow cathode chamber is in the focal plane.

Once focussed, the entire diagnostic system is tested to ensure that it is capable of

producing repeatable results. Scanning over two full rf cycles shows both the plasma

source and the measurement system behave consistently. Figure 7.3 (a) shows an

integrated pixel count taken over three regions of interest (ROIs) covering the centre

of the hollow cathode, the edge of the hollow cathode and the entirety of the hollow

cathode from the rear view. The acquisition settings for the test are those referenced

in table 7.1, except the kinetic length was extended to 80 to observe two full rf cycles.

The plasma is operated at 350 mTorr in the chamber with a power of 30 W. There is a

slight drift in the overall emission with increasing time attributed to the increasing

temperature of the source as it is continuously operated. Despite this, all of the

critical structures of the emission are well preserved. As such the kinetic length

during regular data acquisition can be reduced to span a single rf cycle. This has

two benefits: increased operational efficiency during data acquisition, and reducing

strain on the Pocket Rocket system. Typical acquisition times are slightly more than

five minutes per run. Having a much longer kinetic length significantly increases the
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Figure 7.3: (a) Emission for a central ROI, an edge ROI, and total emission from
the rear view taken over two rf cycles at a chamber pressure of 350 mTorr and power
of 30 W. Each data set is normalised to allow for clarification of their structure. (b)
Unfiltered emission and Balmer α emission for the side view, operated at 830 mTorr
and 30 W.

risk of catastrophic failure of the system due to heat stress while operating at higher

powers.

The Balmer α line (656.28 nm) dominates the emission from the plasma. In similar

experiments by others, bandpass filters have been used to investigate the emission

of particular species by isolating a line from a single transition [138]. Because

the Pocket Rocket plasma emits so strongly at 656.28 nm, using a filter is found

to be unnecessary. To validate this claim, the plasma is observed unfiltered and

with a 10 nm wide bandpass filter centred at 660 nm to isolate the Balmer α line.

The bandpass filter attenuates all signal by an order of magnitude. Figure 7.3 (b)

shows the normalised emission for an ROI covering the plume of the plasma in

the side view at a chamber pressure of 830 mTorr and 30 W of power. Since the

qualitative behaviour is preserved between the two cases, the camera is operated

without a filter during experiments to increase the signal to noise ratio. The images

are still expected to accurately show emission of atomic hydrogen at the Balmer α

wavelength. Figure 7.4 shows a spectrum of the plasma produced by Pocket Rocket

acquired with an Ocean Optics spectrometer and fibre optic cable. The spectrum

highlights the dominance of the Balmer α line. The fibre is pointed at the interface
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Figure 7.4: Spectrum of the plasma emission taken with an optical fibre pointed at
the interface between expansion chamber and hollow cathode in the Pocket Rocket
system. The Balmer α line dominates the spectrum.

between the chamber and the hollow cathode.

7.2 Operational Modes

As observed in chapter 6, two distinct operational modes are observed to occur

within the Pocket Rocket system. The first is the diffuse mode, which is observed

at lower pressures and powers. It is characterised visually by a diffuse and isotropic

plume of plasma expanding from the hollow cathode. The second is named the

bright mode, and is activated above the power and pressure threshold of around

11 Torr.W, referenced to the expansion tube pressure.

7.2.1 Diffuse Mode

Figure 7.5 shows a series of stills taken from the rear view, looking into the hol-

low cathode, while operating in the diffuse mode at an expansion tube pressure of

350 mTorr and power of 25 W. The images show the evolution of the plasma over

the course of a single rf cycle. The colour scheme in figure 7.5 and all subsequent
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Figure 7.5: Photographs of the evolution of the emission of the interior of the
hollow cathode over the course of an rf cycle for 350 mTorr chamber pressure and
25 W of power.

rear view plots are on the same logarithmic scale, allowing for easy comparison. The

discharge appears to be azimuthally symmetric and have a peak in intensity in the

centre of the hollow cathode throughout the rf cycle. By comparison, an annular

structure was observed in the Pocket Rocket system at higher pressure and with

a discharge of argon or nitrogen [92]. The primary implication of the consistent

central peak in emission is that plasma density is also peaked in the centre of the

hollow cathode.

In the diffuse mode, with a plenum pressure of 1 Torr and a chamber pressure

of 350 mTorr, the pressure in the axial centre of the hollow cathode is expected to
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Figure 7.6: (a) Example frame from 350 mTorr and 35 W rear view data showing
the locations for the three regions of interest (ROIs) over which the pixel count is
integrated. (b) Integrated emission over each ROI, normalised and highlighting the
four peaks present over the course of an rf cycle.

be approximately 700 mTorr. At this pressure the mean free path for an electron

impact ionisation is considerably longer than the hollow cathode’s 4.2 mm diamater

for electrons with energies of less than 35 eV. Since these electrons will be trapped

in the bulk of the plasma for more than half the rf cycle by the sheath voltage, a

bright peak in the centre is in accordance with expectations.

The boundary of the ROIs investigated are detailed in figure 7.6 (a). Over the

course of one rf cycle there are four peaks present in the emission profile, named 1

through 4 and highlighted in figure 7.6 (b). The presence of four peaks is similar to

those observed by Charles et al. in [138], although the shapes and relative heights

of the peaks have changed. Peak 1 is small relative to the other peaks and has its

maximum just before the point where the voltage on the powered electrode becomes

positive. The mechanism driving this peak is unclear. Peaks 2 and 3 occur around

the maximum rate of change in applied voltage on the driven electrode. As such they

are likely caused by field-electron interactions. Two possible explanations of these

peaks are proposed. The first is the field reversal phenomenon, mentioned earlier

in this chapter whereby electrons are drawn in a beam to the wall by a short-lived

positive field and then ejected back to the bulk plasma as the sheath reforms. The
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second is the possibility of some level of inductive coupling between the powered

electrode and the plasma.

There is an asymmetry in emission with regards to the rising edge and falling edge

of the voltage on the hollow cathode. It can be seen in figure 7.5 between 74 and

0 ns that there is a peak in emission near the most negative excursion of the voltage,

labelled peak 4. By contrast, emission is weaker in the positive part of the cycle,

between 20 and 40 ns. The structure of the discharge can be investigated in detail

by integrating the intensity counts over a region of interest (ROI) covering both the

centre and edge of the hollow cathode.

Emission in all three ROIs is dominated by peak 4, which occurs when the applied

voltage is at its most negative value. The sustainment mechanism for an rf hollow

cathode discharge in this geometry and parameter range is thought to depend on

secondary electron emission. This is supported by both fluid based simulation of the

Pocket Rocket system [106], as well as a particle in cell (PIC) model of another hollow

cathode system [112]. Secondary electron yield from ion bombardment becomes

much more efficient with increasing ion energy [139]. When the applied voltage

is negative, the sheath voltage at the driven electrode can reach several hundred

volts, enhancing secondary electron yield from incident ions. Furthermore, since the

sheath voltage is large, secondary electrons will enter the plasma with energies of

more than 100 eV, allowing them to participate in multiple ionising collisions. This

mechanism forms the basis for both the hollow cathode effect (in this geometry),

and the sustainment of a γ discharge. As such it appears that the diffuse mode of

operation operates as a typical γ discharge.

Finally, it is worth noting that the ceramic tube forming the inner wall of the

Pocket Rocket system introduces a complicating factor when considering the ap-

plied voltage. Since the HV probe is connected to the driven electrode, the mea-

sured voltages will not completely illustrate the voltages felt by the plasma. Fluid

simulations of the Pocket Rocket system performed by Greig [106] show the voltage

on the inside of the ceramic tube and the plasma potential change lead the applied

voltage by a few nanoseconds. It is also seen that the self bias will mostly be carried

on the ceramic sleeve, meaning the HV probe will give an imperfect reading of the
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Figure 7.7: Photographs of the evolution of the emission of the expansion of plasma
into the glass tube over the course of an rf cycle for 350 mTorr chamber pressure
and 25 W of power.

voltage on the inside of the sleeve. It is likely that there will be a slightly stronger

negative DC offset to the rf signal displayed in figure 7.6, and to subsequent plots

of the same nature.

Figure 7.7 shows the same data set in the diffuse mode from the side and clearly

displays the expansion of the plume into the glass tube, it should be noted that all

side-on data is not Abel inverted. The plasma diffuses into the expansion chamber

with an isotropic profile. The protrusion begins when the applied voltage becomes

positive at around 20 ns, and continues to grow until the voltage peaks. From 40 ns

onwards the size of the plume decreases steadily until it almost disappears entirely
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Figure 7.8: (a) Photo at t = 38 ns highlighting the two ROIs used in panel (b).
Panel (b) shows the integrated pixel counts for these two ROIs, normalised to allow
for easy comparison.

around 70 ns. When the voltage is at its most negative, the centre of the plume

at the exit of the hollow cathode is at its peak brightness. However, there is no

diffusion further into the expansion chamber.

Figure 7.8 (a) shows the ROIs from the side view for the 38 ns image, and panel

(b) shows the normalised integrated intensity for each ROI over a single rf cycle.

These allow for a quantitative interpretation of the behaviour shown in the series

of stills in figure 7.7. The emission from the plume ROI is strongest during the

peak 4 phase, while downstream there is a minimum. The maximum emission in

the downstream region is π out of phase with the maximum emission inside the

hollow cathode. This indicates that the propagation of plasma into the expansion

tube is not driven by the internal operation of the hollow cathode, but is more likely

controlled by the chamber facing earth plate.

Simulation of the Pocket Rocket system has shown that during the positive phase

of the applied voltage there is a burst of secondary electrons released from the earth

plate facing the expansion tube [106]. This can be understood by considering that

the plasma potential in the discharge will be at its greatest value when the voltage

applied to the driven electrode is maximised. The plasma potential must peak during

this period so that it will always remain higher than the hollow cathode potential.
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The potential on the earth plates is always 0 V and the sheath voltage at an earthed

surface is equivalent to the local plasma potential. Therefore, the voltage of the

sheath that forms at the earth plates is maximised when the voltage on the driven

electrode is positive. This increase in sheath voltage will enhance bombarding ion

energy, increasing secondary electron yield. The secondary electrons emitted from

the earth plate are accelerated into the expansion tube, driving the propagation of

plasma in the diffuse mode. During the positive part of the rf cycle the sheath at

the driven electrode is minimised and secondary electron emission is suppressed.

By contrast, when the applied voltage is most negative, secondary electrons will

only be emitted from the surface of the driven electrode. During this part of the rf

cycle, there is very little electric field in the sheath in front of the earthed electrode

as the plasma potential is minimised. However, a strong negative field is present in

front of the powered electrode. As has already been discussed, this will drive ions

into the hollow cathode wall with an energy equivalent to the sheath voltage, yielding

secondary electrons that are accelerated back into the bulk plasma with very high

energies to cause ionising collisions. The mean free path for an electron of 200 eV

to ionise a hydrogen molecules is approximately λ = 5 mm, which approximately

agrees with the distance between the edge of the powered electrode and the edge of

the plume in the chamber. It is for this reason that peak 4 still dominates emission

in the side view near the interface between hollow cathode and chamber.

In summary, while operating in the diffuse mode, there are four discernable peaks

per rf cycle inside the hollow cathode. The first is the weakest in terms of emission

and remains an area for future investigation. The second and third peaks correspond

to the points in time when the applied voltage is at its maximum rate of change.

Two possible explanations are proposed. The first is that the system has some

element of inductive coupling due to the annular geometry of the powered electrode.

The second is that there is a small field reversal effect occurring as described for a

hydrogen discharge by Czarnetzki et al. in [135]. Finally, peak 4 occurs when the

voltage reaches its negative maximum, driving the production of secondary electrons

via ion bombardment at the surface of the powered electrode. Peak 4 produces the

greatest Balmer α emission intensity. From the side view it has been deduced that
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the propagation of plasma into the expansion tube is not linked to the emission of

secondary electrons within the hollow cathode. It is for this reason that the peak

emission from the plume near the interface occurs simultaneously with peak 4. The

propagation of plasma into the expansion tube is triggered by a burst of secondary

electrons from the chamber facing earth plate. This occurs when the applied voltage

is most positive and is due to the increased sheath voltage at the earthed surface

during the portion of the rf cycle when plasma potential is highest.

7.2.2 Bright Mode

Increasing the gas flow to raise the chamber pressure to 830 mTorr while retaining

a power of 25 W causes the pressure power product to exceed 11 Torr.W, which

activates the bright mode. Figure 7.9 shows photographs of the bright mode from

the rear view over the course of a single rf cycle. The total emission has increased

significantly with respect to the diffuse mode, with the peak emission during the

cycle being an order of magnitude more intense. The spatial profile of the discharge’s

emission within the hollow cathode is similar for both modes with the brightest

region of the plasma always being at the centre.

In figure 7.9 there appears to be part of an annulus of relatively strong emission

beneath the central discharge. This is especially clear in some of the brighter frames.

To investigate whether this is real emission or reflection of the bulk plasma from the

wall, the relative intensities of the central ROI and the fringe are compared in figure

7.10. Panel (a) shows the two ROIs compared for this test overlaid on the image

from 54 ns. Panel (b) shows that the signal of the bright crescent closely follows

that of the main plasma in the centre of the hollow cathode. Because there appears

to be no independent behaviour of the crescent, its presence is likely the result of

a slight misalignment between the camera and the axis of the hollow cathode. The

misalignment allows the reflection of light emitted from the bulk plasma to reach

the camera.

The same ROIs for the rear view shown in figure 7.6 (a) are analysed for the

diffuse mode and are shown in figure 7.11, and they clearly illustrate the difference

between the two modes. Where the maximum emission in the diffuse mode was at
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Figure 7.9: Photographs of the evolution of the emission of the interior of the
hollow cathode in the bright mode over the course of an rf cycle for 830 mTorr
chamber pressure and 25 W of power.

the most negative value of the voltage on the powered electrode, there is now an

emission minimum. However, there are still four clear peaks during the rf cycle,

labelled in figure 7.11 (a). Peaks 2 and 3 are in approximately the same positions as

in the diffuse mode and are therefore likely caused by the same mechanisms. This

suggests that the degree to which the electric field-electron coupling is influencing

the plasma is greatly increased in the bright mode.
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Figure 7.10: Panel (a) shows the photo from 54 ns, and highlights the two ROIs
used for testing for independent behaviour between the central and edge regions.
Panel (b) shows that the edge ROI closely follows the central one, indicating the
signal there is a reflection rather than an annulus of plasma.
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Figure 7.11: Normalised integrated pixel counts for the three ROIs outlined in
figure 7.6 (a), highlighting the four peaks present in the bright mode
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Figure 7.12: Photographs of the evolution of the emission of the expansion of
plasma into the glass tube over the course of an rf cycle for 350 mTorr chamber
pressure and 25 W of power.

When the bright mode is viewed from the side, as shown in figure 7.12, it can be

seen that there is a significant difference between the shape of the plasma in the

expansion chamber compared with the diffuse mode. It is convenient to describe the

behaviour of the plasma starting at 42 ns. The panels between at 42 and 54 ns show

the plasma expanding from the hollow cathode and spreading along the entirety

of the aluminium face of the source. In the next panel, 2 ns later, the ionisation
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front begins to propagate down the inside of the glass tube, while the centre of the

expansion tube stays relatively dark. Following this, at 62 ns, the plasma collapses

away from the wall forming a secondary plasma downstream of the source. The

next two panels show the plasma emission intensifying and the ionisation front of

the expanding plasma continuing to propagate downstream. Finally, at 74 ns, the

plasma in the tube detaches completely from the chamber plasma and dissipates.

From 0 ns onwards the plasma on the face of the earth plate recedes over the 40 ns

period until the applied voltage reaches its positive peak.

This behaviour is similar to that observed by Jansky et al. in an atmospheric

pressure plasma jet, and is suggestive of a surface wave being launched along the

inside of the glass tube [140]. However, in the case of launching these plasma

‘bullets’, the time scale for the phenomenon is at least an order of magnitude longer

[141, 142]. Because the ionisation front propagates and recedes over the course of a

single rf period, and the ions are too massive to move at these speeds, the process

must be driven by electrons. This constitutes a fundamental difference in operation

that exists between these atmospheric experiments and Pocket Rocket.

The vertical dark region approximately 3 cm to the left of the hollow cathode

exit is visible once per rf cycle, between 56 and 80 ns. It can be observed as

electrons propagate down the expansion tube, causing ionisation and excitation of

the neutral gas. The dark region is thought to be associated with the formation

of a static supersonic shock in the expanding plasma. It is proposed that emission

is suppressed in this region because of the depletion of plasma and neutral species

density in the so called ‘zone of silence’ [143]. This depletion increases the mean

free path for excitation and ionisation events in the supersonic region. For the

shock to form, the neutral gas in the expansion must exceed the sound speed. This

can reasonably be attributed to the increase in translational temperature measured

by the Fulcher α spectroscopy in the bright mode. The increase in temperature

is primarily caused by the increased power deposition efficiency, leading to higher

plasma density.

To further contrast the two operational modes, it is worth noting that the plasma

expansion in the bright mode is approximately half an rf cycle out of phase with
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Figure 7.13: (a) Side view of the bright mode at 66 ns, as the plasma is propagating
into the expansion tube. The three black boxes show the ROIs displayed in panel
(b). (b) Shows the evolution of the integrated emission for each ROI, normalised to
its own maximum value.

the diffuse mode. At 40 ns, the voltage on the powered electrode has peaked and

the plasma is beginning to spread over the earth plate. This turnover of the applied

voltage signals the start of peak 3 when looking at the discharge inside the hollow

cathode. The luminosity and position of the ionisation front continue to increase as

the voltage on the electrode becomes more negative, and the propagating plasma

detaches as the voltage reaches its negative peak. To investigate the downstream

emission structure of the discharge in the bright mode, different ROIs are used than

those in the diffuse mode. This can be seen in figure 7.13 (a). It is interesting to

note that although the plasma within the hollow cathode has four distinct peaks

with similar intensity, the emission into the chamber is dominated by peak 3 as can

be seen in panel (b) of figure 7.13.

It can be seen in panel (b) that the normalised emission profiles for the plume

and edge ROIs are in excellent agreement. As there is no discernible delay between

the emission peak for the plume and the plasma at the edge of the earth plate, it is

probable that rather than diffusing from the hollow cathode, significant ionisation

is occurring within the chamber. This is further evidenced by the fact that there

is a small amount of emission for both the centre and edge ROIs at the time when

peaks 1 and 2 are present in the hollow cathode.
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In summary, the behaviour of the bright mode is dominated by emission when

the rate of change of the applied voltage is highest. Two possible explanations are

proposed to explain the emission structure within the hollow cathode. The first is

that there is inductive coupling between the driven electrode and the plasma. The

second is that there is a field reversal driving ionisation through the collapse and

reforming of the sheath during the positive part of the rf cycle. In the bright mode

there is no evidence of excitation caused by secondary electrons emitted at the most

negative part of the rf cycle, contrary to observations made during operation in

the diffuse mode. The ionisation front in the expansion tube must be driven by

electrons, and its timing is synchronous with peak 3.

7.3 Power Sweep

To observe the effect of varying the power deposited in the discharge, the applied

power is varied from 22.5 to 40 W. This represents the full range of available powers

from ignition to the highest power accessible without risking system damage. The

power sweep is performed at a chamber pressure of 830 mTorr. These operational

parameters cause all five of the powers tested to operate in the bright mode.

7.3.1 Rear View

Figure 7.14 shows how the central and edge ROIs, whose boundaries are shown in

figure 7.6 (a), vary with power in the rear view. Panels (a) and (b) show the central

ROI, while (c) and (d) show the edge. It should be noted that as the applied power

is changing, the voltage on the powered electrode will also vary. The voltage signal

for 25 W of applied power is shown in the panels as a guide for phase. Panels (a)

and (c) show that emission intensity within the hollow cathode is proportional to

power. A simple power balance equation says that generally for a plasma, electron

density will increase with power [2]. The rotational temperature measurements

made in chapter 6 showed that the gas temperature increases with applied power.

The combination of increased electron density and gas temperature will lead to an

increase in absolute atomic hydrogen density. Furthermore, by considering the work
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Figure 7.14: Variation in emission structure for the central and edge ROIs with
varying power. (a) Shows the raw intensity counts for the central ROI (b) Shows the
same data but each sweep is normalised to its own maximum value (c) Raw intensity
counts for the edge ROI. (d) The edge ROI, where each sweep is normalised to its
own maximum value.

presented in chapter 4 showing static electron temperature with changing power for

argon, it is unlikely that variation in the power will affect the EEPF in hydrogen.

An unchanged EEPF and increased electron and atomic hydrogen densities will in

turn lead to an increase in emission of the Balmer α line, as is seen in figure 7.14.

Panel (b) shows the same set of data as panel (a), but each line is normalised to

its own maximum value, allowing easy evaluation of qualitative structural changes

within the emission over the course of an rf cycle for each power. Peak 3 is always

the most prominent in terms of emission intensity in the central region. But as the

power is increased the relative strength of peaks 1 and 2 increases, and above 30 W
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Figure 7.15: (a) Maximum distance of propagation for 25 W of applied power.
(b) Maximum distance of propagation for 40 W of applied power. (c) Plot showing
variation in the length of the propagating plasma with applied power.

there is a reversal in dominance between peaks 1 and 2, with peak 1 becoming the

stronger at higher powers. Panels (c) and (d) show that near the wall of the hollow

cathode, peaks 1 and 2 play a much more important role in total emission. For

a power of 22.5 W peak 3 is still dominant, but peak 2 is approaching the same

emission intensity. As power is increased both peaks 1 and 2 surpass peak 3 in

terms of relative intensity. An increase in intensity near the wall for peak 2 is in

accordance with the suggestion that the peak is caused by a field reversal at the

wall drawing electron current.

7.3.2 Side View

Figure 7.15 shows how the propagation of the ionisation front of the expanding

plasma varies as power increases. Panels (a) and (b) display the two extreme ex-

amples of 25 and 40 W, showing how the distance that plasma propagates into the

expansion tube increases with power. For a power of 25 W the ionisation front

propagates 75 mm into the chamber before dissipating. At 40 W the front reaches

107 mm, beyond the end of the glass tube and just into the metal chamber it is
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Figure 7.16: Integrated intensity counts over the (a) plume and (b) edge ROIs
from the side view for powers between 22.5 and 40 W.

attached to. Panel (c) details the maximum distance of propagation for each of the

powers tested. The increasing length of propagation for the ionisation front with

power can be linked to an increase in density of the discharge. If as suggested, the

density of the discharge within the hollow cathode is increasing with power, then a

greater number of electrons will propagate down the expansion tube. If the mean

free path for an exciting or ionising collision is unchanged, and the absolute number

of electrons propagating increases, then the length of the visible discharge will also

increase.

To understand the mechanics of the expansion of plasma into the chamber, the

speed of propagation can be measured. By comparing the position of the plasma

front between 56 ns and 68 ns for the 40 W case, the speed of the propagation is

found to be 2×106 ms−1. The calculated speed of propagation of the ionisation front

can be compared with that of an ionising or Balmer α exciting electron. To ionise

atomic hydrogen 13.56 eV is required and for a hydrogen molecule 15.60 eV. To

excite from the ground state of hydrogen to the n = 3 state requires approximately

12.1 eV. The energy of an electron propagating at 2× 106 ms−1 is calculated to be

11.4 eV. Considering the agreement between the energy of an electron moving at this

speed and the ionisation and excitation energy for atomic hydrogen, it seems likely

that the propagation of the plasma down the tube is driven by electrons launched

once per rf cycle.
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Figure 7.16 uses the plume and edge ROIs defined for the bright mode in section

7.2.2. Panel (a) shows the plume and panel (b) shows the edge region. The emission

structure in both is dominated by peak 3, and emission increases with power between

22.5 and 30 W. Above 30 W the emission intensity plateaus, an effect not observed

within the hollow cathode. Since the number of electrons propagating through the

chamber must increase with power due to the increasing length of propagation, it

is possible that the density of atomic hydrogen is limiting emission. This possibly

indicates that the density of atomic hydrogen in the region near the chamber facing

earth plate is being suppressed.

7.4 Pressure Sweep

Chapter 4 shows that changing the operational pressure in the system has a strong

effect on the EEPF in the DASH system, driving up the electron temperature in

accordance with a particle balance equation. To quantify how pressure affects the

emission of the discharge, pressures in the expansion chamber ranging from 350 to

830 mTorr are observed. This pressure range spans the minimum reliable ignition

pressure to the maximum flow the system is capable of delivering. The power used is

30 W and these parameters precipitate a mode change between 350 and 450 mTorr.

7.4.1 Rear View

For pressures of 450 mTorr and above the discharge is in the bright mode and shows

a very consistent emission structure as can be seen in figure 7.17. Panels (a) and (b)

show the central ROI with raw intensity counts and normalised counts respectively,

while panels (c) and (d) show the edge ROI. Panels (a) and (c) provide an indication

of the change in total emission intensity between the diffuse (350 mTorr, blue circles)

and the bright mode, while panels (b) and (d) allow for easy comparison of their

respective emission structures.

It can be seen that at both the centre and at the edge of the interior of the hol-

low cathode emission intensity increases with decreasing pressure. The most intense

emission is seen at 450 mTorr as this is the lowest pressure at which the bright mode
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Figure 7.17: ROI analysis from the rear view, looking into the hollow cathode. (a)
Integrated intensity count for the central ROI. Panel (b) shows the same data set as
(a), but each line is normalised to its own maximum value. (c) Integrated intensity
count for the edge ROI. (d) Normalised data from the edge ROIs.

is activated. This inverse relationship is a consequence of the effect of discharge pres-

sure on the electron energy distribution. At a lower pressure, electron temperature

increases while the density remains relatively constant. The main atomic hydrogen

production channels require either an electron or ion - neutral collision, or an ion

striking the wall [134]. Since power is static in this experiment, a simple power

balance equation implies density should also be static. As such, atomic hydrogen

production is expected to vary only weakly with pressure whereas electron temper-

ature varies strongly. Considering equation 7.1, emission is expected to go up with

decreasing temperature, as is observed.
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Panels (a) and (c) show that the emission of peak 3 varies strongly with pressure,

while panels (b) and (d) again highlight the relative decrease in strength of peak 3

near the wall of the hollow cathode. Peak 3 has already been identified as likely being

caused by the interaction between electric fields in the sheath region and electrons,

either via a capacitive to inductive (E-H) transition or from a field reversal. This is

further supported by the fact that emission at the edge is weakest for peak 3 when

pressure is highest, and the electric fields in the sheath region will be weakest. It is

also interesting to note in panels (b) and (d) that the location of maximum emission

of peak 3 for both diffuse and bright mode closely align. This agreement suggests

that the two peaks are caused by the same phenomena, even though they produce

different emission intensities.

7.4.2 Side View

Figure 7.18 shows the emission from the plume and side ROIs for the pressures

scanned. Panels (a) and (c) show the raw emission intensity for the plume and edge

of the expansion tube respectively. It is interesting to note that in contrast to the

rear view data, the emission intensity is proportional to the pressure, rather than

inversely proportional as is observed with emission from inside the hollow cathode.

To possibly explain this phenomenon three pieces of information are necessary:

1. That there is possibly some mechanism limiting the density of atomic hydrogen

in the expansion chamber plume.

2. The largest cross sections for electron impact ionisation and excitation of both

H and H2, occur at approximately 50 eV [144,145].

3. Emission from the expansion tube in the bright mode occurs simultaneously

with peak 3 from inside the hollow cathode. This means that it is probable

that the electrons ionising plasma in the expansion tube are heated from field

interactions near the hollow cathode. This also means that these electrons are

likely mono-energetic if they have been accelerated by a moving sheath. Since

the sheath voltages are measured to be hundreds of volts, a smaller sheath will
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Figure 7.18: ROI analysis from the side view, looking into the expansion tube.
(a) Integrated intensity count for the plume ROI. (b) Shows the same data set as
(a), but each line is normalised to its own maximum value. (c) Integrated intensity
count for the edge ROI. (d) Normalised data from the edge ROIs.

mean lower beam energies. As the beam energy approaches approximately

50 eV, the cross section for inelastic collisions as energies will increase.

To summarise, if the density of hydrogen is the same, and the electrons ejected

from the hollow cathode have the same density and are mono-energetic, then the

electron beam whose energy is closest to the maximum cross section for emission

will produce the strongest emission.

This data set also provides an opportunity to further investigate the suggestion

that the vertical dark region seen in the bright mode is caused by a supersonic shock.

Figure 7.19 shows examples of zoomed in images of the dark space of the discharge
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Figure 7.19: Zoomed shots of the dark space present in the expansion cham-
ber downstream of the hollow cathode at two different pressures. Panel (a) is at
550 mTorr and has an approximate darkspace length of 10 mm, while (b) is at
830 mTorr with an approximate dark space length of 18 mm.

at (a) 550 and (b) 830 mTorr in the expansion tube. It can easily be seen that

the dark space in the higher pressure discharge is wider, increasing from 10 mm,

to 18 mm. Equation 7.2 describes a relationship between the flow rate of gas, the

background pressure of the system, and the position at which the supersonic region

of gas flow terminates, adapted from the work of Vankan et al. [143].

zend =

√
Φ

pb
(7.2)

Where Φ is the flow rate of gas through the system, and pb is the background

pressure. By comparing the flow rate through the hollow cathode with the pressure

in the expansion tube, it is found that the ratio between flow and expansion tube

pressure increases with increasing flow. As such the increase in length of the dark

region with increasing flow is expected if the gas flow is supersonic.

The data in figure 7.19 provides a useful insight into the speed at which gas

expands into the tube, indicating the presence of supersonic flow. Directly calcu-

lating whether or not the expanding gas exceeds the sound speed is an involved

and complex process that depends on the pressure profile, temperature profile and

geometry of the Pocket Rocket source. Currently work is being performed by Greig

et al. to investigate these questions further using computational fluid dynamics
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techniques [106].

Finally, to check for the consistency of the argument that the atomic hydrogen

present in the chamber is being excited by electrons ejected from the interior of the

hollow cathode, the transit time for electrons to the end of the dark space in the

expansion chamber is calculated. To do this the electron mobility, µ, is required.

The electron mobility for a hydrogen plasma at 1 Torr is given as µ = 3.5× 105 cm2

(V.cm)−1 [146]. This gives a drift velocity of 1.17× 107 cm s−1 and a transit time of

the dark space of the order of around 25 ns, which corresponds to what is measured

with the ICCD device.

7.5 Electrical Study of the Mode Transition

To investigate the mode transition further, its electrical properties are characterised.

To do this, an Impedans OctIV IV probe is placed between the matching network

and the hollow cathode. Because these experiments are performed after the ICCD

experiments, the discharge is operating in a much longer expansion tube, and at an

rf frequency of 13.56 MHz. It is seen, however, that the same mode transition can

be achieved, although the power pressure threshold is lower. The IV data provides

insight into the electrical changes occurring within the discharge during the mode

transition. The bright mode has lower voltages and currents than the diffuse mode,

but a much higher power factor (defined as the cosine of the phase between voltage

and current). The product of voltage, current, and cosine of phase gives the actual

deposited power in the system. Figure 7.20 shows the change in deposited power

for an applied power of 15 W and varying pressure in the system. It is also seen in

figure 7.20 that the resistance of the system increases by a factor of four between the

two modes. This is usually associated with an increase in the plasma density [95],

and agrees with the inference that the order of magnitude increase in total optical

emission, and increase in deposited power between the two modes is associated with

a large increase in plasma density.

Two sustainment mechanisms of the bright mode have been suggested. The first

is that the system undergoes an E-H transition and the bright mode contains some
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Figure 7.20: Variation in resistance and deposited power as the plasma transitions
from the diffuse mode to the bright mode as a function of pressure.

element of inductive coupling between the powered ring electrode and the plasma.

The second is that field reversal effects become dominant in the system, driving up

the density of the discharge by forming a positive field near the wall once per rf

cycle. It can be seen from figure 7.20 that the efficiency of the discharge increases

noticeably between the two modes. Futhermore, for this set of data the diffuse

mode had an RMS voltage of between 275 and 280 V depending on pressure, and

an RMS current of 0.72 A, with a phase of 89.0◦. The bright mode had a voltage

between 185 and 200 V and a current of 0.53 A, with a phase of 86.4◦. All of these

parameters suggest some degree of inductive coupling. In light of the electrical

data relevant to the mode transition, it seems more likely that the discharge is

exhibiting some inductive coupling in the bright mode. However without further

experimentation, such as time and spatially resolved measurements of the electric

fields within the discharge, eliminating one or other of the proposed sustainment

mechanisms is difficult.
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Figure 7.21: (a) Integrated intensity counts for the central ROI in a static flow
regime. (b) Shows the data from panel (a), with each line normalised to its own
maximum value.

7.6 Static Pressures

As has been discussed in chapter 6, to increase the pressure in the system beyond

what is possible with active pumping, the chamber is isolated from the vacuum

system. As a direct result of this, the pressure gradient between the plenum and

expansion tube is absent, and there is a uniform pressure throughout the system. To

investigate this operational regime, the pressure in Pocket Rocket is varied between

770 mTorr and 15 Torr. Figure 7.21 (a) shows the central ROI emission from the

rear view for this regime as pressure increases. With a system pressure of 770 mTorr,

the discharge operates in the diffuse mode, but at 1.3 Torr, it switches to the bright

mode.

It must be noted that for pressures of 770 and 1300 mTorr, the power is at 25 W,

but at higher pressures the emission from the discharge becomes too weak to acquire

useful data. To combat this, the applied power is increased to 40 W for pressures of

3 Torr and above. It can be seen in panel (a) that the emission intensity increases

noticeably from 1300 mTorr to 3 Torr, which is most likely because of the increase

in applied power, as emission intensity has previously been seen to decrease with

increasing pressure inside the hollow cathode. As the pressure continues to rise

in the system, the emission intensity decreases until by 15 Torr the emission is
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approximately equal in intensity to the diffuse mode at 770 mTorr.

Panel (b) shows a normalised version of the data displayed in panel (a). Nor-

malising the data provides confirmation that the basic structure of the discharges’

emission in the bright mode is not changing significantly as pressure increases and

emission goes down, especially for the 15 Torr case. The most striking variation is

the suppression of peak 2 and rise of peak 1 in terms of relative emission intensity.

At 1300 mTorr Peak 2 is significantly stronger than peak 1. As pressure increases,

peak 2 decreases in intensity and by the time the pressure has reached 15 Torr it

has disappeared altogether from the discharge.

Figure 7.22 shows the unnormalised side view of the discharge at three pressures:

770 and 1300 mTorr, and 10 Torr. There is little change in this regime from the

flowing gas set up. The most noticeable change is that emission decreases between

1300 mTorr and 10 Torr, even with the increased power at 10 Torr. This is in

contrast to what is observed at lower pressures where the emission intensity increased

as chamber pressure increased. It is possible that for these much higher pressures,

the plasma is no longer optically thin and Balmer α emission is being reabsorbed

before it can escape the discharge.

7.7 Conclusion

Over the course of the past two chapters the Pocket Rocket system is investigated as

an analogue to a single hollow cathode in the DASH source. The optical techniques

described are well suited to investigating the hydrogen plasma in this operating

regime. This chapter focusses on using an ICCD camera to observe the emission

behaviour of the Balmer α line of the course of an rf cycle. The discharge is observed

both end on, to observe the interior of the hollow cathode, and side on, to observe

the diffusion of the plasma into the expansion tube.

Two distinct operational modes exist depending on the pressure power product

of the system. Using the pressure in the expansion chamber as a reference, when

the system is operated below 11 Torr.W it is in the diffuse mode, whereas above

this threshold it operates in the bright mode. The low brightness, diffuse mode is
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Figure 7.22: Integrated pixel counts for the plume ROI in the side view. To
achieve higher pressures during operation the vacuum system is disabled in these
measurements.

dominated by ion induced secondary electron emission. The bright mode appears

to be dominated by field-electron interactions. The diffuse mode is most likely a

capacitive discharge operating in the γ mode, but the main operating mechanism of

the bright mode is less certain. It could be the result of an E-H mode transition, but

displays very little hysteresis. It is also possible that the discharge is still operating

in a capacitive mode, but is now dominated by the field reversal that occurs when

the voltage on the powered electrode becomes positive. Measurements of the electric

fields within the discharge using a technique such as laser spectroscopy would require

modifications to the apparatus, but might provide further insight.

In both modes the plasma is observed to expand significantly into the glass tube

once per rf cycle. In the diffuse mode the plasma extends furthest when voltage on

the powered electrode is at its maximum value. It is suggested that this is because

of the emission of secondary electrons from the earth plate facing the expansion

tube, when the sheath at these surfaces is at its highest voltage. In the bright
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mode the plasma extends into the expansion tube after the voltage on the driven

electrode turns over at its positive maximum. This is also when emission from

within the hollow cathode is brightest and is thought to be driven by the interaction

of electrons and electric fields in sheath region.

To push the pressure in the system higher than 2 Torr, the pumping is removed

and the system allowed to reach a static equilibrium pressure. It is seen in the static

case that at higher pressures the structure of emission doesn’t deviate from the

bright mode with pumping active, although emission is seen to strongly decrease.

As pressure increases far past what is achievable with the flowing gas regime the

relative emission of peak 1 becomes much stronger, with peak 2 disappearing entirely.

In summary, the plasma is seen to vary between the two modes reliably and

with no observable hysteresis. The Pocket Rocket source is shown to be capable of

producing a very bright plasma within the hollow cathode in the bright mode at

temperatures 100 to 200 K above room temperature. In the bright mode it seems

likely that there is a high dissociation fraction, making the source potentially useful

for surface processing applications requiring atomic hydrogen. Due to the similar

design between Pocket Rocket and DASH, these results provide insight into the

fundamental operation of a hydrogen hollow cathode in an array such as DASH,

that might be used in deposition processes.
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8

Conclusions

This chapter summarises key design features of the Distributed Array Shower Head

(DASH) source, as well as the results presented in chapters 3 through 7. The DASH

source is a stack of five electrodes. The outer two are earthed and the central one

is the powered electrode. Between the powered electrode and the earth plates there

are alumina insulators. An array of holes is bored through the stack and gas flows

through these and is ignited into a plasma. The source is designed to facilitate

the activation of the hollow cathode effect, and the high plasma densities measured

suggest that this is achieved. The plasma formed in the hollow cathodes then diffuses

into the expansion chamber. The behaviour of the source was investigated with

argon due to its simple gas chemistry. Electrostatic probes were used to make

measurements of the plasma density, potential, floating potential, and EEPF. The

DASH’s ability to chemically etch silicon using SF6 was demonstrated on unbiased

wafers. Finally, the suitability of the source for use in a deposition tool is investigated

using optical techniques in a hydrogen plasma in the Pocket Rocket source, which

is analogous to a single hollow cathode in the DASH. This was achieved through

measurements of the neutral gas temperature and time resolved imaging of the

discharge’s Balmer α emission.

8.1 Summary of Results

During breakdown in the DASH system the plasma ignites between the powered

and earthed electrodes, before the density peak moves into the centre of the hollow

cathode. For stable operation, the source was found to require a minimum power

and flow for every active hollow cathode. In argon these values are 10 sccm of flow

157
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and 2 W of applied power. Using an uncompensated Langmuir probe, measurements

of the ion density were made in the expansion chamber. For a flow of 33 sccm and

a power of 33 W per hole, the peak density measured at the interface between the

active hollow cathode and the expansion chamber is 1018 m−3. Through comparison

with results presented by Charles et al. in [92], it is estimated that the density

inside the hollow cathode is approximately 1019 m−3. The plasma expands from

the hollow cathode as though from a point source, with a 1/z2 dependence until it

reaches a density of approximately 1014 m−3. At this point, the rate of decrease of

the density with increasing distance from the source slows. This behaviour is due

to the presence of an ambient plasma sustained within the expansion chamber itself

rather than diffusing from the source.

Two hollow cathodes were then operated in tandem to produce a more complex

discharge maintaining the operational parameters of 33 sccm and 33 W per hole. It

was found that the peak densities measured did not vary. Furthermore, there was

interaction between the two active hollow cathodes, evidenced by elevated plasma

densities in the region between the two active hollow cathodes. It is thought that this

behaviour is linked to the increased neutral gas pressure in this region facilitating

ionising collisions within the expansion chamber.

To confirm this conclusion, the density map for a single active hollow cathode

was used as a building block to see if the measured density maps for two and three

hollow cathode arrangements could be reproduced via linear superposition. It was

found that this was not the case, due to local pressure effects. An empirical model

was developed to account for the ambient plasma present in the expansion chamber,

relating density to local pressure. It was found that this model could accurately

reproduce density in both two and three active hollow cathode configurations.

In general, the EEPFs measured in the expansion plume of the DASH system

displayed bi-Maxwellian behaviour. Below the break energy temperatures of 2−3 eV

were typical, while above the break energy tail temperatures were measured between

7 and 12 eV. The EEPFs measured in the expansion chamber were unaffected by

varying the power applied to the discharge, while variations in the flow caused

strong changes. The temperature below the break energy was found to be relatively
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independent of the flow through the system compared with the tail energy, which

was strongly dependent on flow. It varyied from 9 eV at a flow of 20 sccm to 2 eV

at 85 sccm per hole. This behaviour was explained by considering particle balances

for the inside of the hollow cathode and the expansion chamber. Because the hollow

cathode operates at a relatively high pressure of around 1 Torr, it is not sensitive

to changes in pressure. Meanwhile the expansion chamber pressure is around 1

to 10 mTorr, and changes in pressure have a much stronger effect on the electron

temperature.

Emissive probe measurements of the axial variation of the plasma and floating po-

tentials were made. It was found that plasma potential was inversely proportional

to flow, and that decreases with increasing distance from the hollow cathode. Mak-

ing use of the density measurements made in chapter 3, Boltzmann’s equation was

used to deduce an electron temperature for the plasma inside the hollow cathode. It

was found that an electron temperature of 2.1 eV provided the best fit to the mea-

sured potentials. This value agrees with both the particle balance and compensated

Langmuir probe measurements of Te made inside the hollow cathode.

Axial and lateral measurements of the EEPF showed that the plasma emerged

from the hollow cathode with an approximately Maxwellian structure and and tem-

perature of slightly above 2 eV. The distribution changes to a bi-Maxwellian for

axial positions of z ≥ 2 mm, before eventually returning to single Maxwellian at

the temperature of the hot tail far from the hole. This behaviour was explained by

attributing the hot tail to the ambient plasma in chamber. This suggestion was sup-

ported by the correlation between the point at which the EEPF returned to a single

Maxwellian at the tail temperature and the point at which density maps showed the

ambient plasma becoming the dominant density mechanism.

The DASH source was found to successfully dissociate SF6 to form atomic fluorine.

The fluorine diffused from the hollow cathodes and etched unbiased silicon wafers in

the expansion chamber. The maximum etch rate measured was 3.2 µm per minute

for a power of 500 W, the limit of the rf generator. The etch rate was found to

have no dependence on flow through the system. This was attributed to the fact

that the level of dissociation of the SF6 was low, around 1/1000. Using a SEM,
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the etch profile measured on wafers masked with positive photoresist was found to

be isotropic. In accordance with expectations of the design, damage caused by ion

bombardment at the surface was found to be insignificant.

The diffusion of atomic fluorine from the active hollow cathodes was also found

to follow a 1/z2 dependence, similar to the behaviour observed in argon, before

plateauing at z = 10 cm. The ambient etch rate in the expansion chamber was

measured by placing coupons of silicon at a range of axial positions, without facing

them directly towards the source. The point at which the etch rate no longer varied

with a 1/z2 dependence coincided with the point at which the ambient etch rate

became higher than would be expected by follow the 1/z2 trend. This behaviour

provided further confirmation of the conclusion that the expansion chamber plasma

is composed of diffusing plasma and ambient plasma. The uniformity of the etch rate

was examined and revealed that the etch rate for complex arrangements of active

hollow cathodes could be predicted with a linear superposition of double gaussian

functions. It is expected that in a larger system a DASH type plasma source could

etch a 300 mm wafer with a uniformity of ±5%.

The hollow cathodes were found to produce aluminium fluoride as a byproduct

during operation, which was deposited on the wafers being processed. This is prob-

lematic to the design, as aluminium fluoride is inert and blocks the etching process.

Using X-ray spectroscopy in the SEM, the growth of the film was found to be slow

for the first five minutes of operation before becoming approximately linear with

time. It was deduced that the exposed alumina in the source was responsible for

the production of the film, and that it could be prevented using a quartz insert.

However, the quartz was vulnerable to being etched, and a more durable insert is

required to pursue these experiments further.

Experiments were also conducted to investigate the suitability of the DASH source

for use in deposition processes. To this end, optical experiments were performed

in a hydrogen plasma. This was performed in the Pocket Rocket system, which

is analogous to a single hollow cathode from the DASH source, due to its superior

optical access. Optical emission spectroscopy of the Fulcher α system was performed

to calculate gas temperature in hydrogen plasma. It was found that in hydrogen two
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operational modes are achievable in Pocket Rocket, named the diffuse and bright

modes after their appearances. The discharge operated in the diffuse mode below

power pressure products of 11 Torr.W, and above this threshold the bright mode was

activated. The diffuse mode was found to have temperatures around 350 K, while

the bright mode had temperatures of approximately 500 K. These measurements

were used in preliminary Lyman α absorption spectroscopy measurements in the

DASH source, and will be essential for the continuation of this work.

Finally, the hydrogen hollow cathode discharge was investigated using time re-

solved imaging of the Balmer α line, performed with an ICCD camera. The camera

was configured to observe down the axis of the hollow cathode as well as at the

expansion plume. It was found that the diffuse mode is operating primarily as a

capacitive γ discharge. This is evidenced by the strong emission from inside the hol-

low cathode when the voltage on the powered electrode is at its most negative. By

contrast, the bright mode appeared to have some element of coupling between elec-

tric fields and the electrons in the discharge. The strongest emission from within

the hollow cathode appeared when the rate of change of voltage on the powered

electrode was maximised.

Observing the two modes in the expansion tube of the Pocket Rocket system

showed that in both cases, plasma propagated down the expansion tube once per rf

cycle. The diffuse mode propagation is driven by the emission of secondary electrons

from the expansion tube facing earth plate during the positive part of the rf cycle. By

contrast, the bright mode launches plasma down the expansion tube at the same time

as the most intense emission is observed from inside the hollow cathode, implying

that the electrons driving the process are ejected from inside the hollow cathode. The

speed of propagation was measured to be approximately 2×106 ms−1, slightly below

the speed of an ionising electron. There is a dark region observed in front of the earth

plate in the bright mode. This has been attributed to the formation of a barrel shock

in the system. The decrease of neutral and charged species in the zone of silence

causes an increase in the mean free path for an excitation event. Investigations of

the electrical characteristics of the system during the mode transition showed that

the resistance increased from 5 Ω to 20 Ω and the power factor also increased by a
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factor of two. Both of these are strong indicators of an E-H mode transition.

8.2 Future Work

There are three fundamental directions in which the work presented in this thesis

might be meaningfully extended. In brief they are: pursuit of a suitable material

for sleeves for use in SF6 dissociation, Lyman α absorption spectroscopy, and fluid

simulation of the system.

It was seen that the DASH source is capable of producing enough atomic fluorine

to chemically etch silicon at a reasonable rate and without exposing it to high

energy bombarding ions. However, for the source to progress any further in this

direction the problem of aluminium fluoride deposition needs to be solved. Ideally

the material for a new sleeve will be machinable, resistant to etching by fluorine,

resistant to sputtering by ions, and resistant to high temperatures. Boron nitride is

one candidate for such a role, but is very expensive. An alternative to this would

be to redesign the insulating electrodes to be made of a different dielectric material,

not containing aluminium.

Pursuing Lyman α absorption spectroscopy may be a productive area for future

investigation into both the DASH source and hydrogen hollow cathode plasmas in

general. The preliminary data presented in chapter 6 provides a good framework

for estimating temperatures of the atomic hydrogen in the expansion plume given

the high pressure in these experiments. The first part of this task is to modify the

VUV diode to allow it to sample quickly enough to observe the afterglow of a pulsed

hydrogen plasma in the DASH source.

Finally to corroborate the conclusions drawn concerning the fundamental opera-

tional mechanics of the DASH system, simulation would be appropriate. Some work,

yet unpublished, has been performed by Greig et al. on modelling the Pocket Rocket

system using the CFD-ACE+ package. Their findings appear to closely resemble

the operational mechanics of the diffuse mode observed with the ICCD in hydrogen.

Adaptation of the model to simulate the DASH system would be a valuable addition

to the work presented in this thesis.
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